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I INTRODUCTION 
This  i s  t h e  second bi-monthly r e p o r t  i s sued  under Cont rac t  Number 
9511.44 wi th  t h e  J e t  Propuls ion  Laboratory.  
o f  progress  s i n c e  t he  f i r s t  bi-monthly r e p o r t  i ssued  i n  May, 1965, 
I t  i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  a r e p o r t  
C e r t a i n  fundamental approaches and b a s i c  d e r i v a t i o n s  were included 
i n  t he  f i r s t  r e p o r t  and a r e  not  repea ted  h e r e ,  
During t h i s  r e p o r t i n g  period t rade- off  s t u d i e s  have continued and 
s e v e r a l  new a r e a s  have been i n v e s t i g a t e d .  Also a b r i e f i n g  was made t o  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  o f  NASA Headquarters ,  v a r i o u s  NASA c e n t e r s ,  and J P L .  
During t h e  next  two months, t h e  Spacecraf t  system des ign ,  propuls ion  
system des ign ,  and miss ion  a n a l y s i s  w i l l  be i n  t h e  f i n a l  phase prepara tory  
t o  t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  and c o s t  a n a l y s i s  for t h e  f i n a l  phase of t h e  c o n t r a c t .  
1 
J 
12. TECHYXGAL DISCUSSION 
#J 
A. MISSION ANALYSIS 
The main objective of the missior, is tc deliver a scientific payload 
and a reliable telecommunications sys tem into an orbi t  around the planet 
Mars .  
o r  by use  of a so lar  e lectr ic  powered final stage spacecraf t .  
then to be fulfilled in this study is  a comparison of the chemical and the 
so lar  e lectr ic  mission within the constraints stipulated by the contracting 
agency . 
Such a delivery can be  accomplished by ei ther  an  all  chemical sys tem 
The purpose 
1 .  Solar Elec t r ic  Spacecraft  Per formance  Analysis 
AS pointed out in  the 1s t  BimortMy Report,  the purpose of the 
low thrust  mission studies is to (1)  determine the payload capability of  an 
electrically propelled spacecraf t  and subsequently compare it to an all 
chemical vehicle and ( 2 )  establish the optimum design points for the p ro-  
pulsion sys tem.  It was also stated that although the total mission objective 
was a Mars  Orbi te r ,  the specif ic  role  which the ion propulsion sys tem will 
4 
play in accomplishing this objective must  srili be decided. 
possible mission profiles for  the ion propulsion s tage a r e  Optimum Coast 
Rendezvous, Ze ro  Coast Rendezvous, Minimum Time Flyby, and Flyby. 
Each of these mission profi les  were  to be studied for  effects of departure  
date, launch year ,  hyperbolic excess ,  flight t ime,  specific impulse,  and 
thrust  o r ient at  ion. 
The various 
During the first reporting period, the miss ion  analysis was l imited 
to the zero  coast rendezvous miss ion  and prima.rily to the 1971 launch year  
so that the propulsion and spacecraf t  sys t em designs could proceed.  
350 clay, 1971, zero  coast rendezvous profile was chosen as the design 
model mission.  
design points f o r  an electr ical ly  propelled spacecraf t  launched by a 
SATTJRN IB/CENTAUR: 
The 
The resu l t s  of these analyses established the following 
c j', 
I 
1 Hg Bombardment Engine 
2 .  
3 .  
4. 
5. Thrus t  Vector thru  50° 
Specific Impulse - 4000 s e c .  
Power Requirement - 48 kW 
Propel lant  Weight - 1600 lbs. 
A - l  
3 
3 
$ 
During the last two m o  
to include the Optimum Coast, 
the launch years  of 1969, 1971, 1975, and 1977. These missions 
(with a few exceptions) were  studied under the following conditions 
sion analyses have been extended 
, and Flyby miss ion  profi les  f o r  
1. 
2. Hyperbolic Excess  - ze ro  
3. 
4. 
5. Thrust  Orientation - optimum 
Departure Date - determine optimum and effect 
of launch window 
Flight Time - 150 days to 500 days 
Specific Impulse - 3000 s e c  to 6000 s e c  
The resul ts  of these  analyses which were  obtained as a direct  out- 
put of the JPL low thrust  variable power t ra jec tory  program,  a r e  presented 
in this report  in Fig. A. 1-1 thru  A. 1-18. 
figures represent  the performance maps for  low acceleration, high specific 
impulse propulsion sys tems.  The use  of these maps has been descr ibed 
in the 1s t  Bimonthly Report and will not be repeated here .  However, a s  
stated, these data a r e  completely independent of propulsion sys tem con- 
s t raints  and can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of any low thrust  
devic e. 
R 
The first  fourteen of these 
i 
Although a complete analysis of the data presented in Figs .  A. 1-1 
thru  A. 1-1 4 is not yet complete, some prel iminary but significant con- 
clusions can be drawn at this t ime. 
requirement  initially decreases  with increasing flight t imes,  in all cases  
a point is reached where no fur ther  advantage i s  accrued. 
many instances a minimum propellant requirement is seen. 
at which this minimum occurs ,  however, does not necessar i ly  guarantee 
a maximum payload, since the initial acceleration also decreases  with 
flight t ime.  Second, for  a 350 day missior. the initial acceleration levels 
(and, therefore,  power requirements)  decrease  in the o r d e r  of Optimum 
Coast,  Zero Coast, and Flyby, the Optimum Coast profile requiring 
almost  twice the initial acceleration than that of a Flyby and one third 
m o r e  than that of a Zera  Coast. Third, again considering a 350 day i t  
mission, the propellant requirement for the Optimum Coast and Zero 
Coast profiles is twice that of a Flyby. Fizally, there  is no apparent 
F i r s t ,  although the propellant 
In fact, in 
The flight t ime 
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advantage to the  0ptimi;m Coact profile over the  Z k r o  Coast 
between Flyby and Zero Coast for each launch year  must  await further 
detailed analysis..  
The choice 
F igures  A. 1 15 th ru  A 1 18 present  the t ime histories of ?he 
heliocentric angle and thrust  vector orienta+:<>c fo r  several  missions 
namely 1971 zero  coast  rendezvous a r d  i 9 7 3  flybys 
angle (as measured  f rom the initial SUI* prabe ,ice! throligh which the 
spacecraft  must  t ravel  during a 1971 ze ro  c3as+ rendezvous mission 
var ies  from 225O tu 290° fo r  flight t imes  betwetn 300 days and 400 days 
(Fig .  A. 1-15).  
F i g .  A. 1-16 to  he  approxsmately 230 I 
The total heligcentrir  
F o r  the 197? flyby, the  heliccen+rlc angle i s  seen by 
0 
An important consideration in the spacecraft  design is the 
required th rus t  vecTor direction. 
f rom the sun-probe l ine  for  the tw3 types of missior. pr:3files a r e  showr?. ir. 
Figs .  A. 1-17 and A, 1 - 18. 
on the thrust  orientatior, requirement for the 1971 zero  coast miss ion,  
The wide variation (40n to 135O for 300 day flight t ime  and 60' to 110' 
f o r  350 days)  may be undesirable f r D m  the spacecraft  design p i n t  of 
view, even though these curves might be slmi-llated by two d i sc re te  
th rus tor  positions ( e .  g . ,  60  a.rd 1 2 0  
for 350 days).  The 400 day micsiaI:, o n  t h e  hard appears extremely 
attractive since the total thrust  vector variation ;c l e s s  than 20" trttal 
that i s ,  between 70 a r d  90" Since this variatLJsr. is small  i t  csuld 
probably be replaced wtth a ccjnstant thrust  vector of about 80" 
by eliminating the need fr l r  thrur tor  a r r a y  r;tati;r, and deployment, The 
thrust  angles for the 1973 flybys a r e  shown in F ig  A 1-18 The  angular 
variation ranges from 90 
t ime in  the cases  shown 
The vdriatior. 8;f thrust  angle a s  measured 
Figure  A 1 - 1 7  irLdLcates the effect of flight am.e  
0 c) 
f;,r 300 days a r c 1  70° and i O O o  
0 
there  - 
0 3 to 20 and i s  relatively irdependect of flight 
The t ra jectory data presented in Figs  A. 1 1 thru A 1 1 4  can 
now be used to  determine the payload capahtlity of ion propuision s y s -  
t ems  and their  optimum design pctipts. A1thoi;gh resul ts  have already 
been presented ( e .  g o  + 1st  Bimor-thlv Report .  for  the design mod21 
mission they will be  repeated he re  for completeness 
I 
i 
Fig. A. 1 - 15. Heliocentric angle time profile. 
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Since for the propulsion system and spacecraf t  design a 1971, 350 
day, zero coast rendezvous mission was chosenl the propulsion sys tem 
SP performance was evlauated for  operating points f r o m  3000-6000 sec  I 
and initial acceleration levels of approximately 2. 5 x 10 
s e e  A. 1-6). 
higher values of specific impulse the final-to-initial mass ratio is increased,  
that is, the required propellant is decreased.  However, since the power 
-4  2 rn /sec  (e.  g . ,  
By moving up the vert ical  350 day line on Fig.  A. 1-6 to 
in the exhaust beam of an e lec t r ic  thrus tor  is proportional to specific 
impulse, the power sau rce  mash 4aorasses with X 
a tradeoff then between power and propellant and, therefore ,  an optimum 
I 
s u m  of the propulsion sys t em and propellant m a s s e s  a r e  minimized. The 
total power required by the propulsion sys t em i s  proportional to the specific 
impulse divided by the engine efficiency, thus one m o r e  effect that must  
be considered in determining {I is the variation of engine efficiency 
with specific impulse. 
Obviously there  is 6 
Optimum I is defined here as that specific impulse at  which the 
SP' SP 
1 
SP opt 
The total  engine efficiency as a function of specific inipulse for  
These  curves 
i ' 
the Hg bombardment thrus tor  is shown in Fig. A. 1-19. 
a r e  meant to represent  stateqof-art devices and not ultimate performance 
capability. 
tent with 10,000 h r  engine life. 
In addition. these performance figures a r e  felt to be consis - 
With the  data  in Fig.  A. 1-1 9 and the performance maps  SI own in 
Figs  A. 1-6, A. 1-7, and A. 1-8; the optimum specific impulse, payload 
capability, and the power requirement f a r  a given init ial  s p i c e c r a f t  weight 
can  b e  determined f o r  the th rus to r  system. 
F igure  A. 1-20 presents  the payload capability and the optimum 
I for  the : bombardment engine for  the  1971, 350 day, 
ze ro  coast rendezvous mission. 
sys t em is assumed to be  75 lb/kW. 
for  a 11, 700 l b  spacecraf t  is given. 
SP 
The specific weight of the propulsion 
In each c a s e  the power requirement 
The term payload mass on this 
f igure,  as well as those to  follow,is-defined as that mass placed in some 
elliptical orbi t  about Mars  l e s s  the mass of the electric propulsion 
sys tem.  For the bombardment engine, the maximum payload capability 
A-22 
EFFECTIVE SPECIFIC IMPULSE sec 
E563 -10 
Fig .  A. 1-19. State-of- the-art  mercury  bombardment ion engine efficiency. 
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Fig. A. 1-20. Effect of total flight time on ion engine performance. 
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e ,  
is about 5770 at an 1 of 4000 sec,  T h e  payload 611s off slightly at 
I > 4000 sec .  The power requirement at 4000 s e c  I 1s abobt 46 k W  
increasing to 60 k W  at 6000 sec  1 Therefore,  even though only a 
SP 
small payload penalty is paid f3r operating at a specific impulse grea ter  
than the optimum, a relatively l a rge  increase  in pclwer is required 
However, operaticn at 3000 sec  1 provides l i t t le  o r  no payload loss  
SP 
while lowering the power requirement to 40 kW.. 
1 
SP 
SP SP 
The effect of total  flight t ime  on payload optimum 1 and 
SP' 
power requirement is also shown in Fig. A. 1 .20.  
impulses for  the three  flight t imes showr, all l i e  between 3000-4000 sec  
with the payload m a s s  ratio increasing f rom 5770 for 350 days to 61 570 
f o r  400 days. 
Since the payload capability increases  orJy slightly with longer flight 
t imes  ( e .  g.  to 6370 for  450 days),  400 day flights can be considered 
optimum f r o m  a payload standpoint. 
the leas t  variation in thrus t  angle.. it appears  quite attractive.  
The optimum specific 
The power requirement f O r  the 400 day mission is 39 k W  
Since the 400 day t r ip  also provides 
1 The reduction in payload capability for launch yea r s  of 1973 and 
1975 is given in  Fig .  A. 1 - 2 1  e 
on the sys tem design pa ramete r s .  The optimum .I remains in the 
3000 to 4000 s e c  region while the power requirement i r c r e a s e s  to about 
67 kW for  the 1975 iaunch yea r ,  
4770 a s  compared to 33% for  1975. Again these data a r e  for a 350 day, 
zero  coast rendezvous mission.  
a flyby profile would be m 3 r e  des i rab le ,  
Also presented is  '..he effect of launch year  
SP 
'The payload m a s s  ratio for 1973 is 
i t  is possible that for  the 1975 mission, 
This possibility will be  evaluated. 
The penalty paid as a function D f  launch window i s  shown in 
F ig ,  A. 1 - 2 2 .  As shown; about a 270 loss  in pavload i s  sustaified i f  a 
30 day launch window is required. 
power requirement increases  f rom 46 k W  to 48 kW. 
F o r  the 30 day latinch windvw, the 
During the course  of the propulsior! sys tem design (Section B )  ar, 
es t imate of the weight of the propulsion sys tem weight was made 
resul ts  of this prel iminary evaluation iv.dicated that specific weight of 
the complete engine sys t em ( i o  e . ,  l e s s  sG13r array:.  wanld be under 
15 lbs/kW. 
The 
Assuming the so iar  panel specific weight meets  i ts  design 
i 
i 
A . 2 5  
€563- I I 
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Fig. A. 1-21. Effect of launch year  on ion engine performance. 
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* ) 
i 
goal of 50 lb/kW, the complete propulsion sys tem will probably weigh 
l e s s  tha2 the 75 lb/kW used in the preceeding analyses. 
shows the effect of specific weight an ion engine payload capability. 
Figure A. 1- 23  
As 
shown, if  a specific weight of 65 lb/kW is achievable for  the complete 
propulsion system,  the payload ratio increases  f r o m  5?70 to 6170 far a 
350 day miss ion and f r o m  61. 570 to 6570 for a 400 day mission.  
A-28 
e 
Fig.  A-1-23.  Effect of specific weight on ion engine performance. 
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A.2 All-Chemical Spacecra f t  Performance Analys is  
Payload 
f o r  t h e  1969 t o  1975 launch o p p o r t u n t i e s  u t i l i z i n g  the  Sa tu rn  IB/Centaur 
v e h i c l e ,  and t h e  1971 launch oppor tun i ty  u t i l i z i n g  t h e  At las /Centaur  launch 
v e h i c l e  were presented i n  the  f i r s t  "Bi-Monthly Report" . Addi t iona l  
r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  1977 launch oppor tun i ty  u t i l i z i n g  the  Saturn  1BICentaur 
launch v e h i c l e  ( a s  per the i n c r e a s e d  scope of c o n t r a c t )  a r e  presented he re :  
c a p a b i l i c y  o f  a Mars o r b i t e r  us ing  a l l- chemica l  propuls ion 
The assumptions a r e  i d e n t i c a l  t o  those  l i s t e d  i n  t h e  previous r e p o r t ,  
name 1 y : 
a ,  A 1000 pound capsu le  w i l l  be aboard the  o r b i t e r  us ing  the  
Sa t u r n  EBdCentaur booscsr  a Capsule s e p a r a t i o n  w i l l  t ake  
p lace  w e l l  be fore  r e t r o  a p p l i c a t i o n .  
b.  The nominal Martian o r b i t  w i l l  have a p e r i a p s i s  a l t i t u d e  o f  
4,000 km, and t h e  apoapsis  a l t i t u d e  o f  50,000 km. 
c .  The r e t r o  p ropu l s ion  system w i l l  have a s p e c i f i c  impulse 
o f  315 seconds and the  dry weight o f  the  p ropu l s ion  system 
i s  taken t o  be 10 per  cen t  of the  e n t i r e  propuls ion system. 
d .  An allowance of 3000 meters p e r  second i s  assumed t o  provide 
f o r  midcourse c o r r e c t i o n  and l o s s e s  due t o  f i n i t e  burning 
t i m e  and o t h e r  causes .  
R e s u l t s  f o r  both Type I and Type I1 t r a j e c t o r i e s  a r e  shown i n  the  
a t t ached  graphs  (Figures  A.2-1 and A , 2 - 2 ) ,  It i s  noted t h a t  the 1977 per iod 
w i l l  be r a t h e r  unfavorable  f o r  Type I t r a j e c t o r i e s ,  because o f  l a r g e  d e c l i n a c i o n  
ang les  requ i red  dur ing t h e  ascenc phase. O r b i t e r  mass o f  4000 t o  4500 pounds may be 
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A 3 3  
1 
handled by Type IT t r a j e c t o r i e s  f o r  a f i r i n g  per iod of t h i r t y  days,  
a l though the  f l i g h t  t i m e  requi red  would be  i n  excess  o f  350 days.  
Addi t iona l  summary t o  be appended t o  Table I of  t h e  f i r s t  Bi-Monthly r e p o r t  
i s  presented below 
OHBITER MASS FOR 1977 
Light ing  Cons t r a in t  F l i g h t  
Time 
Days 
240-200 
400-350 
0 
I f  t he  launch d e c l i n a t i o n  ang le  i s  t o  be kept below 28 , t h e v a l u e  
4 
f o r  Type I1 t r a j e c t o r i e s  w i l l  become 4,000 l b s .  
A- 34 
A ,  3 Performance Comparison 
Presented i n  F igure  A 0 3 - 1  i s  a comparison o f  t h e  “bes t- case”  s o l a r -  
e lec t r ic  powered s p a c e c r a f t  Mars miss ion  c a p a b i l i t y  wi th  cha t  of t h e  a l l -  
chemical powered s p a c e c r a f t  f o r  t he  1971 launch oppor tun i ty ,  The s o l a r -  
e l e c t r i c  
f o r  a 400 day mission i n  which the  h e l i o c e n t r i c  t r a n s f e r  phase i s  accomplished 
i n  a zero  c o a s t  rendezvous mode, The a l l - chemica l  spacec ra f t  miss ion  t i m e  
i s  190 days.  It  i s  ev iden t  t h a t  t h e  e l ec t r i c  propuls ion  s p a c e c r a f t  has  
a u s e f u l  Mars o r b i t e r  weight advantage o f  a t  l e a s t  1200 pounds over  . the 
e n t i r e  launch window i n v e s t i g a t e d ,  It should f u r t h e r  be noted t h a t  these  
powered s p a c e c r a f t  curve d e p i c t s  the  Mars o r b i t e r  weight -capab i l i t y  
performance numbers a r e  based on a s p e c i f i c  weight o f  25 lb/KW f o r  t h e  
e l ec t r i c  engine system ( t h r u s t o r ,  power cond i t ion ing ,  feed system, and 
c o n t r o l  system) whereas p re sen t  i n d i c a t i o n s  a r e  t h a t  a s p e c i f i c  weight o f  
about  % of t h i s  v a l u e  i s  f e a s i b l e .  (See Sec t ion  I1 I3) 
S i m i l a r  comparisons f o r  a l l  launch o p p o r t u n i t i e s  from 1969 t o  1977 
a r e  under p repa ra t ion  
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B. PROPTJLSLON SYSTEM STUDIES AND HARDWARE 
The propulsion sys tem studies which have been performed during this 
phase of the program have consisted of (1)  a study of the effect of power level on 
the design and operating charac ter i s t ics  of the ma jo r  propulsion sys tem sub - 
sys tems,  (2)  a reliability analysis t o  determine the optimum thrustor  module 
s ize for  a high power propulsion system and to determine the effect of reliability 
considerations on overall  system design, ( 3 )  a design layout of each of the major  
subsystems which would be used to make up a 48 kW ion propulsion system, (4 )  
a conceptual design of a 48 kW ion propulsion system, and ( 5 )  a prel iminary 
analysis of the problem of voltage and power matching between so lar  panel out - 
put and engiRe system. 
this report  I s  limited to the Hg bombardment thrus tors  (both oxide and pool 
cathodesf and the i r  associated feed systems.  
control systems have been descr ibed in detail in Ref. 1 and, therefore,  will 
The design verification hardware to be discussed in 
The power conditioning and 
not be repeated here .  
j 1. Scaling Study 
In o rde r  to  determine the optimum engine module s ize fo r  a 
high power ion propulsion system, the variation of subsystem charac ter i s t ics  
with power level must  be determined. Also these scaling studies a r e  used to  
define the optimum design pa ramete r s  fo r  subsystems a t  any power level and 
guarantee that the interpolation and/or  extrapolation of existing data during the 
design phase is done on a real is t ic  basis.  
a. Thrustor  
In o rde r  t o  establish +he  relation between power level and engine design 
pa ramete r s  the mercury  bombardment thrustor  was  scaled over a range of power 
levels.  The f+ctsrs  considered in the study were: (1) perveance, ( 2 )  life and 
( 3 )  mechanical design. 
of power level,  the optimum thrus tor  configuration f o r  providing a lifetime 
of at least  one year  at  a n  I 
Perveance 
The resul t  of the study was to  determine, as a function 
of 4000 seconds, 
SP 
A relationship was derived which gives the average cur rent  density of 
a thrustor  (total  beam/diameter  squared) as a function of hole s ize (w) and 
electrode spacing (d). 
cur rent  p e r  hole. 
4 I  
i Reference 2 gives a general  equation f o r  the maximum 
Considering countersunk optics (because of the increased  
1 B-1 
current  capability) we obtain the following modified perveance expression, 
independent of sc reen  electrode thickness. * )  
2 
3 /2  amps  -9 1 ( . m + ; )  vT ( l )  IH= pH vT 3 / 2  = 4 . 4 x  10 
VT is the total  accelerating voltage ( V  
voltage ( V  ) and specific impulse is shown in Fig. B. 1-1. 
80% propellant utilization, 
voltage i s  then determined by assuming an upper limit fo r  the accel /decel  ratio: 
t VA) . The relationship between beam 
At 4000 seconds and B 
VB = 2500 volts. The maximum allowable total 
v + VA (2)  accel /decel  = B 
References 3 and 4 indicate that an accel /decel  ratio of two is easily attainable. 
Thus, we allow 2 x 2500 = 5000 volts for  total accelerating potential and proceed 
to setup the resulting relationship between beam current  and engine geometry. 
W e  can see f rom Fig. B. 1-1 that lower I implies l e s s  available total voltage. 
F o r  example, at 3000 seconds the total accelerating voltage would only be 
1400 x 2 = 2800. This is just  about half of what i s  available a t  an I of 
4000 seconds. With such sharp reduction in available voltage, the resulting 
engine designs f o r  any power level would incorporate much l a rge r  diameters  
than for the 4000 second case.  
i 
SP 
SP 
F r o m  Eq. 1, the total cur rent  of an engine i s  given by: 
312 - ( 3 )  IT = PH N VT 
- 
where N is the number of holes. 
so  noted because of the non-uniform beam distribution associated with a 
bombardment engine. In other words,  the product of N t imes  Eq. 1 does not 
necessar i ly  give the engine cur rent  but, in general,  indicates m o r e  current  
than is actually available. 
PH is the "average" perveance p e r  hole, 
This is because the ion a r r iva l - ra t e  a t  the center  
i B- 2  
+ I  
' b  
I I I I I I I 
B-3 
, 'I wil l  be drawn o d y  a t  the peak of the cur rent  density distribution (center  of 
enginel- The rematnicg regions of the electrode will produce less cur rent  p e r  
hole. 
A typical current  density distribution exibits a peak-to -average ratio 
of two-to-one {Refs. 5, 6 ,  and 73. Hence: 
Eq. 3 becomes: 
- 1 3 12 
z pH vT (5)  ET - 
The number of holes (N) of a thrus tor  electrode is given by: 
( 6 )  
l where: 
Y 
D 
W 
Eq. 5 thus 
(7) 
2 
N =: (:I Y 
= ratio of open electrode a r e a  to  total a r e a  = 
(a typical value fo r  present  engines) 
0. 58 fo r  this study 
= active engine diameter  (cm)  
= hole diameter  ( cm)  
be c orne s : 
- F o r  convenience in  expressing cur rent  density, we now introduce 1: B' IB -- 
3 2 10 IT a d  expresses  cur rent  in mA. Solving for  (PB/D ) and evaluating: 
3 
B- 4  
1 
\ 
a t  
Figure  B. 1-2 is a plot of Eq. 8. 
in Fig. B. 1-2. 
The aspect ratio (w/d)  is a l so  c r o s s  -plotted 
If the re  were  no other considerations, the engine s ize  could be selected 
based on these resul ts .  But, so far, we have said nothing about engine life. 
An engine design selected a t  random f rom Fig. B. 1-2 could not be guaranteed to  
operate for  10,000 hours. 
Engine Life -
.(r -6- 
Electrode life considerations were  based on the analysis of c h a r g e -  
exchange effects found in  Ref. 4. In Ref. 7 it was found emperically that the 
life of a 1. 27 mil l imeter  thick accel  electrode of a 10 cm. bombardment engine 
is given by: 
(9)  t = - 3' 28 hours  
I A 
where IA = 
be extrapolated into a f o r m  general enough to predict the life of any electrode 
of thickness x and effective diameter  D. The resulting expression is: 
accel  interception cur rent  in amps,  It is assumed that Eq. 9 may 
(10) t = - 3 * 2 8  (+I (&I 
I A 
Kerslake (Ref. 4) has  derived an expression fo r  I * A '  
where: 
= propellant utilization 
= total mass flowrate = I B / q v ,  amps 
0 
I 
:g 
So long a s  the spacing is g rea te r  than 2 .5  mm to prevent voltage breakdown 
I 
(based on the 2000V/mm c r i t e r i a  in Ref. 8. 1 
B-5 
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a 
2 = overall  electrode a r e a ,  c m  
0 
A 
.e = distance between electrodes,  cm. 
.e1 = additional charge -exchange length, cm. 
1 The t e r m  4, 
accel  electrode, and is given by: 
accounts for  the charge-exchange occuring downstream f rom the 
r 
1 PVB 
1 .5  Q,, In 
(12) 4 l  = - 1 1 / 2  3 / 2  
L r * . "  J 
where: 
P = constant = 3 .  86 x m k s  units 
AI = electrode open a r e a  = . 5 8  ($ I?] 
f = function of acce l /dece l  ra t io  (= 4. 5 fo r  a ratio of 2 )  
Evaluating Eq. 12  resul ts  in: 
. 
Equation 13 expresses  the fact that the additional charge-exchange length is a 
function only of average cur rent  density, under the conditions we have specified. 
It is  common to find L1 somewhat l a rge r  than 4, , indicating that charge-  
exchange occurs  over a distance of m o r e  than twice the electrode spacing. 
Returning to  Eq. 9,  we may eliminate IA by using Eq. 11. The resulting 
expression for  electrode life in  t e r m s  of cur rent  density, propellent utilization, 
and electrode geometry is: 
2 
where 4,' is given by Eq. 13. 
Using Q = 80% and defining: 
P 
(15) j = 1%) m A / c m  2 
B-7 
* \  
i 
Eq. 14 becomes: 
X (16) t = 16. 
We nowset t = 10, 000 hours  in Eq. 16 and obtain the relationship between 
electrode plate separation and accel  electrode thickness (at any current  density) 
consistent with a one year  life. The quantity k , as used above, represents  
the distance between electrodes measured  f rom centerlines.  Hence: 
(17) 8 = d t  x/2 
where d is the actual separation between electrode plates ( see  Fig. B. 1-3). 
Using Eq. 17 and rearranging, Eq. 16 becomes: 
3 /2  2 1  dj  t - j  2 
16. - 23 1 . 2  
(18) x = 
Figure  B. 1-4  is  a plot of Eq. 18 fo r  various values of j.  The thickness require-  
ment increases  with plate separation because of the increasing charge -exchange 
region. 
Engine Design 
We a r e  now in  a position to  qualify the resul ts  in  Fig. B. 1-2 with respect 
The accel  electrode thickness requirements (Fig.  B. 1-4) may be super-  to life. 
imposed on Fig. B. 1-2, resulting in Fig. B. 1-5. These thicknesses represent  
the minimum requirement such that the electrode will survive a year  of operation 
at the indicated cur rent  densities. Therefore,  at this point we must eliminate 
cer tain regions of Fig. B. 1-5 f r o m  consideration for  potential design on the basis 
that accel thickness cannot be made arb i t ra r i ly  large.  
the thickness cannot exceed half the hole diameter.  
interception is expected. 
"design region'' indicated in  Fig. B. 1-5. 
The c r i t e r i a  used is that 
Otherwise, direct  beam 
This consideration fo rms  one of the boundaries of the 
This boundary is the inclined straight 
'; l ines ,  which represents  the locus of points where x = w/2. 
B-8 
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x = accel  thickness 
I = separation (measured  a t  center)  
d = distance between electrodes 
w = hole diameter 
X I = d t -  2 
Fig. B. 1- 3 .  Definition of electrode geometrical parameters .  
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" 1  The remaining boundaries of the "design region" a r e  defined by l imi ta-  
tions on aspect ra t io  ( ra t io  of hole s ize to  electrode spacing, w/d). The allow- 
able range of aspect ratio is chosen as 0. 6 (Ref. 8) to  2. 0 (Ref. 9). Thus, the 
region of allowable combinations of design pa ramete r s  becomes completely 
defined (Fig. B. 1-5). Any point within the region represents  a set of pa ramete r s  
(electrode spacing, thickness, hole s ize)  which can produce the indicated current  
density, while at  the same t ime guaranteeing a one year  life. 
The final step is to  determine the engine s ize (effective diameter ,  D) 
necessary  to  produce the beam current  required for  various power level modules. 
T o  do this,  plots of total engine power vs. engine diameter  are constructed for  
various hole s izes  and electrode spacings (Fig.  B. 1-6). 
These curves a r e  obtained f rom the relationship: 
where  j is obtained f rom Fig. B. 1-5 fo r  any combination of hole s ize and 
electrode spacing. The beam voltage ( V  ) is obtained f rom Fig. B. 1-1. q is  
the power efficiency of the engine (q = 75% a t  4000 seconds). 
B P 
P 
At first glance, Fig. B. 1-6 indicates that any s ize engine f r o m  some 
minimum diameter  to  100 c m  diameter  may be selected fo r  a given power level 
thrus tor  module. .  
f r o m  Fig. B. 1-6 has  already been qualified with respect  t o  optics and life ( see  
Fig.  B. 1-6). 
( r ega rd le s s  of any other considerations) engine designs f r o m  curve t t A t t  
B. 1-6) would be selected to  deliver the required power level. 
that one additionql fac tor  should be considered; namely, mechanical implemen- 
This is indeed the case ,  since any engine design selected 
Therefore,  if  one wanted the smallest  possible engine configuration 
(Fig. 
3 
It is felt ,  however, 
tation. 
Mechanical Aspects 
A p r imary  aspect of mechanical implementation is the number of holes 
which must  be dr i l led in the electrode plates. 
number of holes may  be minimized fo r  any power level by a proper  design 
selection, without unduly increasing engine s ize.  
electrode is calculated f rom Eq. 6. 
It will now be shown that the 
The number of holes in an 
/ 
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The physical dimensions necessary  to  solve fo r  the number of holes 
* 
a r e  obtained f rom Fig.  B. 1-6 once a power level is established. 
discussion 6 kW is used. The engine defined by curve "A" has the 
following specifications : 
F o r  this 
diameter  = 30 c m  
hole s i ze ,w  = 0. 4 c m  
Therefore,  the number of holes in  "A" is: 
2 
(20) NA = (. 58 )  (+) = 3260 holes 
Similarly,  we may calculate the number of holes in engines I1B1l, l i C 1 l ,  and 
lTD1t.  The resul ts  a r e  presented in  Table B. 1-1 
TABLE B. 1-1 
Thrustor  P a r a m e t e r  fo r  Various 6 kW Designs 
Although these calculations a r e  detailed fo r  a 6kW power level, the resul ts  
a r e  general. 
The result  of calculating N indicates: 
1) Increasing the effective diameter  f r o m  30 c m  (engine A) to  
35 cm.  (engine B) reduces the required number of holes by 
almo s t 5 0%. 
Fur ther  inc rease  in effective diameter  does not appreciably 
reduce the required number of holes any fur ther  (engine C). 
2) 
B-14 
J 
3 )  Conticued increase  in effective diameter above 45 cm. 
actually increases  the required number of holes (engine D). 
Therefore ,  engine B would be selected as opposed to engine A on the basis of 
the advantage in mechanical implementation, even though a slight increase i r _  
s ize  is required. 
One other mechanical aspect requires  attention: thermal  distortion 
of the electrode plates. 
the rat io  of electrode diameter  to spacing may be 100. 
values of this ra t io  f o r  the different engines. 
maintain this ratio as !ow as possible,  Table B. 1-1 indicates that there is  no 
appreciable difference i s  this value among engines A through D. This result  
is a l so  t rue  at oiher power levels. Hence, no new c r i t e r i a  a r i s e s  f rom 
considering thermal  distortion. 
choice €or  the 6 k W  example cited above.  
Reference 10 indicates that with a center  support, 
Table B. 1 - 1  l i s t s  
Although it i s  desirable to 
Engine B sti l l  remains as the p re fe r red  
Carrying out the above calculations for  other power levels resul ts  ir_ 
the same conclusion. 
curve t tB ' t  in F i g .  €3. 1-6. Regardless  of the power level required, the 
electrode spacing will be 3 mm.  and the hole diameter  6 mm.  The power 
level will thus explicitly determine the thrustor  diameter ,  
may now be replace with Fig.  B. 1-7: A direct  relationship between power 
leve l  and engine size.  
engine weights associated with the various thrustor  s izes .  This power vs.  
weight relationship is used in the reliability study to optimize the thrus tor  
module power level. 
The best engine design fo r  any power level l ies  or 
D. Figure  B. 1 - 6  
Also shown in Fig.  B. 1- 7  a r e  the corresponding 
J 
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b. Feed System 
To determine the relatioli between engine module power level and 
feed system design pa rame te r s ,  it is first necessary  to establish what feed 
system components a r e  affected. 
follawing feed system elements: ( 1  3 vaporizer,  ( 2 )  flow me te r ,  ( 3 )  isolator,  
( 4 )  solenoid valve and (5)  plumbing. 
cluded in the above l i s t  because the tc’tal amount of propellant required is 
a constant for the 48 KW system.  
(number ar_d s ize of tanks used) is independent af the number of thrustor  
modules chosen. F o r  exampie, one tank could feed severa l  engines, o r  
several  tanks could feed one engine. The orJy i tems applicable to the 
scaling considerations: at this t ime, a r e  those which might effect the 
selection of the  number of thrustor  modules. 
the propellant storage sys tem have al ready been ca r r i ed  out (Ref .  12) .  
Each thrustor  module r e q u i r e s  the 
The propeliant r e se rvo i r  is not irz-  
The wa.y in s h i c h  the propellant is s tored 
Separate scaling studies of 
The requirement that each thrus tor  module have a complete dupli- 
cation of the above five components a r i s e s  direct ly  f rom the operating 
character is t ics  of the feed sys tem module. 
a change in  vaporizer  temperature .  
flow control, one vaporizer could not proper ly  supply control for m o r e  
than one thrus tor .  Similarly,  one flow me te r  is required p e r  thrustor ,  
since individual flow control can only be provided in response to individual 
signals f rom the flow m e t e r s .  
Flow control is produced by 
Since each thrustor  requires  separa te  
Duplication of high voltage isolators  and solenoid valves is required 
to allow thrustor  modrsles to be separately  switched in and out of a central  
propellant s to rage  sys tem (consisting of one o r  many tanks). See, for 
example, the sys tem layout in  Fig.  B .  4-2. The orcly way in  which this 
solenoid valve and high voltage isolator  could be  eliminated’is i f  each, 
th rus tor  module had its own propellant s torage tank. This would be a 
highly inefficient scheme: since standby engines would requi re  standby 
fuel. In addition, there  a r e  other factors  negating a scheme of this type. 
The basic  feed sys tem module is shown in Fig.  B. 3- 2 .  The thrustor  
module, and a propellant s torage  tank a r e  shown for i l lustration. The 
B-17 
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feed system component maximum weights a r e  given in Table B. 1- 2 .  These 
weights a r e  independent of the power level of the engine module over the 
range of in teres t .  Therefore,  the feed sys tem weight pe r  engine module 
(excluding the s torage sys tem)  is a constant. 
(again, excluding the s torage sys tem)  is ,  of course,  a direct  function of 
the number of engine modules because of the one-to-one relationship be- 
tween engine modules and feed sys tem components. 
The total feed sys tem weight 
Component 
TABLE B. 1 - 2  
Weight, lb .  I 
FEED SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS 
Vapo r iz e r 
Flow Meter 
Isolator 
Solenoid Valve 
Plumbing 
TOTAL 
1.0 
1 . 0  
1 . 0  
0 . 5  
0 .5  
4 .0  
-
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C. Power CoGditioning and Cantrols 
A campal+on of the corLventiona1 and multi-module approach to 
power cocditioning was made during the first study period (e .  g. , s e e  Ref. 11 ). 
Or. the basis  of these analyses,  the multi-module concept was chosen for 
the so la r- e lec t r ic  propulsion sys tem being designed for the JPL program.  
The design philosophy of the multi-module circuit  concept (discussed in  
detail i n  Ref. 1 )  i s  simply to construct  a high power system using many low 
power inociules I 
and furActiona1 advantages that a r e  important in the design of a so lar  powered 
electr ic  propulsion system.  A saliect  design advantage of this approach is 
the inherent ability to increase  the power ratings of the supplies associated 
with the power conditioning system without requiring a major  circuit  r e -  
design such as would be the case  with a conventional circuit  approach. Power 
conditiofiing systems ranging in power f rom 1. 0 to 6.. 0 kilowatts can be 
built f rom basic  100 and 200 watt inver te r  building blocks by simply adding 
the modules in se r i e s  so  that the sum of the inver ter  power ratings equals 
the power required by the supply. 
would be to change the turns  ratio of the module autput power t r ans fo rmer  
to obtain the designed supply output voltage. 
This circuit  concept has  many unique sys tem character is t ics  
I 
The only  circuit  modification necessary  
Figure  B. 1-8 shows the effect of scaling on the character is t ics  of 
the main beam supply, assaming a 200 watt inver ter  module a s  the basic 
building block, The cmtput voltage versus  the main  beam power curve is 
shown to indicate the reqr 
t ransformer .  
wave bridge rect i f ier  circuits a r e  presented.  As shown, there  is only 
about a one-percent penalty in power efficiency in scaling the power f rom 
a 1 kilowatt beam to a 4 kilowatt beam. 
beam supply weight and number of modules required for various main beam 
power levels .  
4 turns  r a t i c  of the module output power 
Also, the efficiencies of both full wave center tap and full 
The third graph shows the main 
The effect of power scaling on the modu1.e voltage output? power 
efficiency and weight character is t ics  of the a r c  discharge supply i s  p r e -  
sented in Fig. E .  1-9.  Again employing the 200 watt inver ter  module in 
the initial design analysis phase both ac  and dc s e r i e s  adding were  considered 
i 
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Fig. B. 1-8. Main beam parameter study (employing 200 W inverter 
module). 
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Fig. B. 1- 9 .  Arc discharge parameter  study (employing 200 W inverter  
modules). 
t 
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" 1  
for the discharge supply. 
efficiency is quite severe  at the high power levels with the dc adding tech- 
nique. Fo r  this reason, ac  adding becomes the only practical  method of 
power scaling the arc-discharge supply, even though circuit  operation is 
somewhat m o r e  complicated. 
Figure  B. 1- 9  shows that the degradation in power 
The low voltage supplies a r e  essentially not affected by scaling in 
the power range under consideration. 
the inverter  capacity of the magnet supply would have to be increased to 
200 w. 
At the higher power levels,  however, 
F o r  the accelerator  supply, the number of modules required is 
pr imari ly  governed by the overload current  capability of the system during 
startup. 
current  transient capability of 20 percent of the normal main beam current .  
For example, the accelerator  supply for the 1.4 k W  engine requires  th ree  
100 W inverter  modules (two operating, one in standby). 
scaling to l a r g e r  engine systems,  the increase  in overload current  transient 
capability is obtained partially by using an  inverter  t rans is tor  with higher 
current  rating, and partially by increasing the number of inver ter  modules. 
It is estimated that the accelerator  supply will require a s tar tup 
When power 
1 
The total efficiency and weight of a 48 k W  power conditioning sys tem 
is shown in Fig .  B. 1-10, 
made up of individual ion engines and their  associated power conditioning 
systems of power ratings f rom 1 to 6 kW. 
over -all power efficiency decreases  , the total sys tem weight is reduced 
considerably as the basic engine unit power level increases .  
noted, however, that these data a r e  based on the use  of 100 and 200 W 
modules , thereby penalizing somewhat the lower power engine sys tems .  
These data a s sume  that the l a r g e  system is 
It is seen  that, although the 
It should be 
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Fig. B. 1 - 10. Power conditioning efficiency-weight parameter  study. 
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2 Reliability Analysis 
* *  
The reliability acalysis of a standby redundact configuratioci, with 
m modules operating and n in  standby, has  been extended for  application 
to the s o l a r -  e lectr ic  p r c p d s i o n  sys tem conceptual desigr,. 
dec rease  in avallable power and increase  in output voltage of the so lar  panel, 
engine and power conditioning modules will be shut down during the course 
of the mission.  In each c a s e  the modules and the i r  respect ive subsystems 
will be designed such that disconnected modules can be reinstated. 
reliability point of view the shLct down modnles car, then be considered as 
standbys a 
0 0 
Due to the 
From a 
a.  Standby Redundaccy With Shutdowm 
The reliability of a sys t em consisting initially of m operating and 
0 
n standby modules mwt  now be calculated with the added condition that 
at certain t imes  t p = 1, 2, e ~, k-1 one of the operating modules be- 
conies a standby. 
0 
P ?  
AS shown in the d iagram below, the total miss ion  t ime T has  been 
? 
partitioned by the t imes  t where t 
(EJ. = 1, 2, . . . 
comes a standby. If J fa i lures  occur  during ( t  t and the re  are 
rn operating and n 
= 0 ,  tk = T.  
k-1)  correspond to t imes when an operating module be 
The points in between P 0 
P P - 1 '  P 
standbys at t = 0 ,  t he re  will be (mo- p t l )  operatingand 
0 0 
jp) standbys a t  t = t Le t  the { p - 1  no -t P-- . \ l - t ,  #I-0 p-1 '  
N 
A 
a. 
4 - 0  
random variable J p = 1 ,  2, . . . , k denote the exact number of failures 
during (t 
ekactly j failures occur during (t t ). The miss ion  reliability which 
is defined as the probability that the mission is successful to t ime T, 
equals the product of the probabilities of success  in each interval ( t  
where p = 1 ,  2, . . . , k. Moreover, the probability of success  during a 
given interval is defined as the probability that the number of failures does 
not exceed the number of standbys. 
P’ 
Also define Pr (J = j to be the probability that P-l’ tP’. P P  
P P-1’ P 
t ) P-1, P 
Hence 
f 
and 
where 
therefore 
( 4 )  Mission Reliability = ir [ y ’ p r ( J p  = jP) 
p,=l J = O  
P 
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\ " i  To determine Pr (J = j ) the s ta t is t ics  of the fai lures must  be 
C L P  
As in all classical  reliability theory the Poisson Distribution assumed. 
with constant fa i lure  ra te  will be used. The fai lure ra te  h fo r  the sys tem 
depends on the number m of modules of which it  is composed. F o r  sim- 
plicity this function, X (mol is taken to be l inear 
0 
i. e. 
This relationship gives the sys tem failure ra te  during th8 f i r s t  
However, a s  modules a r e  shut down only a fraction of interval (0, t ). 
the  system is operating. 
(mo - p + 1 )  /m 
1 
F o r  example, during (t t ) only the fraction 
P-1, P 
i s  operatigg. Thus the failure r a t e  during this in terval is  
0 
In t e r m s  of the Poisson Law and fai lure ra te  A , the formula for 
P 
i 
I 
P r  IJ P = JP) is 
where 
In summary,  the reliability of a sys tem in which, 
m modules a r e  operating initially 
n 
one operating module becomes a standby a t  each t ime t 
0 1 )  
2) 
3 )  
modules a r e  in  standby initially 
0 
1 = P' 1, 2,  . I  k - 1  
I B-27 
the mission las ts  from t ime t = o to t ime t = T 
0 k 4) 
5) fai lures are Poisson distributed 
i s  given b y  the formula 
where 
CL-1 
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b 0 A p p k a t i o n  to Thrustor A r r s y s  
A weight-reliability study has been performed to determine 
the optimum thrus tor. module s i ze  for  a solar  - e lec t r ic  propulsion 
system. 
number of operating and standby modales which, for  a des i red  sys tem 
reliability, minimizes the percent increase in thrustor  a r r a y  weight. 
F o r  a given initial power level,  the optimum module s ize  is thus 
defined . 
The optimization procedure consists of finding the initial 
Before proceeding with the optimization study formulas for  
the turn off t imes ,  t 
be developed. 
and the weight penalty function, G , wil l  
P mo, no 
Turn  Off Times 
F o r  a thrustor  a r r a y  consisting of mo i n i t i d  modules opera-  
a r e  determined f r o m  solar  panel power 
b 9  
ting the turn off t imes ,  
cspve, P(t), shown in Fig.  B. 5-6. If P is the available power at 
t = 0, then the t ime, t l ,  fo r  firss switching is found f r o m  the equation 
m -1 
0 
(1) P ( t l )  = - Po 
mO 
Jus t  before the second switching time 
operating hence t2 can be found f r o m  
tZ there a r e  m -1 engines 
0 
m - 2  
- p  = -  0 
m - 2  mol 1 
0 
0 
I 
mO 
m 0 
0 
-m-T ' 
Thus, it can  be seen that t is defined by P 
Pe re ent Weight Inc rea s E s 
The weight, W ,  of a thrustor  srrdy consisting of m modules 
0 
can  be written 
( 4 j  W ( m o j  = W + m o  Wc 
P 
B-29 
= weight of those i tems dependent on engine size 
wP whe r e 
W = weight of those i tems independent of engine size 
C 
The weight of a thrus tor system with m operating and n standby 
modules is then 
0 0 
The weight penalty incurred to increase sys tem reliability to 
some des i red  level 
is given by the quantity GmOInOs  where 
by employing a modularized system with redundancy 
mor "0 - w l , o  W 
P ( 6 )  Gmo8no I 
w l , o  
With C defined by C = Wp/W,, the weight penalty can be written a s  
n C 0 
m - ( m o + n o  - - - 1) - + (7) Gmo,no - 
0 
G+l  mO 
Optimum Module Size 
The procedure for  determining the optimum engine module s ize 
based on a weight-reliability cr i te r ion  may be summarized in the 
following manner.  
a r e  chosen. For each value of mo in its range the s e t  of times t a r e  
found f rom equation (3) and the smal les t  value of 
that 
A desired system reliability, a and a range for m 
0 
P 
no i s  determined such 
F r o m  the s e t  of operating and standby module pairs  (mo,  no) generated, 
the one is chosen which makes the percent increase in system weight, 
G a minimum. 
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“ 1  The aboy-.e optimization proc e d u e  w a s  c a r r i e d  out by c ompcter 
fo r  a l l  combinations of :he =,z^iues of R1 0 ,  
B, 2-1. 
Figs .  B.  2 -  I 
h p / l c a  and C shown in‘Table 
2 
Typical resalts f rom these compcter runs a r e  presented in 
B. 2 - 2 ,  B. 2 - 3  and B. 2-4. 
TABLE B .2 -1  
V e h e s  of PG-7amtters U s e d  
IiT Relszbiiity St.;dy 
The optimum number of operating and stzndby modules are  
shown in F ig .  B o  2-1 a s  3 function of the re1iabi:iry of a n  unmodularized 
system. These curves a r e  for  X = X ztad various values of C .  Their  
P C  
behavior var ies  f rom widely oscil latory (e  = 0.003) to a lmost  constant 
ICo = 0,07), 
turned off, the optimum number of standbys is relatively insensitive 
to the number operzting and to R o e  
Because modules a r e  c.oanted as shndbys  when they are 
The effects  of 6 ,  R p ,  o a  and X / X  on weight penalty a r e  shown 
in F igs .  B.2-2, B . 2 - 3  u B. 2-4, respectively,  F igure  B . 2 - 2  shows 
that a f te r  an initial d rop  the weight penalty remains approximately 
constant for sma l l  values of C. Therefore,  for sys tems where C is 
small, little penalty is paid when l a rge  numbers of modules are 
employed. A s  G increases ,  however, the curvature,  a t  the minimlim 
of the G curves ,  increases  and a m o r e  ser ious  weight penzlty is 
incurred  if the optimum module s ize  is not employed. 
presents  the weight penalty for increasing the sys t em reliability to 
at, least 0.97 as a function of the initial number of operating modules 
P C  
Figure  B. 2-3 
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I I I 1 
if UNMOOULARIZED SYSTEM RELIABILITY, R , , 
Fig. B. 2-1. Optimum number of modules to obtain 0.97 
system reliability . 
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Fig. B. 2-4. Effect of A on weight penalty. 
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.:or various vzlnes of R p J o *  A general conclusion indicated by thest: 
curves is that the lower the value of the reliability of an  unmodularized 
sys tem , the more  significant the weight-reliability optimization. 
s ens i tivity of Gmo , no on the rat io X / A  
Although the weight penalty is  dependent on A /kc,  a variation of two 
orders  of magnitude in this parameter  has a lmost  no effect on the 
location of the optimum mo point. 
The 
is shown in F ig .  B .2-3 .  
P C  
P 
In order  to determine the optimum module s ize  (from a weight- 
reliability standpoint) for a given propulsion system, it is now necessar y 
to define values for the parameters  C ,  
tude of C for present  day Hg bombardment engines can be found by 
considering the scaling studies presented above. F o r  example , W 
P 
and Wc can be derived f rom the data presented in Figs .  B. 1-7 and 
B. 1 - 10 and Table B. 1-2 f o r  the thrustor  , power conditioning and 
controls,  and feed system, respectively. Using these data the rat io 
of Wp/Wc was found to be on the order  of 0.03. 
more  difficult to establish since virtually no information is  available 
on the failure ra tes  of ion thrus tors .  
data is available on power conditioning and feed  sys tem components 
and since a rat io rather  than absolute values a r e  involved, a reason-  
able est imate can be made. F o r  the system presently under 
consideration, a rat io of one was assumed.  
the optimum module s ize  is relatively insensitive to the value of 
is the most difficult to establish A / A  .) The parameter  R 
since it assumes a knowledge of the failure ra te  of the thrust  device. 
Since this information is not available , a relatively conservative 
value of 0.7 was chosen for  the reliability of a n  unmodularized 
system. . 
X p / X c J  and R I J O .  The magni- 
The rat io X / X  i s  
P C  
However, since failure ra te  
( I t  should be noted that 
1,o P C  
It is now possible, by considering Fig. B . 2 - 1 ,  to define 
Figure the optimum number of operating and standby modules. 
B.2-1 shows that in order  to increase the engim sys tem reliability 
to grea ter  than 0.97, the thrustor  a r r a y  should be composed initially 
of eight operating modules with two in standby. 
reliability for  this combination is  actually 0.9.) Therefore,  since 
(The sys tem 
B-36 
3 
the initial power t o  the sys tem is 48 kW, the individual thrustor  
module is a 4 kW device. 
c .  Application to Power Conditioning System 
The reliability of a 1 k W  and a 4 k W  main beam supply has 
been anz!Jyzed. 
design, standby redundancy can provide significant reliability 
increases  with small weight penalties 
It has been shown that, due to their  modularized 
The 1 k W  beam sapply consists of ten 100 watt modules. 
Since the input voltage from the so lar  a r r a y  increases  ( a t  the points 
of maximum power t ransfer )  with t ime,  modules a r e  switched out 
to bring the output voltage back to its initial value. F o r  a 3504ay 
mission, two modules are switched off-the f i r s t  at  140 days and 
the second a t  290 days,  ( 1  k W) 
beam supply is shown &s  a function of single module reliability in 
the two lower curves of Fig.  B.2-5. 
when i t  is assumed that the switc-bed offmodules cannot be returned 
The reliability of the 10 module 
The lowest curve applies 
to the system. 
modules a r e  assumed to be standing by and capably of replacing a n  
operating module that fails The two top curves of Fig. B o  2-5 show 
how the beam supply reliability can be made as close to 1 a s  desired 
by beginning the mission with extra  modules in standby, 
initial standby, the scpply relizbility is  g rea te r  than 0.97 for  a l l  
values of module reliability above 0.955. 
the supply reliability i s  grea ter  than 0.9977 for  a l l  values of module 
reliability grea ter  than 0,950. It is importzr-t to real ize that the 
penalties in beam s-;*pply weight. a r e  only 10% and 20% for the one 
and two initial s tandlay - o d i g ~ r a t i o n s ,  respectively,  
The upper curve applies when the switched off 
With one 
With two inizial standbys 
The 4 k W  beam supply consists of twenty 200 watt modules. 
The parametr ic  sttidy of its reliability i s  surnmzrized in F i g .  B . 2 - 6  
in t e rms  of the s a m e  type cur\.es used for the 1 k W  supply, 
A comparison. of the two sets of c c r v e s  (Fig.  B.2-5  vs 
F i g ,  B ,  2-6) reveals  that (1) dQe to the l a rge r  number of operating 
modules in the 4 k W  sv.pply, the curves of F i g .  B .  2-6 a r e  lower than 
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Fig. B. 2-5. Reliability of 1 k W  beam supply. 
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Fig. B. 2-6. Reliability of a 4 k W  beam supply. 
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3 
P 5  
t those of Fig. B.2-5,and (2 )  with two initial standbys, the 4 kW supply 
has a reliability greater  than 0.9951 for  all module reliabili t ies above 
0.950. 
is achieved with only a 10% increase in weight. 
Accordingly, it is seen that for  the 4 kW supply high reliability 
The mer i t s  of the modularized beam supply a r e  now apparent. 
This design permits  voltage control by switching modules on and off 
and lends itself to the use  of standby redundancy. 
REFERENCES 
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3 .  Subsystem Layouts 
Eased on the reliability comiderations discussed above a 6 k W  
engine module was chosen as the building block for  the 48 kW propulsion system.  
By using the resixlts of the scaling studies (e. g . ,  Section B-199 it is now possible 
to provide a prei iminary 1ayol;t of each of the majGr propulsion subsystems. 
a, Thrustor  
* )  
This discussion summar izes  the key design parameters  leading to the com- 
pleted design of the 6 kW thrustor  module (F ig .  B o  3-1)* As derived in  Section 
B. 1. a, an engine s ize  is defined by specification of the thrustor  module power 
level (F ig .  B.  1 -7 ) .  
a n  engine diameter of 35 cm has been chosen ( e .  g .  
Since the module power level has been established at 6 kW, 
see  F ig .  B. 1-7) .  
Design parameters  ass; a x e d  with the thrustor  optics a r e :  electrode 
spacing, electrode thickness, hole s ize  and hole distribution. Section B. 1 e a has 
shown that (independent of power level)  the electrode spacing and hole s ize  should 
be 3 and 6 mm, respectively. En addition, F i g .  B.  1-5 shq-ws that the associated 
minimum acce? electrode thickness 
The screen  electrode may be somewhat thinner, and has been chosen to be 
1 .  0 rnrn. The hole distributiori (distance between centers )  is defined by the ratio 
of open a r e a  to total electrode area. ( rIs l t *may  be shown that fo r  = 58 the 
above specifications led to a distance of 7. 5 mm between centers .  
a r r ay ,  consider a tr iangle with ver t ices  at the centers  of t h ree  adjacent 
The open a r e a  within this tr iangle is equal to 1 / 2  the a r e a  o,f one hole. 
of the tr iangle i s :  
to a s s u r e  one ygar operation, is 1. 5 mm. 
1 
h a hexagonal 
The a r e a  
* .  v .  
1 2 A = - 4 .  s in60°  e m  t 2 
where 4. is the distance between centers .  The a r e a  of half a hole is: 
-. 1 T r  2 Ah - T 7 (0.6l2 c m  
Solving %/At = 0. 58 for 4, yields 7. 5 mm. 
shown that the diameter  of the accelerator  hole should be 0 .75  that of the sc reen  
aper ture .  
charge exchange erosion. 
reduced to 4. 5 mm3 since the ratio of accel  thickness to hole s i ze  is still under 
one half (1.  5/4. 5 = 0. 33) .  
module are summarized in  Table B. 3- 1 .  
Electrolytic tank studies have 
This allows the electrode a g rea t e r  marg in  on life as l imited by 
The optics will not be effected i f  the accel holes are 
The above design specifications for  the 6kW thrustor  
B -41 
4- 
€ 5 7 3-  I4 
Detailed design of thrustor  module - 35 cm mercury  bom- 
bardment ion engine. 
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TABLE Bo 3-1 
T h rus  to r De s ign Specifications 
Active thrus tor  module d iameters  
Accel e le et rode (molybdenum) 
Hole s ize  
Distance between centers  
Thickness 
Screen E'lectrode (molybdenum) 
Hole s ize  (countersunk) 
Di stance betwe en cent e rs 
Thickness 
E le c t ro  de Spacing 
4.5 mm 
7 . 5 m m -  
1 .5  mm 
6 . 0 m m  
7.5 mm 
1.0 mm 
3 . 0  m m  
1 It should also be noted that one electrode center  support is specified in the module 
design. 
problems. 
As discussed in Section Bo l o a ,  this is to reduce thermal  distortion 
The a r c  chamber diameter  is already defined (equal to the engine effective 
diameter).  
the reverse  feed propellant distribution concept (being developed by HRL) these 
a r c  chamber dimensions should minimize the beam profile non-uniformity. 
The a r c  chamber depth is specified as 25 cm. In conjunction with 
The 35 cm engine uses  an oxide coated thermionic cathode of the HRL 
flower configuration. 
cathodes, it is expected that the over-al l  dimensions of a cathode for  the 35 c m  
engine wi l l  be 8 c m  (diameter)  and 4 cm (depth), 
Based on the rated electron output of present  flower 
The magnetic field of the 35 cm engine will be derived f rom four per-  
apar t ,  around the periphery 0 manent magnets (1 in. in diameter)  mounted 90 
of the engine. 
A detai 
Figo B. 3-1. 
ed des gn drawing of the 6 kW thrustor  module appears  in 
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bo Feed System and Tankage 
Figure  Bo  3 -  2 shows the layout for  a 6 kW module feed system ( thrustor  
A two hundred lb.  mercury  propellant reservoi r  also shown for  comparison). 
is included, in addition to the hardware specified in Section Bo 1. b (vaporizer,  
isolator,  etc. ). 
Actually, in the 48 kW system,  there  is not exactly one propellant tank 
pe r  engine module. 
tanks can be independent of the number of thrustors.  
the number of tanks specified is eight (Ref. l l ) ,  whereas the number of engines 
specified is ten: eight operating and two in standby (see  Section Bo 2 ,  b). Thus, 
a 6 kW feed system module would theoretically have associated with it l e s s  than 
one full tank (8/10 of a tank). 
plete 6 k W  module (weight, etc. ) we consider each module to include one 
200 lb, propellant reservoi r  (Fig. B. 3 - 2 ) .  
It i s  shown in Sections Bo 1 o b  and B, 4, a that the number of 
F o r  the 48 kW system, 
However, for  convenience in describing a com- 
As descr ibed in Section B. 1, b, the feed system component specifica- 
tions a r e  independent of thrustor  module power level (within the range of 
interest :  one to ten kW). 
e t e r s  of these components beyond what is described in Reference 11 (except 
f o r  weight, l isted in Section Bo 1, b) .  
Hence there  is no need to fur ther  specify the param-  
Figure  B. 3- 2  indicates a comparison between the component s izes  and 
the distances involved in the integrated system. 
between reservoi r  and thrustor  (containing the feed system components plus 
plumbing) i s  about the same dimension as the diameter of the reservoi r  itself 
(30 cm). 
compact configuration, 
C O  Power Conditioning and Controls 
Thus, the di'stance required 
The integrated system (feed system and thrustor)  resul ts  in a 
A block diagram of a multi-module power conditioning and control 
system for  a 6 kW', 35 cm,  Hg bombardment (oxide cathode) engine is shown 
in  Figo Bo 3 - 3 ,  As shown in Fig. B. 3 - 3 ,  dc adding techniques a r e  used in the 
main beam and accelerator  electrode supplies. 
techniques a r e  employed in the a r c  discharge,  magnet, and heater  c i rcui ts ,  
The diagram also shows the engine control systems and control feedbacks 
required to start up and maintain the ion engine a t  i ts design operating point. 
On the other  hand, a c  adding 
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Fig. B. 3-2.  Basic feed-system module with capability 
of mass-exchange with other modules. 
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The individual power supply and control sys tem circui t ry assoclated with each 
block shown in Fig. Bo 3- 3  has  been given in detail  in Ref, 1 ,  Therefore,  only 
the general (but quantitative) charac ter i s t ics  of the ove r-all power conditioning 
as well as the control system philosophy is repeated here ,  
The distribution of power among the various power supplies is  presented 
in Table B. 3 - 2  for  a 6 kW, 4000 sec  I 
This  table indicztes the minimum power rating and voltage requirement for  each 
Hg bombardment engine (oxide cathode). 
SP' 
supply 0 
A detailed breakdown of a power conditioning system for  the 6 k W  engine 
is shown in Table Bo 3-3. 
each supply and their  various operating character is t ics .  
power conditioning system would require a total of 47 inverter  modules, would 
weight 35 lb and would have an over-al l  power efficiency of 93.  5 % c  
weight of the complete system is, therefore,  only 6 lb/kW. 
This table gives the number of modules required for  
As shown, the 6 k W  
The specific 
TABLE B. 3 - 2  
Power and Voltage Requirements for  a 6 k W ,  4000 sec  I Engine 
SP9 
Power Supply 
Main Beam 
Discharge 
Cathode heater  
Magnet 
Accel- electrode 
Vaporizer hea ter  
Is0 lati on 
Neutralizer 
Control Master  Oscillator 
Solenoid 
Power 
Distribution, 
% 
7 1 . 0  
1 6 . 5  
4,3 
3,o 
2.0 
0.6 
0 .6  
1 . 0  
1 "  0 
Power 
Requirement, 
W 
4000 
920 
24 0 
170  
110 
34 
34 
55 
50  
Voltage, 
V 
+2200 
40 
0 -  10 
0 -  10 
-2200 
0 - 50 
Solar 
Panel  
Bus 
0 - 50  
28 
Solar 
Pane 1 
Bus 
dc 
dc 
a c  o r  dc 
dc 
dc 
a c  o r  dc 
a c  o r  dc 
ac 
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\ Powe r Supplies * I  
Main Beam Supply: 
4000 W of power at t 2 2 0 0  V dc. 
200 W inverter modules will be dc added in s e r i e s  to supply this power. 
As shown in Table B. 3- 2  the main beam supply must  furnish 
Table Bo 3- 3  and Fig. B, 3- 3  show that twentytwo 
Each 
inverter  module will operate in a self-oscillating mode, Two of the inver ter  . .  
units will operate as standbys. 
their  outputs in ser ies .  
be 75  V, 
compensate for solar  cel l  bus voltage r i se ,  power conditioning modules will be 
switched out during the mission., 
5 more  standby inverter  modules, 
is fused at the input and employs a by-pass diode in the output circuit .  
inverter  module shor t  circuits ,  the fuse opens, 
o r  a t rans is tor  malfunctions, the by-pass diode prevents an opening of the 
inverter  output s e r i e s  circuit. 
logic incremental voltage regulator, 
The inverter  inputs are connected in  parallel,  
At the s t a r t  of the mission so la r  cel l  bus voltage will 
At the end of the miss ion -so lar  ce l l  bus voltage will be 100 V. To 
This mode of operation will generate effectively 
As shown in Fig. B. 3- 3  each inver ter  module 
If a n  
If the inverter  stops oscillating 
The main beam supply will employ a micro-  
The regulator  sys tem monitors beam out- 
put voltage and automatically adds o r  subs t rac ts  inver ter  modules to maintain 
the2200 V output. 
voltage increment which will be approximately f 2. 5 % 0  
will have individual micro-logic s tar t- stop circui ts  to s t a r t  o r  stop inver ter  
oscillation. 
event of sustained engine a r c ,  all inver ters  will be automatically stopped to 
p r event inve rt e r t r ansis  to r damag e. 
Arc Discharge Supply: 
furnish 920 W of power at 40 V dc at main beam potential. 
Table B. 3- 3  and Fig. Bo 3- 3 ,  6, 200 W inver ter  modules will be ac added in 
s e r i e s  and the output rectified to supply this power. 
is employed to. minimize rectification power losses.  
will be operating with one inver ter  in the standby status. 
the inverter  frequencies a r e  synchronized together at 4000 cps. 
oscillator modules (one operating, one in standby) a r e  used to supply the drive 
power to the inver ter  modules, 
The voltage regulation is controlled to one module output 
Each inver ter  module 
The star t- stop c i rcui t  will a lso  be used for  arc protection. In the 
Table Bo 3- 2  shows the arc discharge supply must  
As shown in 
The a c  adding technique 
Five  inverter  sys tems 
To effect a c  adding, 
Two master 
Micro-logic incremental  voltage regulator sys tem 
i B-49 
\ 
* 1 will be employed to maintain a 40 V output. 
be directly related to the number of modules operating and will have 0, 8, 16, 
24, 32, 40, 48 V output. 
In the event of a sustained cur rent  overload o r  a r c ,  all inver te rs  will be auto- 
matically stopped to prevent inver te r  transistor.  damage, 
Accelerator Supply: 
-2200 V dc (e, g o ,  s ee  Table B. 3-2), 
seven (five operating and two standby) inver te r  modules will be dc added in s e r i e s  
to supply this power. The excess  power capacity is required for  the engine start- 
up,, It is estimated that the acce lera tor  supply, when initially turned on, will have 
a cur rent  overload t ransient  of 20% of the no’rmal main beam current ,  
logic voltage regulator sys tem will  be  employed to maintain the 2200 V output. 
Seven output voltage combinations are possible (0, 440, 880, 1320, 1760, 2200, 
2640, and 3080 V) by switching in o r  out inverter  modules. Here again, micro-  
logic circui t ry i s  employed for  a r c  and overload cur rent  protection. 
Cathode Heater Power: 
a t  10  V, ac ,  
be a c  added to supply this power. 
stop the inverter  modules and to automatically s t a r t  the standby inverter  on the 
advent of an operating module malfunction, 
Low Voltage Supplies: 
neutral izer)  and one low voltage dc magnet supply are required by the ion engine. 
(The magnet supply may be  eliminated i f  permanent magnets a r e  used. As 
shown in Figo Bo 3-3 each supply has one inverter  module operating with one 
module in standby. 
voltage regulator is employed to monitor output voltage and to automatically 
s tar t-up the standby inverter  module in  the event the operating module malfunctions. 
Engine Controls 
The a r c  discharge output voltage will 
Individual inver te r  s ta r t- s top  circui ts  a r e  a l so  employed. 
The acce lera tor  supply must  furnish 110 W of power a t  
Table B. 3-3 and Fig. B. 3-3 show that 
A micro-  
The cathode heater  supply must  furnish 240 W of power 
Four  100 W inver te r  modules ( three operating and one standby) will 
Micrologic circui t ry will be employed to s t a r t -  ) 
Two low voltage a c  heater  supplies (evaporator and 
The supplies are added in ser ies .  A two station incremental 
Since the ion engine control system must  be considered to be an integral 
par t  of the power conditioning system, its effect on circui t  design will b e  d is-  
cussed, 
startup, res ta r t ,  and shutdown, as well a s  establishing and maintaining the 
The control system must  provide the necessary  logic for  ion engine 
B-50 
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engine design operating point, 
tion of both digital and l inear  control techniques a r e  employed, 
philosophy consis ts  of operating the ion engine a t a  fixed point by employing digital 
incremental voltage regulator c ircui ts  to hold constant the main beam, acce lera tor ,  
and a r c  discharge voltages. 
the heater tempera tures  of the cathode, vaporizer  and neutral izer  supplies. 
As shown in Fig., B, 3 - 3  the ion engine control c i rcui t ry consists of: 
To  accomplish these la t te r  two functions a combina- 
The control 
Linear control techniques a r e  then used to control 
1 Micro-logic startup-shutdown p rogrammer  
2, 
3,  
Micro- logic incremental  voltage control lers  
Linear heater  control lers  employing voltage 
and cur  rent feedback. 
Startup- Shut down P r o g r a m m e r  : 
provides the sequence logic for  starting, restar t ing,  and shutting down an ion 
engine system. 
supplies and controllers is given in Table B. 3-4. 
turn-on pulse is required to intitiate an ion engine s ta r t - up  sequence. 
supply activated is the cathode heater ,  
cathode heater  to come up to rated temperature,  
s tar tup 
a se r i e s  reac tor ,  
hea ters  a r e  turned on, In addition the mercury  solenoid feed valve is opened. 
A 10 min period is then allowed for  the evaporator heater  to come up to rated 
temperature,  
the 16 min mark  the high voltage main beam and acce lera tor  supplies a r e  &.sa., 
activated, Finally, at the 16, 5 rnin mark  the magnet supply i s  turned on and the 
ion engine beam current  established. Also, at  this same time the cathode and 
evaporator heater  l inear control lers  a r e  activated, 
The mi c ro-  logic Startup -Shut down Prog ramme r 
The t ime sequence for  turning on and off the power conditioning 
As showns a te lemetry signal 
The first 
A t ime delay of 5 min is allowed f o r  the 
During this 5 min period, the 
cur rent  of the cathode heater  supply magnetic modulator is limited by 
Five  min af te r  s tar tup the evaporator,  the neutral iz ier  
At the 15 min mark  the a r c  discharge supply is turned on. At 
This same circui t  logic would provide r e s t a r t  in the event of a r c  shut- 
down. The main beam,accelerator ,  and a r c  discharges supply output cur rents  
a r e  continually monitored. 
these three supplies o r  i f  a loss  of a r c  discharge cu r ren t  occurs ,  an automatic 
If cur rent  overload o r  a r c  occurs  in any one of 
shutdown of a l l  three circui ts  
is extinguished and ion engine 
i l 
is initiated, When this occurs ,  the a r c  cur rent  
r e s t a r t  i s  required. However, in this case,  
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the s tar tup procedure is much s impler  and fas te r .  
magnet supply and cathode and evaporator l inear control lers  would be turned off 
at the t ime the a r c  shutdown signal was initiated. Thirty see  a f te r  shutdown the 
high voltage supplies would be  turned on, followed in 30 sec  by the turn on of the 
magnet supply, 
linear control lers  a r e  again activated, 
Incremental Voltage Controllers:  
is associated with each of the power supplies. 
logic incremental  regulator sys tem will automatically switch in o r  out inverter  
modules to maintain an essentially constant output voltage. 
regulator c ircui t  will compensate for any variations in solar  cell  input voltage 
which affects the supply output voltage. 
circuit  will compensate for  any changes in supply output voltage caused by a 
module failure,  
circuit  will be detected and a standby inverter  module will automatically be 
s tar ted to compensate fo r  the voltage drop. 
As shown in Table B. 3- 3 ,  the 
When beam current  i s  reestablished, the cathode and evaporator 
A micro- logic Incremental Voltage Controller 
The main beam supply micro-  
The incremental 
In addition the incremental regulator 
In the event of a module failure,  the voltage drop in the output 
In the case  of the acce lera tor ,  a r c  discharge, and heater  and magnet 
supplies the micro- logic circui t ry is used pr imar i ly  a s  a malfunction monitor. 
If a g ross  voltage change i s  detected a s  a result  of a module failure,  a standby 
inve r t  e r modul e s yst ern i s automatically substituted. 
Linear Control lers ;  The modular form of the power conditioning system affords 
the opportunity of creating an extremely versat i le  means for  maintaining an 
engine operating point, 
differential amplif iers  a r e  ideal summing points to which the ion engine process  
parameter  can be fed for closed loop control. 
undesired interactions among supplies a r e  eliminated so that closed loop system 
response is only that which i s  inherently designed into each of the interconnect- 
ing loops. 
The linearly controlled regulators with their  high gain 
By utilization of the concept, 
The pr imary  engine process  parameters  that must  be controlled for  
optimum sys tem performance a r e  beam current  lB and propellant utilization 
efficiency q Since under fixed operating conditions the beam current  i s  
directly related to mercury  flow ra te  which in turn is related to evaporator 
U G  
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heater  temperature ,  the regulation of beam cur ren t  can be achieved by comparing 
actual IB to a des i red  I 
evaporator heater  temperature.  
e 1  
reference and using the difference signal to control Bo 
To a s s u r e  that the beam cur ren t  actually achieved is that corresponding 
to a desired propellant utilization efficiency a n  additional constraining control 
loop must  be incorporated to hold 7 constant. Since the utilization efficiency 
is  a direct  function of the ratio of a r c  cur ren t  to beam cur ren t  and since both 
a r e  monotonic non-decreasing functions (with non-equal slopes) of cathode 
temperature,  regulation of q can be achieved by comparing I and 
'be a m  
U 
U a r c  
cur ren ts  and controlling cathode heater  power to give the desired ratio. 
To discuss  the unconditional stability of the process  controlled by the 
above loops the P roces s  State Transit ion Diagram, Fig. B. - 3- 4 ,  will be 
utilized. 
ing that the t ransfer  gain f o r  
tive of the experimental  data available and it is noted that for  any given neutral  
flow rate  a unique cathode temperature  (hence cathode power) exists for a fixed 
Travel  to the right is in the direction of an increased ratio. Iarc'heam 
It i s  immediately seen that the process  is stable with ei ther  a positive o r  negative 
cathode temperature  step input, since a ratio grea te r  than that se t  by the loop 
The plots of IB and IA versus  cathode heater  temperature,  show- 
is less  than that for Iarc, a r e  representa-  Ibeam 
ratio. 
scaling constant causes a decrease in cathode power while a smal ler  ratio causes 
an increase in cathode power. 
and evaporator,  essentially no disturbance flow rate  would occur. 
constant flow ra tes  the process  is stability fixed a t  State I, 
Because of the relative magnitudes of the cathode 
Hence for  
Now consider that a step increase  in mercu ry  flow rate,  Ho is applied 
g' 
to a process  initially at  State I. The sudden increase of propellant in  the a r c  
so that the process  is Ibeam and 'arc chamber causes  an increase  in both 
placed at State 11. 
Hi ,  the desired I a r c / ~ e a m  ratio is slightly to the left  of the To line, however 
the des i red  ratio location does not inherently change the stability considerations. 
Again, because of the relative t ime  constants of the cathode and evaporator the 
For sake of discussion, it is assumed that a t  this flow rate,  
cathode power reduction c a r r i e s  the process  to the des i red  I /I ratio a t  State 
111, hence is set at  the new beam cur ren t  level. 
A B  
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Fig. B. 3-4. Process state transition diagram. 
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* 1  The excess  beam current  is sensed and the evaporator power is reduced, 
hence the process  i s  returned along the path between State I11 and State I, i. e. , 
the beam control loop causes a downward movement due to decrease flow and 
the Ia/$ rat io loop causes a movement to the right because of the need to 
increase the cathode temperature  to hold the rat io constant. 
Hence the process  control method chosen to hold the beam current  
and the propellant utilization efficiency a t  the desired design center  values is 
shown to be unconditionally stable. 
I 
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4, Corzceptual Design of Pr3pulsion System 
The t ra jec tory  acd mission studies which were  performed to de te r -  
mine typical design points for the i o r  propulsion sys tem have led to the 
choice of a 1971 ze ro  m a s t  Mars  rendezvous a s  the model design mission.  
Assuming a Saturn IB 1 Centaur laurich vehicle, the following propulsion 
char act  e r i s t i  c s have be en est  abli e hed : 
Thrustor  - Hg Bombardment Engine 
Specific Impulse - 4000 s e c  
Power (%3tali - 4 8 k W  
P r 3pellar-t Weight - 1600 lb  
Fur thermore ,  based on reliability considerations it was shown in Section 
B .  2 that the optimum combinatior- D f  operating and standby engines fo r  
the 48 k W  propulsion sys tem is 8 and 2, respectively,  
A coF.ceptua1 drawing of a complete ion propulsion sys tem 
(exploded view) which satisfies the design constraints which have been 
discussed above is shown in Fig. B .  4 -  1 
modules. 
by t o  satisfy the reliability considerations,  
based on a. 6 kW, 35 ern, Hg bombardment (permanent magnet) engine 
operating a t  low current  density ( e .  g. 2-3 m A / c m  ) and is somewhat 
l e s s  tharr 5 f t  x 7 ft. More detailed discussion and il lustration follows, 
and is  divided ir.to the a r e a s  of; ( 1 )  thrustor  and feed system, (2 )  Power  
conditioning and controls and, ( 3 )  System weight itemization. 
It consists of 10 thrustor  
Initially, 8 of these would be operating and 2 would be in  stand- 
The  thrus tor  a r r a y  shown is 
2 
The.conceptua1 design of the thrustor- feed sys t em a r r a y  is  shown 
T h e r e  a r e  a total of ten  35  c m  in  Fig.. B. 4-2 .  
engines and 8 200 l b  Hg storage r e se rvo i r s .  Each tank has a separa te  
sDlenoid valve as does each engine. ( S e e  F ig .  B. 3 - 2  for fur ther  identi- 
fication of the sub-mgdule components. !J A basic  fea ture  of this design 
is the capability for cross-coupling between fuel tank modules and thrus tor  
modules, provided by the one 3dditional solenoid valve. 
arAy number of the 8 Hg s torage  tanks m a y  be used to feed simultaneously 
Half the a r r a y  is showri. 
In o ther  words,  
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Fig. B.4-1. Conceptual drawing of 48 k W  ion engine system. 
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b l  t any number of the 10 thrustors .  
number of tanks operating a r e  completely independent. This feature is 
desirable f o r  two reasons;  engine switching and reliability of propellant 
The number of engines operating and the 
supply * 
Engine switching is required because the propulsion system employs 
the standby thrustor  module concept ( in  o rde r  to raise thrustor  system 
reliability). 
in  a standby to replace it. 
is at f i r s t  available to the original operating engine, then to become avail-  
able to the standby. 
It may be necessary to.turn off an  engine at random, switching 
The cross-coupling design allows the fuel which 
Engine sw-itching is also a requirement of solar  cell power 
matching, which requires the beam cur ren t  to be reduced as a function 
of t ime.  
thrustor  units are turned off. 
bys become available. 
engines will be operating at any given t ime thus becomes enormous. 
cross-.coupling design eliminates this requirement.  
Because of this,  a t  d i scre te  points in  the miss ion complete 
Therefore,  an  increasing number of stand- 
The complexity in  determining beforehand which 
The 
i 
Although engine switching could be accomplished with only one 
propellant tank, the use  of multiple tanks is highly desirable  f o r  other 
reasons.  F i r s t ,  it is unlikely that the positive expulsion bladder of a 
single tank could support, under launch conditions, the l a rge  amount of 
propellant required for the miss ion (1600 lb). Therefore,  in sizing the 
tankage, operational limitations on the expulsion sys tem must  b e  considered. 
P re sen t  work in  this a r e a  has involved tanks of 50 l b  capacity so that 
extrapolationb capacities grea te r  than 200 lb  would be subject to question. 
Next, multiple tanks a r e  desirable  for  reliability of propellant 
s torage.  
multiple-tank arrangement  allows that tank to be isolated f rom the propulsion 
sys tem in such a way that thrustor  performance continues undisturbed. 
The punctured tank could be immediately isolated by its own solenoid 
valve, limiting the propellant l o s s  to that remaining in the defective 
reservoi r .  
If one tank failed, (for example, due to meteoroid puncture) the 
To conserve propellant further a slightly m o r e  elaborate 
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scheme may be employed. 
mercury  reservoi r  was leaking, all other  tanks would be shut off uctil 
all  fuel in  the leaky tank was utilized. The punctured tank could theri be 
isolated and the other tanks reopened, thus maintaining continuous supply 
to the operating thrustor  modules. 
FOF example, upor, a signal that a particular 
Finally, the pressurizat ion of the eight mercury  reservoi rs  is 
accomplished with only two \igh p r e s s u r e  helium supplies. In Fig. B .  4 -2  
one high p r e s s u r e  supply is shown with i ts  associated four mercury  tanks. 
The power .cor.ditinnirig sys tem consists of eight panels of modules, 
one panel consisting of the power supplies required for a single thrustor .  
Each panel is approximately 2. 5 ft by 3 .  5 ft and is designed in a flat 
pane9 for  radiaticri cooling. 
about 8 f t  in diameter  which slips over the spacecraf t  s t ructure.  
power switching ma t r ix  provides switching betweer, the power conditioning 
panels and thrustor  modules. 
could be provided to i r c r e a s e  sys tem reliability. Hcwever, the Telia-- 
bility of each panel carL be made a.rbitrarily high by increasing the number 
of power conditioning modules pe r  panel. a s  shown in F i g .  B.  4-3.. 
./ 
The eight panels a r e  shown forming a cylinder 
A 
Again extra power conditioriing panels 
As shown, each power supply is made up of a number of low - . 
voltage, low power modules strung in s e r i e s  such that the required 
thrustor  v d t a g e  and power is ebtained. By placing a number of extra  
modules in s e r i e s  with those required, the reliability of the individual 
supplies can be increased to any des i red  level 
power beam supply is shown consisting of twenty-three 100 V, 200 W 
madules.  Other s.upplies shown a r e  the high voltage, low power 
The high voltage high 
accelerator  supply, the a rc  discharge supply, and the various heater  
and control supplies 
As indicated the 48kW sys tem may be approximately considered 
to be composed of separa te  6 kW engir-e sys tems,  each with its own feed 
sys tem and power conditioning. It is of irkerest ,  therefore,  to tabulate 
the components of a 6 kW mercury  bombardment engine sys tem.  Table 
B .  4-1 shows the weights broken down icto the four major  subsystems 
total 6 kW sys tem weight is showr, to be 68 lb  f3r a specific weight of 
11 5 lb/kW Although i tems such as cabling, piping. and thrustor  redundancy 
a r e  not included, the indications a r e  that the complete 48 kW engine sys t em 
will c3me well within the 25  lb/kW goal. 
The 
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Fig. B.4-3. Conceptual drawing of a 6 k W  power condition- 
ing system. 
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TABLE B.4-1 
6 kW Mercury Bombardment Engine System 
i- 
THRUSTOR 
Accel Electrode 4 lb  
Screen Grid 2 
Permanent  Magnet 3 .  5 
Miscellaneous 2 . 5  
18. 0 l b  
Flow Control 1 
- 
14.0 lb  
POWER CONDITIONING 
Main Beam Supply (23)" 18 l b  
' .  . 
Accel Supply (7 )  3 ,  5 
Arc  Supply ( 1 1 1 5. 5 
Heater Supplies (10) 6 
2 Master  Osci l la tors  ( 2 )  - 
Total ("No. of Modules) 3 5 .  0 lb 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
2 Micro -Logic - 
( 1 Equivalent 
Total 2 . 0  lb  
TOTAL WEIGHT 6 9 . 0  $b 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT 11 .5  lb/kW 
3 
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5. Power Matching Study I 
A major  problem in designing a so lar  e lec t r ic  propulsion sys tem 
In is the utilization of the maximum available power f r o m  the so lar  panels. 
o rde r  to guarantee this utilization, the thrus tor  and power conditioning sys tems 
must be designed and programed to  provide the t proper load at all times to the 
constantly varying power and voltage outputs of the so la r  a r ray .  
a. General Considerations 
Maximum Power Trans fe r  f r o m  A Non-Linear Source 
F o r  the circuit  shown in Fig. B. 5 -1, in which 
---------- 
I- 
Fig. B. 5-1 
~~L Linear  Ci cuit Power f o r  Source A 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I Linear Power 
1 Source 
I 1 I 
 _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - -  J 
E 
(1) E = (Rs t RL) i 
2 
L (2 )  PL= i R 
battery E and resis tance RS represent  a typical oltage si pply with l inear  
internal resis tance (RS), it is well known that when R is adjusted to  equal 
PL (= i2 R ) i s  t r ans fe r red  to  the load (RL). R maximum power 
since a solar  panel is a non-linear source,  this  m o r e  complex p rob lem of 
L 
However, L S 
maximum power t r a n s e r  f rom a non-linear supply (i. e . ,  one for  which the 
above representation as a battery and l inear  resis tance is not possible), has  
been studied. 
A two te rminal  source i s  specified if its te rminal  character is t ic  ( V  vs I) 
i s  given. 
is made using the i r  terminal  character is t ic  curves.  
the l inear  source is a straight line determined completely by the two constants 
E and RS. 
The following analysis and comparison of l inear  and non-linear sources  
The V- I  character is t ic  for  
A non-linear source is defined to  be any source  whose terminal  
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Characteristic Is  not a straight line. A circuit  representation similar to  
that of Fig. B. 5-1 can be used for  the nor_-linear source provided that the 
internal resis tance R is allowed to depend on the current ,  1. (Fig.  B. 5-2)  
-
* j  
S 
& i  
i 
1 
Fig. B. 5 -2 Representation of A Non-Linear Source 
The curve V (I) may be calculated directly f rom the V- I  character is t ic  and 
the equation 
S 
( 3 )  E = Vs (1) t V ( l )  
It must  be noted that the voltage can  not be measured  physically and that 
f o r  the l inear  source V (I) = R I., where R is a constant. The problem of 
obtaining maximum power t ransfer  is now setup msthamatically and solved for  
a general non-linear V- I  curve. In the special  c a s e  when the V - I  curve is 
l inear  the resul ts  reduce to the well known condt ion  E 
V (1) S 
S S S 
= RS L 2  The problem is to find the RL f o r  which PL = I RL is a maximum 
subject to  the condition 
The maximum P 
f 0 l l O W S ~  
can be found by the method of Lagrange mult ipl iers  as L 
2 
15) g (Is RLi = 1 RL - X (E - Vs (1) - RL) 
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.-’ i where X is a: Lagrange multiplier.  The conditions for  P to be maximum L 
a r e  that 
Applying these conditions to  Eq. 5 gives 
avS (7)  2 1 R L  t X t RL = o 
o r  X = - I  2 (8) I t X (I) = o 
Therefore 
avs  - 
( 9 )  2 1 R L  - I R L  - I m - - O  
o r  
where  EL is the load resis tance necessary  fo r  maximum power t ransfer .  
This resul t  means that fo r  maximum power t r ans fe r  the load should be 
adjusted to  equal the slope of the Vs vs  I curve at  the value E) 
maximum power t ransfer .  (This  value of I is obtained f rom Eq. 4 with 
of I at 
Checking this  resul t  fo r  the l inear  source , i. e. , Vs = RS I ,  we 
see  that RL = a v S  = RS follows immediately. 
al 
Since a V- I  curve is usually given f o r  a non-linear source and not 
Vs vs  I , we find a in t e r m s  of V (I) b y  differentiating Eq. 3. L 
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Combining Eqs,  10 and 11, we have 
- 
n u s ,  
geometric interpretation of E can be obtained in t e r m s  of the V -  I curve 
a s  follows: The maximum power t r a n s f e r  point on the V - I curve  can be 
found by drawing a family of constant power hyperbolas, V1 = constant, on 
the V-1 plane (Fig.  B, 5-31 . 
V 
RL is the negative slope of the V vs I curve a t  I = T .  A second 
L 
Fig. B. 5-3 Location of 
maxim-um power t ransfer  
V I  = constant 
E 
c I I 
Maximum Power Transfer  Point 
point 
It is c lear  that one hyperbola in the family will be tangent to the V- I  curve and 
that the point of tangency is the maximum power t r a n s e r  point. 
slope of the V- I  curve a t  f 
Thus, the 
must  equal the slope of the hyperbola at T e Hence 
1 constant - 
But a hyperbola, V = constant/I  has  the property that the slope of i t s  tangent 
at any point equals the negative of the slope of a chord f rom the origin to  the 
point. That is, if V = constant/l  then 
(14) a V  constant - V - - -  T=  - I2 I 
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Therefore,  -% is  the slope of the chord f r o m  the origin to  the maximum 
power point on the V- I  character is t ic  of the non-linear source (Fig.  B. 5-4). 
9 1 ,  
1 
I 
% F i g .  B. 5-4 Interpretation of 
Power Matchine; Theory f o r  A Solar -Electric Propulsion System 
The electr ical  propert ies  of the solar  cell  a r r a y  have been given in 
terms of a terminal  I-V character is t ic  (Fig.  B. 5-5) which i s  non-linear and 
var ies  continuously with t ime. 
source  of the type considered in the preceding section, 
At any fixed t ime the so la r  a r r a y  is a non-linear 
F r o m  the ea r l i e r  analysis,  it is seen that the operating point fo r  maximum 
, V ) and the value of the load resis tance necessary  
‘Is0 so 
power t ransfer  is known 
to operate at this point is R (= Vso/I ). As t ime increases  during the 
mission the I - V  curve changes and the point (I 
SO so 
of maximum power t r ans  - S,’ vs,) 
v 
f e r  moves. Plots  of V 
of t ime in Fig. B. 5-6. 
RSon and Ps ( = Vgo Is,) a r e  shown as functions 
SO 0 
F r o m  these curves,  it is seen that 
1) The resis tance R appearing at  the source te rminals  must  be 
SO 
continuously varied in t ime to achieve t ransfer  of the maximum 
available power f r o m  the source  to  the load. 
2 )  i f  RS is  ad jus tedfor  maximum power t r ans fe r  the terminal  
3) 
0 
voltage Vs 
The maximum available power Ps 
decreasing function of time. 
is an increasing function of time. 
0 
f r o m  the supply is a 
0 
Since the load is specified to  be a 48 kW e lec t r ic  thrus tor  a r r a y ,  some of 
the power conditioning objectives can be specified. 
out of the so lar  a r r a y  must  be t ransformed t o  new values corresponding to  the 
F i r s t ,  the voltage and cur rent  
j operating points of e lectr ic  thrustors .  Second, the load resis tance that the 
engines present  to  the source mus t  be ei ther  adjusted o r  t ransformed continuously ‘ 
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Fig.  B. 5-5. Array IV character is t ic  50  k W  saturn/centaur (preliminary).  
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into the value R (t-)  if maximum power t ransfer  is to  be achieved. The 
advantages of a p h e r  conditioning sys tem that could keep the engines at  their  
optimum operating points and simultaneously present  the cor rec t  resis tance 
(Rs 
to  wChich the power matching problem can be solved by today's power condition- 
ing designs, i t  is useful to  assume that the power conditioning sys tem is 
simply an ideal t ransformer  with turns rat io  The followir_g analysis 
of the power matching problem fo r  the so lar- e lec t r ic  system is based on the 
circuit  of Fig. B.5-7 
" 1  S 
( t )  ) to  the source at  each instant of t ime a r e  obvious. To see the extent 
1: n 
Ideal 
1-, Transformer  
U l:n 
Fig. B. 5 -7 Propulsion System Model (Electr ical)  
The applicability of this model to  actual power conditioning and engine 
sys tem designs is shown af ter  some prel iminary resu l t s  and obtained. 
Effect Of Time Varying Character is t ics :  The f i r s t  situation studied is  
the effect of the t ime varying so lar  cell  charac ter i s t ics  on the voltage, current  
and power to the load. Since 90% of the power to  the load is to the beam supply 
(70%) and a r c  supply (207~)  and both aye operated as flow limited devices, it i s  
reasonable to  assume that the I - V  charac ter i s t ics  of the load will be l ines of 
constant current .  The load line (as reflected through the t r ans fo rmer )  i s  also 
a constant cur rent  line. 
t r ans fe r  point ( V  
point (Vs , I 
character is t ic .  
voltage and power decrease  as shown in  Fig. B. 5 -8 .  
decrease  in power a f t e r  50 days is that the load resis tance no longer matches 
.#. 'C 
If  the sys tem is initially at  the maximum power 
( 0 )  , Iso(o) ) , a t  a l a t e r  t ime t the sys tem will be at  the S 1 
) Ghich i s  the intersection of the load line and the t source 1 1 
The resul t  is that the cur rent  in the load doesn't va ry  but the 
The reason f o r  the sharp  
(t) .  The penalty in power paid when R f RS f o r  the t = 175 day source 
R S O  0 charac ter i s t ic  is shown in Fig. B. 5 - 9 .  
l inear  so lar  cel l  source is m o r e  severe  than for  a l inear  source.  
Notice that the penalty for  the non- 
i 
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Fig. B. 5-8. Penalty in power t ransfer red  due to mismatched load. 
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Various things can be done before the mismatch condition gets too 
ser ious.  
that the load voltage is co r rec t  and vary  R 
matches RS (t,) . 
equations 
Still assuming a constant current  load, one can a) adjust n ( to n l )  so 
* )  
so that the reflected res is tance L 
These adjustments a r e  consistant with the t ransformer  
0 
Io@) 
b) adjust n so that the source cur ren t  is I ( t l )  i. e . ,  use  the equation 
S O  
(VLo' I L , ) U _  
- h?- 1" 
Is ( t l )  = n I 
0 Lo 
and allow the load voltage to  vary to 
Notice that in  both cases  the adjustments given allowed a condition to  be placed 
on VL or I 
The case of non-constant current  load character is t ics  is analyzed next and the 
adjustments required for  situations as above a r e  investigated. 
and maximum power t ransfer  t o  be achieved simultaneously. L 
Non-Constant Current  Load: Assume that the load I- V charac ter i s t ics  is 
a straight line with slope g and cur rent  intercept Io which depends on an adjust-  
able flow pa ramete r  P (Fig.  B. 5-10). (We shall  s ee  l a t e r  that P is physically 
related t o  the boiler and a r c  hea ter  temperatures .  ) 
load character is t ic  f o r  any p . 
Equation 19 represents  the 
Suppose that the sys tem s t a r t s  operating a t  the maximum power t r ans fe r  
point, (Vs ( 0 )  , Is ( 0 )  ) (Fig.  B. 5--11)9 and that n is adjusted so that the load 
i s  a t  a desirable  operating point (V , I ). This point ( V  , IL ) l ies  on a 
line of constant P. Throughout this  analysis p is held constant and equal to  P o  . 
The current  intercept,  
of the initial source point (Vs (o),  Is ( 0 )  f rom Eq. 19 and the t ransformer  
equations 
.O 0 
LO Lo LO 0 
Io (p,) on the load charac ter i s t ics  can be found i n  t e r m s  
0 0 
V = no Is ( 0 )  
LO 0 
to  be 
With P = p (constant) it follows that the load line reflected through the 
0 
t r ans fo rmer  is a l so  straight.  Its equation i s  
B-75 
which represents  a one parameter  family of straight l ines whose cur ren t  
intercept increases  like n and slope increases  like n . This family covers 
the first guadrant 
(Is , 
This means that by adjusting n maximum power t ransfer  can be obtained at 
any t ime. F o r  t = t l  n must  be adjusted to the value of the positive root of 
the quadratic 
2 
(Is > o Vs > o ) in the sense that given any point 
I 1 
Vs ) in the first quadrant the quadrativ Eq. 2 3  has  a positive solution n. 
2 (24) g n Vs ( t l )  + n I o  - I s  ( t l )  = 0 
0 0 
Rewriting Eq. 24 with Io put in explicitly because it depends on g, gives 
We see  that for  g = o 
and the load cur ren t  IL ( t l )  is 
LJ 1 0 I ( t  1 = n Is ( t l )  = n = IL 
0 0 0 
L 1  (27)  
As  should be expected, with g = 0, maximum power t ransfer  and 
constant load cur ren t  occur simultaneously. F o r  the case  g + 0, P = o 
maximum power t ransfer  can be achieved but both I and VL must  be L 
changed. This may be argued as follows: With g + o any adjustment that 
allows IL ( t l )  = IL a lso  forces  V (t,) = VL and therefore  PL(tl) = 
PL(o).  But this is impossible because the power available is a decreasing 
function of time. 
1 
0 0 
1 B-76 
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The difference 6 IL ( t l )  - IL ( 0 )  I is now calculated for llsmall" g. 
To specify what ''small" g means more precisily, diminsionless variables are 
introduced. Let 
- ' ( 2 9 )  
Upon substitution, Eql 25 becomes 
w he re 
R - 
(32) € 3  +  
I so /noZVS 0 Lo 
The condition g I / V  or E C 1 i e  now what is meant by g ''ernall''. 
The behavior of n for  ern&- E is found by eubetituting an expaneion I Lq, 
( 3 3 )  
in Eqe 31  and equating caefficients of 
yielde 
for n = 0 ,  1, 2, - . . Substituting 
(34) 
! 
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0 Setting the coefficient of E = o gives 
.t -8. ::: 
Is = n 
0 (35 )  
1 Setting the coefficient of E = 0 gives 
.I. 2 .b *,- -8. ::: ::: 
vS 
Setting the coefficient of E 2 = o gives 
- n  nl = 0 0 ( 3 6 )  
.I, *a- .b *a* ( - vs:i: ::) 
2 = n  1 0 
(37) n 
Thus, 
d.2 2 
e,- :: e,. rlr ::: 
(38) n (E) = Is t E (IL - Vs ) +  E ( ) t . . .  
Now consider 
Hence, 
.I. 
Is (0) 
- =  0 [ l - E ( l - V s  
n 1 0 
n (41) 
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and 
(42) 
Is ( 0 )  
0 
J. .e 
t . . .  n A I ,  = ~ ( 1  - V s  *'. I -" 
0 
The corresponding voltage change is 
o r  
(44) 
: ~ ::: ~ 
no vs 0 
A VL = (1  - V s  
F r o m  Eqs. 42 and 44, i t  is seen  that the change in the load cur rent  is  of o rde r  E 
and the change in voltage is of o rde r  1 . 
Specification of V o r  I and maximum power t ransfer  can be attained L L 
simultaneously provided that p is not held constant. Suppose that maximum 
power transfer and constant I, are required. Then the applicable equations a r e  
(45) 
which must  be solved f o r  n and p , 
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b. Application of Power Matching Theory to Conceptual System 
Design 
The problems of voltage and power matching analyzed in section 
5a is now reviewed and restated in t e rms  of the engine and power condi- 
tioning parameters .  
problems now, a brief preliminary analysis is  made of the voltage 
matching and regulation possible using a modularized beam supply 
under the assumption that maximum power t ransfer  is being achieved. 
Applying Transformer  Model to conceptual Design 
Although no attempt is made to solve all of these 
The power conditioning conceptual design includes the use of 
modularized d-c inverter  systems .* With the possibility of switching 
modules in and out these d-c inverters  essentially a c t  a s  discrete  
turns rat io d-c t ransformers  which couple the pr imary  solar  cel l  
power to the various sys tem loads. The effective turns ratio of a 
modularized inverter  depends directly on the number of modules that 
it contains. In tlie problems which require  a continuous turns ratio, 
m f o r  matching, a study mus t  be made of the penalties paid in voltage 
and power matching when m is  d iscre te .  
The possibility of adjusting the load, RL was the other key to 
being able to maintain power matching and the c o r r e c t  engine operating 
points. 
varied in discrete  increments.  
the load resis tance continuously by controlling the propellant flow ra te  
(and therefore the beam current ) .  
Due to the modularized engine sys tem design, the load can be 
There is a lso  the possibility of varying 
The discrete  voltage matching and continuous load resis tance 
variation possible with the present  sys tem design make the conditions 
assumed in the matching theory real is t ic .  A t rade off study mus t  now 
be made to find the optimum degree of power and voltage matching 
attainable. 
inverter  modules in each power supply and ( 2 )  weighing the complication 
Such a study would include ( 1 )  finding the best  number of 
96 
A more detailed description of a beam inverter  sys tem is given in the 
section that follows. 
B-80 
D f  varying beam cur ren t  continuously (to maintain maximum power 
t r ans fe r )  against  the penalty of not being power matched continuously. 
Voltage Control with a Modularized Beam Supply 
The schematic diagram of a multi-module beam supply is shown 
in Fig.  B. 5-  12with the definition of the parameters  pertinent to its 
analysis 
power sys tem by using many low power modules. 
B. 5-12 a l l  of the modules have the so lar  cel l  bus as a common input. 
With the individual t ransformers  providing isolation between modules, 
their  outputs a r e  connected in se r i e s  to yield the required high voltage 
of a main beam supply. 
non-dissipative voltage control and regulation is accomplished. 
The philosophy of .this design is to provide a relatively high 
A s  shown in F ig .  
By switching in o r  out modules a means of 
It will be shown in the analysis that the amount of regulation 
and control available depends on: 
(2)  the power rating of the module and (3) the required beam voltage. 
( 1 )  the number of modules employed, 
The prec ise  situation to be analyzed is as follows: the load to 
varying beam current )  
The thrustors  a r e  to 
the so la r  a r r a y  is a s sumed  to be var ied  (e.g. 
s o  that maximum power t ransfer  is maintained. 
be run a t  constant specific impulse,  i , e . ,  at constant beam voltage. 
Because the so lar  cel l  bus voltage increases in  t ime,  at  the maximum 
power t ransfer  points beam supply modules are switched out to provide 
r e  gula tion 
A s  a typical example,  consider a 4 k W  beam supply (used in a 
6 k W  Hg bombardment ion engine). 
run a t  a constant specific impulse of 4000 sec .  which corresponds to 
a main beam voltage of 2200 volts. Assuming that the modules a r e  
rated at 200 watts,  the number of modules operating initially (m,) 
and the turns rat io  of each module (n) a r e  determined as follows: 
Suppose that the engine is to be 
m = P3/P2 = 4000/200 = 20 
0 
. 20.75 o.68 n = m Vl/V3 = .2200 = 
0 
where the initial so lar  cell voltage, V1' is a s sumed  to be 75 volts. 
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1 
m = number of modules operating initially 
0 
= solar  cell, module, beam voltages v l ,  2 , 3  
= so lar  cel l ,  module, beam power p l ,  2 , 3  
n = module turns rat io  
Fig,  B.5-12 
Schematic of Modularized Beam Supply 
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As the mission proceeds,  the so lar  cell voltage V1 increases  
to about 96 volts at  350 days.  To t r y  to maintain constant beam voltage, 
V modules are switched off. In Fig. B. 5-13a,a typical curve  of bus 
voltage V1 at  maximum power t ransfer  is shown for  a 350-day Mars  
mission. F igure  B.5-13bshows the voltage output (V,/n) of each 
module e 
3 
In Fig.  B, 5-14a, the module turn  off sequence is given. 
switching t imes  are calculated so that V3 re turns  to 2200 yolts when 
a module is turned off. 
The 
Based on this switching scheme the module and beam voltages 
a r e  determined as shown in Table B, 5-1 e 
Miss ion -'p 
I 
I100 
! 
I 
i 
f 15Q 
TABLE B05-1  
Module 
Output VoPta ge 
(V2) 
110 
115.6 
122 
129,  5 
1 3 x 5  
141.5 
Operating Initially Voltage 
I 2200 I 20 
20 
19 
19 
18 
18 
17 
17 
16 
16 1 2260 I 
2315.6 
2200 
2322 
2200 
2329 5 
2200 
2337.5 
2200 
The regulation of the beam voltage is shown in F ig .  B, 5-14.b. The 
largest voltage deviation f r o m  the required value of beam voltage 
(2200 volts in this example) occuP6 jus t  before the last module is 
switched, If a total of k modules are switched, the change in 
voltage, AV, is given by 
1 
- k + l  v3 ck' (46) AV = mo 
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Fig. B., 5-13. Solar panel bus voltage versus  mission time. 
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L 
where mo is the initial number of modules operating and is  
the switching time f o r  the l a s t  module. 
percentage voltage regulation is constant. 
however, that for an ion engine load, the maximum AV may be 
more  cr i t ica l  than the percentage regulation. To limit AV for  
a given value of VgJ it is  seen  that a restr ict ion is  placed on the 
number of initial modules , m . 
F o r  fixed mo and k the 
It should be noted, 
0 
A study i s  made next of the dependence of beam voltage 
variation on the power rating of the inverter modules and the total 
beam supply power. 
A s  seen  above, the maximum beam voltage deviation, 
depends on the number of initial modules m . But m is  just  the 
rat io of the beam power to inverter  module power (P,/P ). In 
Fig. B. 5- 15, a family of curves is  given showing the maximum 
variation in beam voltage with beam power for inverter  modules 
rated a t  100, 150 and 200 watts. 
AV, 
0 0 
2 
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Fig.  B. 5-15. Dependence of maximum beamvoltage variation on 
total beam power and module power rating. 
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6. Design Verification Hardware 
A 20-cm diameter  thrustor  has  been designed and operated 
to verify the thrustor  performance charac ter i s t ics  used in the study program. 
At the inception of the program,  state-of- the-art  performance was determined 
as 
1) power and propellant efficiencies attained by Reader (Ref. 1) with a 
cross- feed 20-cm thrustor  using a thermionic cathode 
2 )  ion-optical performance attained a t  HRL with countersunk-screen 
optics a t  optimum spacing (Ref. 2 and 3 )  
3)  LeRC brush cathode then under life tes t  
4) a f lash evaporator feed system. 
I t  was calculated that a design based on the above would pro-  
duce a 1 to 1.5 kW beam a t  4000 to 5000 sec  effective specific impulse with a 
power to thrust  ratio of approximately 140 kW/lb and meet  the requirements of 
weight and electrode lifetime. Assuming the design to be sufficiently close to 
those under l i fe  tes t  at LeRC, the cathode life projections would be applicable 
here .  I 
The actual resul ts  obtained during this tes t  program have 
exceeded the performance specifications and indicate this thrustor  to be equal 
to o r  better than others reported in the cur rent  l i t e ra ture .  
plishments a re :  
Specific accom- 
1 )  source energy p e r  ion 
in  the discharge < 350 eV/ion 
in discharge & cathode hea ter<  425 eV/ion 
2)  beam current  > 1A a t  I 
3 )  operation a t  accel-decel ratios as high as 6 
4) demonstration of a propellant-limited operational mode which 
w 4000 sec  
SP 
reduces design requirements on the vapor flowmeter 
5) demonstration of good performance charac ter i s t ics  for the 
"flower cathode" in this thrustor .  
drawn (from a nominal 5A design) from a cathode that had 
been run, exposed to air, then run again. 
Currents  up to 10 A were  
These data have been obtained using a "flower-type" oxide cathode developed a t  
* 
1 HRL during the contract period. The f i r s t  of these cathodes has  undergone a 
700-hour life tes t  with no observable deterioration in performance. 
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Outstanding p rogress  has  been made with the l iquid-mercury 
I '9 
cathode (Ref  
LeRC".. At the time the above s tate-of- the-art  m e r c u r y  thrustor  was proposed, 
the l iquid-mercury cathode had demonstrated equal efficiencies but was subject 
to an instability problem a t  high power levels,  
t raced to the thermal design and rectified, thus making the l iquid-mercury 
cathode a very competitive device for  this application. Typical near  -optimum 
operating parameters  f o r  a present  s tate-of-ar t  20-cm diameter  thrustor  with 
l iquid-mercury cathode are::  
41 a t  HRL during this same period under a program supported by 
This problem has  since been 
1 )  source energy p e r  ion=  650 eV/ i sn  
2 )  mass utilization > 80910 
3 )  beam current  = 700 mA 
4) mass utilization > 9570 a t  rn 800  eV/ion, 
A thrustor  l i fe  t e s t  with this cathode has passed the 400-hour point as  this repor t  
is written, while the cathode itself has now been operated for more  than 700 hours 
without any indication of performance deterioration. Also, inspection of the 
nozzle cone has shown no t r ace  of erosion,  making a life prediction of > 10 ,000  
hours for this cathode appear very safe. 
a, Oxide-Cathode Thrus tor  i 
.. 
I Thrustor  Design 
The thrustor  design (Figs ,  B6-1  & 2) was based on resul ts  obtained by 
Reader (Ref. 1 )  who has investigated various propellant injection modes. 
design used he re ,  propellant was introduced through a narrow annular channel 
at  the downstream end of the anode and directed toward the cathode in a r eve r se  
o r  counterflow direct4on. 
a source energy pe r  ion approximately 20% below the cross- feed geometry used 
by Reader (Ref. l ) s  as will be seen below, 
In the 
The length of the channel was  optimized, leading to 
Since this was an  experimental design, mechanical flexibility was not 
compromised a t  the expense of minimum weight, 
but could be reduced to approximately 5070 of this weight if des i red  in a future 
design, 
Ion Optics 
This thrustor  weighs 15 lbs .  
F o r  expediency the mechanical design of the ion-optical sys tem was not 
changed f r o m  the LeRC thrustor  supplied under contract  NAS 3- 6262.  
s c reen  ape r tu res ,  however, were  countersunk f rom the plasma side to provide 
The 
\ 
Contract NAS 3- 6262 
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Fig. B. 6-1. Photograph of 20 cm thrus tor  used for  performance testing. 
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Fig. B. 6-2. Photograph of 20 cm thrus tor  used for  performance testing. 
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perveance-density matching to the plasma (Ref.  3 ) ,  and the interelectr ode spat: ng  
was reduced to increase the perveance. 
e ') 
The calculated perveance of the a r r a y  is 
P = 6.05 x perv,  
thus f o r  Vtotal = 6 kV 
Imax = (6.05 x (6000)3/2 A 
= 2.78 A 
This is the cu r ren t  that could be ca r r i ed  i f  the plasma was  uniform a c r o s s  the 
diameter  of the discharge chamber.  
voltage (see Table B.6-1) was 1.25 A,  indicating that the average current  denstty 
in  the optical a r r a y  is 0.45 t imes the peak cur ren t  density, which presumably 
occurs a t  the center .  
The maximum measured  cu r ren t  a t  this 
Extrapolating this ra t io  to the proposed 35-cm diameter  thrustor  operating 
a t  2A beam current ,  the maximum current  density expected through the central 
2 aper ture  is 9 m A / c m  e 
of g rea te r  than l o 4  hours a t  mass utilizations of 90%. 
Oxide Cathode 
This value is  consistent with projected electrode lifetimes 
The oxide coated cathode is low in temperature,  efficient in t e r m s  of watts 
pe r  ampere ,  and simple in construction. 
self-poisoning nor hea ter  failure need be ser ious  problems and that, given a suffic- 
ient supply of Ba, BaO, the cathode life can be very long indeed. Ordinarily,  Ba, 
BaO is consumed through evaporation. 
coating a t  a much fa s t e r  rate.  
cathodes los t  1.7 x g / c m  of oxide, With a monolayer density of 4 x 1014 
a toms / cm , this constitutes a removal rate  of one monolayer every 4 sec.  F r o m  
the ion cu r ren t  density a t  the cathode surface,  which is  estimated to be 
5 m A / c m  , the sputtering ra te  can  be determined to be 3 x atoms!ion, This 
is quite high in comparison with that of meta ls  to atoms/ionj.  This 
high ra te  is in approximate agreement  with the sputtering rate  of barium on tucg- 
sten, obtained by Ptushinskii (Ref. 6).  During a lifetime of 10,000 hours ,  there-  
fore ,  one may  expect sputter lo s ses  of the o rde r  of 0.5 g / c m 2  (this corresponds 
to a layer  of 0.5 cm thickness). 
P a s t  achievements show that neither 
In ion thrus tors ,  sputtering removes the 
During a 334 hour runs one of Kerslake 's  (Ref. 5)  
2 
2 
2 
Unfortunately, oxide l a y e r s  cannot be made a rb i t r a r i ly  thick. The current  
a r c s  occur,  i flow through the oxide heats  the layer ,  and the surface begins to flake, 
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Beck (Ref. 7)  and Pike (Ref. 8) have studied this Joule heating and have derived 
,the following heat  balance relation: 
I 
P t J R z C T 4 t J  2 ( b t  F) 
H 
whe re  
- PH = heater  power t ransmit ted through coating 
J2R Joule heating of coating 
CT2 5 heat radiation 
5 heat removed by emitted electrons.  
Since J varies  exponentially with T ,  the t e r m  CT4 can  be considered constant 
under constant heater  power. 
balanced only when 
Thus i t  is obvious that the above equation can be 
The coating resis tance R pe r  unit a r e a  can be expressed  in t e r m s  of a volume 
resis t ivi ty  p and the coating thickness t 
R = p t  
0 Experience shows that a t  1100 K,  the resistivity of oxide coatings is typically of 
the order  of 100 $2-cm. 
0.5 A / c m  
Thus, for  a n  emission cu r ren t  density of the o rde r  of 
2 the maximum tolerable coating thickness 
- 6 
tmax p j  
- -  
becomes approximately 2 x l o v 2  cm.  
10,000 hours  under ion bombardment. 
This is much too small  for a l ifetime of 
F igure  B.6-3 shows the oxide cathode configuration which we call  the 
"flower" cathode where la rge  Ba, BaO storage is combined with a sufficiently 
thin coating. 
the actual cathode surface,  the total number of energetic ions impacting on the 
cathode i s  determined by the front  a r e a  of the cathode facing the plasma. 
expected to be t rue because mos t  of the ion generation is distributed throughout 
the whole volume of the discharge chamber.  
The basic idea behind this design is that, regard less  of how large  
This is 
In other words,  the relative number 
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Fig. B. 6- 3.  Flower shaped oxide cathode design. 
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of ions generated in the immediate vicinity of the cathode is relatively small. 
a folded geometry of the type shown in Fig.  B.6-3, the density of the plasma inside 
the folds is expected to adjust  itself to the rate  of ion arrival available f r o m  the 
main plasma volume; i t  will therefore be lower in the immediate vicinity of the 
cathode surface within the folds than i n  the r e s t  of the discharge chamber.  A s  a 
consequence, the ra t io  of the ion cur rent  density bombarding the cathode surface 
to the ion cur rent  density available in the discharge chamber a t  the frontal a r e a  
of the cathode is expected to be of the o rde r  of the rat io  of frontal cathode a r e a  
to total cathode surface a rea .  
oxide cathode coating thickness required for  10,000 hour life can therefo-re be 
reduced f rom the 0,5 c m  value calculated above, to a value of 0.05 cm. 
of the additional storage available between the individual wi res  of the cathode 
mesh,  the thickness can be reduced by another factor of two, s o  that the ultimate 
thickness becomes 2.5 x 
view of Joule heating, particularly since the average electron cu r ren t  density is 
a l s o  low because of the la rge  total surface a rea .  Finally, in a folded geometry 
of the type shown i n  Fig.  B.6-3, a l a rge  fract ion of the sputtered active mater ia l  
is not lost  but is redeposited on the useful cathode surface.  The above life e s t i -  
mate of 10,000 hours  may therefore be quite conservative. 
In 
6. 
W i t h  a rat io  of l O : l ,  which is quite pract ical ,  the 
Because 
cm. This is quite satisfactory f rom a point of 
I 
Success with this design is cr i t ical ly  dependent upon whether o r  not the 
Sufficient e lectron emission plasma penetrates the individual cathode spaces.  
will be obtained only i f  the plasma sheath follows the individual cathode surfaces.  
Qualitatively, one may argue that this occurs  when the distance between neigh- 
boring folds is considerably l a r g e r  than the plasma sheath width. 
sheath width may be est imated to be equal to the Debye length. 
(in cgs units) 
The plasma 
The la t te r  is 
where 
kT thermal  energy of ions 
n E plasma density 
e 2 electron charge. 
With a plasma density of 5 x 1011 par t ic les /cm3 and a thermal  ion energy equal 
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* ) to 30 eV, the Debye length is approximately cm.  As shown in Fig. B.6-3, 
the separation between cathode folds is of the order  of 2 x 10-1 c m  s o  that the 
plasma should be able to penetrate these folds easily. 
a frontal  area of 6 cm2* 
density would be approximately 0.05 A/cm2.  
The cathode shown in  Fig.  B.6-3 has a total emitting area of 100 cm2 and 
Assuming operation at 5 A, the average emission cu r ren t  . 
All t e s t s  reported here use  this cathode configuration. Excellent per for-  
mance has been obtained and no "hot spot" formation has  been observed, in  con- 
t r a s t  to  observations with thickly coated oxide cathodes. 
flower cathode in the thrustor  is shown in Fig.  B.6-4. 
A photograph of a 
A cathode life t e s t  has  been conducted to demonstrate the long t e r m  capa- 
bilities of this cathode design. 
factor of four and installed in a 10-cm diameter thrustor .  The t e s t  las ted 700 hours  
approximately 20% with beam extraction, Extraction t ime has  been l imited because 
automatic r e s t a r t  c i rcui t ry was not available at the beginning of the tes t  .to accomo- 
date high voltage overloads. The tes t  was terminated by accidental exposure of the 
The cathode shown he re  was scaled down by a 
cathode to line voltage which destroyed the unit. 
1 The performance during the life tes t  is summarized  in Fig.  B.6-5. The 
slow change in heater  power required at the onset of the t e s t  is attributed to 
thermal  emissivity changes on the cathode surface (blackening) due to pump oil 
contamination and to variations in discharge current .  
on other  cathodes in this t e s t  facility before, 
stabilized, the heater  power shows no sharp  upward t rends.  
F e e d  System f o r  Oxide-Cathode Thrus tor  
This  effect has  been observed 
The significant fact  is that once 
The feed sys tem consis ts  of a pressur ized  r e se rvo i r  which feeds liquid 
mercury  through a shutoff valve to a vaporizer.  
trolled by the temperature of the unit and i s ,  to first o rde r ,  independent of the 
driving p res su re  up to some limiting pressure .  The vapor flow is monitored by 
a flowmeter and conducted to  the thrustor  through an  isolator  which electr ical ly  
isolates  the thrustor  f rom the feed system. 
The rate  of vaporization is con- 
With the exception of the valve and flowmeter all components of the feed 
sys tem have been designed and tested at JPL (Ref. 9). One se t  of components 
was  delivered to HRL in ea r ly  June for  inclusion in the prototype feed system. 
It is The valve used is that developed for  use in the SERT I flight test .  
B 
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Fig. B. 6-4. Flower cathode in discharge chamber. 
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compatible with mercury  and has passed flight qualification tests.  
power is approximately 1 watt, 
Operating 
+ I  % 
The flowmeter is basically a p res su re  sensor  followed by a calibrated 
The p r e s s u r e  sensor  used he re  is based upon the Townsend mode of orifice,  
discharge, which is obtained by limiting the discharge cu r ren t  in a cold-cathode 
discharge to l e s s  than approximately l o m 6  A by means of s e r i e s  r e s i s to r s .  
this cur rent  level,  the electr ic  f ie ld between cathode and anode is identical to the 
vacuum field, since the space charge is not yet significant. As a result ,  the 
breakdown potential is identical to the  operating potential and is a function of 
pressure .  
the breakdown potential var ies  l inearly with p res su re  (for constant distancel d) 
over a wide p r e s s u r e  range. 
Under all flow conditions, therefore,  operation should be res t r ic ted  to pd values 
above this limit. 
of l O : l ,  the p res su re  var ies  between 0 ,2  and 2 T o r r  above the flow restr ic t ion.  
A typical calibration curve is shown in Fig.  B,6-7 
At 
Figure B.6-6 shows a Paschen curve for  mercury ;  i t  can be seen that 
The linearly r is ing branch begins a t  pd 2 T o r r  cm. 
With a discharge gap 10-cm long and a required flow ra te  range 
The feed sys tem was assembled and tested a t  HRL. It was found that the 
vaporizer would not hold back the required mercury  head, probably due to leakage 
past  the internal welds. 
testing and proved satisfactory. 
thrustor-feed sys tem assembly (see following section) 
assembled sys tem is shown in Fig.  B.6-8. 
Thrus tor  Tes t  Resul ts  
, A HRL-designed vaporizer was substituted to expedite 
I 
Two runs were  performed with the complete 
A photograph of the 
Three test  runs were  conducted. The f i r s t  las ted 25 hours  and was pr i-  
mar i ly  designed to establish the propellant efficiency, power efficiency and s t a -  
bility of the thrustor  a t  the design point of 500 mA beam current ,  
run the mercury  r e se rvo i r  temperature was maintained constant to one degree 
centigrade so  that the average flow rate could be accurately established by a 
weight loss measurement ,  
During this 
The second run lasted approximately six hours and was designed to inves- 
tigate the maximum power handling capabilities of the thrustor  and i t s  stability 
a t  up to twice the design beam current ,  
number of other parametr ic  studies were  a l so  conducted. 
During the course of the two runs a 
The third run was to determine the feed sys tem performance in con- 
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junction with the thrustor .  
controlled by the vaporizer temperature but that the t ime constant was  ve ry  
long due to the change of vaporizer design. 
currel l t  and vaporizer heater  was closed and found to per form adequately. 
components were ,  however, too delicate to  withstand high voltage arcing. 
m o r e  rugged sys tem is presently being constructed. 
It was  established that the beam current  could be ’ 
The feedback loop between beam 
The 
A 
25 Hour Data Point 
The operating point held during the 25-hour period is given as  data point 
-I------- 
one in Table B.6-I. 
second run. 
Data point two is a comparable point acquired during the 
The important fac tors  a r e :  
SP The design cur rent  of 500 mA was easi ly  attainable a t  the des i red  I 
of 4000 seconds. 
Only 3 8 5  eV/ion were  expended in the a r c .  This  is 25yo lower than that 
quoted by Reader  (Ref, 1 )  for  a cross- feed thrustor  operating a t  2.5 kV 
beam voltage with q This gives a P / T  of 135 kW / l b  a t  
Isp = 4000 seconds. 
The thrustor  operated stably and reproducibly a t  this point, on one 
occasion going fo r  m o r e  than 2 hours  without arc-out .  
The cathode heating power corresponded to < 200 eV/ion; data point 2 
shows that i t  could be brought below 150 eV/ion. 
= 800/00, 
The propellant flow ra te  was  established by f i r s t  operating the r e se rvo i r  
a t  severa l  fixed temperature points in a n  auxiliary vacuum station to  determine 
the ra te  of change of mercury  vapor flow with temperature ( - 3 . 5 %  p e r  OC) then 
obtaining one absolute point fo r  the complete feed sys t em by weighing the reser- 
voir before and af ter  the 25-hour run. 
propellant efficiency to l e s s  than the 90% calculated f rom the p r e  -calibration. 
The correct ion required reduced the 
High Current  Operation 
Data points 2 through 8 of Table I indicate thrustor  performance as the 
- e - - - - - - _ -  
beam current  was raised.  
at an  accel-decel ra t io  of three with no neutral izer  an. 
hours  of t ime were  accumulated at beam cur ren t s  g r e a t e r  than 900 mA. 
t e s t  was voluntarily terminated with a 10 minute run a t  1,25 A as the power rating 
of the surge r e s i s to r s  was being exceeded by a factor of four, the arc cu r ren t  
The thrustor  handled 1 A of beam c u r  
Approximately 2- 1 /2 
The 
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1 
mete r  was off scale and the cathode rating was  being exceeded by a factor of 
two. 
* I  
Propellant efficiency measurements  are not quoted a t  the higher ranges 
because the l ineari ty of the feed  sys tem calibration has  not been demonstrated 
above 800 mA. The temperature readings taken during the run indicate that i f  
the calibration could be extrapolated to 1 . O O  A, the propellant efficiency would 
r i se  as the beam cur ren t  r i s e s  to approach 100%. 
The source energy p e r  ion expended in  the arc remains consistently low 
up to the highest recorded beam cur ren t  with values as low as 310 eV/ion being 
recorded. 
to 5000 sec  range a t  input power of 2.5 kW make this a very useful module for  
the missions presently under consideration. 
Power to thrus t  ratios of 125 kW/lb at  specific impulses in the 4000 
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TABLE B.6-I 
20-cm Thrus tor  Operating Points with HRL Oxide Cathode 
Data Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
e ;I 
'Beam (k') 2.5 2.5 3.2 2.0 2 .o 1.6 2.0 2.0 
'Accel 'kV) 3.0 3.0 3.1 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
( m A )  5 20 51 1 744 930 1000 1000 1000 1250 'Beam 
'Accel ( m A )  3.3 2 .o 3.3 4.9 4.9 4.8 6.4 8.2 
6 30 595 810 - - - - - 0 1 (mA) 
Hg 
'Disch ( V I  40 40 50 50 50 50 50 50 
'Anode (A) 5.0 5.5 7.6 6.0 6 .2  6.5 8.7 10.2 
'Heater (cath. ) ('g 4.2 3.5 3 .O 3.5 3.5 4.0 4.3 4.3 
(A) 24 21.5 19.0 22.0 22.0 24.0 25.0 25.0 'Heater (cath. ) 
BScreen ( G) 12 10 12 13 13 13 17 14  
82.5 85 93 - 
Source Energy/Ion 
(e' /Ion) 
4. 
a)  Discharge o n l y  385 430 444 322 310 325 43 8 410 
b) Disch. + Cath. 
Heater  t 5 85 5 78 500 40 5 387 42 1 543 495 
I (set) 4000 4300 5100 - - - - - 
P / T  * (kW/lb) 135 135 145 130 121 105 126 126 sp,  eff 
Thrus t  (mlb) 12 12 18.6 18.6 20 20 20 25 
1.6 1.6 
-8. 
*'. 'Disch * 'Disch 
T 
1 Beam 
t 'Disch 'Disch ' 'Heater * 'Heater 
T 
1 Beam 
2.7 2.4 2.5 2.1 2.6 3.2 
do not include 100 W magnet power (which raises value by 
M 8 kW/lb) 
1 * P'T ' Ptotal 
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Performance of Ion Optical System 
The first t e s t  was run with a sc reen  to  acce lera tor  spacing of .125" and 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -  - -  e ,  
the second with .100". 
readings (see data points 1 and 2). 
cu r ren t  a r e  given in  Table I1 (Tank p res su re  s55 x 
The c loser  spacing gave consistently lower accel  cur rent  
The accel cu r ren t s  fo r  increasing beam 
Tor r ) .  
TABLE B.6-I1 
'Beam (mA) 
350 
430 
500 
6 50 
930 
1000 
1250 
0 -8 
1.8 
2 .o 
2.9 
5.9 
6.4 
8.2 
Accel Interception (70) 
0.23 
0.42 
0.40 
0.45 
0.63 
0.64 
0.66 
The perveance was somewhat difficult to measure  exactly because the 
interception cur rents  rapidly exceeded the capabilities of the accel  supply as the 
Perveance was approached. 
represent  the practical perveance point, the perveance line shown in Fig. B.6-9 
was obtained. 
and countersunk optics. 
j 
Considering the voltage a t  which arc-out  occurred to  
This is comparable to the best data obtained with the 10-cm thrustc 
It was  possible to  operate the thrustor  a t  accel-decel ra t ios  as high as 
6 to  1, 
cu r ren t  remains constant up to a ratio of approximately four. 
interception occurs  a t  this point. 
function of the position of the operating point with respec t  to the perveance line 
since an  over-focussed beam should withstand the defocussing effect of a high 
accel-decel ra t io  better than one which is jus t  on the perveance l imit  to begin 
with. 
The collector cur rent  falls as the rat io  is increased and the interception 
Presumably d i rec t  
The maximum tolerable ratio may be a 
Discharge Chamber 
Very efficient discharge chamber operation was observed. 
- - - - _ - - - -  
This is 
attributed to the unique reverse- feed mechanism of propellant introduction. 
was established that with all other  pa ramete r s  constant the discharge cu r ren t  
(hence the beam current )  increased  with increasing cathode temperature o r  
I t  
I 
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Fig.  B. 6-9. Perveance of 20 cm diameter ion optical system. 
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discharge voltage and that a broad maximum existed with magnetic field 
strength. 
in ionization cross- sect ion with voltage and the increasing proportion of Hgst 
I 
The variation with discharge voltage may be attributed to the change 
above 40 V. 
C ont r ol 
During the 25-hour run i t  was established that the thrustor  would oper-  
- - - -  
a te  in a propellant-limited mode. 
indicate a d i rec t  relationship of 
The six operating points shown in Fig. B.6-10 
0 
Hg 
= .81 I 'Beam 
The feasibility of the feed sys tem control loop was  demonstrated with 
the laboratory feed sys tem by sensing the beam cur ren t  and feeding this 
signal back to a magnetic amplifier in the mercury  r e se rvo i r  heater .  
operation was achieved. It was  a l so  established that the discharge cu r ren t  
is a direct  function of cathode temperature fo r  constant propellant flow-rate 
( see  F i g .  B06-11)0 
Stable 
The application of these parametr ic  studies to thrustor  control is d is -  
I 
cussed above i 
bo Liquid-Me rcury Cathode Thrus tor 
The life of thermionic cathodes for  mercury  electron-bombardment 
thrus tors  can be made very long, as  explained in See. 6 - a ,  but i t  is inevitably 
l imited by sputtering erosion. 
The liquid-mercury cathode approach (Ref. 4), on the other hand, com- 
pletely eliminates this problem by operating the discharge in a n  a r c  mode, using 
a surface of liquid mercury  as the cathode, and by utilizing the removal of m e r -  
cury  atoms fro? this cathode by the discharge as the expellant feed mechanism. 
Since the mercury  surface is continuously replaced, the lifetime expected f rom 
this cathode is not l imited by sputtering of the electron-emitting mater ial .  
provide a gravity-independent equilibrium position for  the liquid surface , the 
mercury  is forced through a small orifice and held in position in a pool-keeping 
s t ructure by surface tension forces  and arc p res su re .  
1 
T o  
As an additional advantage, 
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no separation between liquid and vapor phases is required in  the propellant feed 
system. 
'J 
The bombarding ions cause a heat  flux into the cathode which is propor-  
tional to the discharge cur ren t  and which was measured  to be of the o rde r  of 
2 W / A .  
temperature adjacent to the a r c  spot sufficiently to cause excessive m e r c u r y  
evaporation into the discharge chamber.  
design of the cathode has increased the maximum heat rejection temperature 
permissible  at a prescr ibed mass utilization as well as  the maximum current  
handling capability of a single cathode. 
can be conduction cooled and the excess  power radiated to space by the addition 
of no more  than 1 /2  kg of radiator  mass per  kilowatt of thrus tor  power. 
Unless efficiently removed, this small quantity of heat  raises the local 
Continued improvement in the thermal  
It has been demonstrated that the cathode 
In addition to the development of optimized l iquid-mercury cbthodes, a 
continuing program is underway to increase  the overall  efficiency of the thrus tor .  
It has  been established that performance is sensitive to both the magnitude and 
shape of the magnetic f ield as well as  to  the discharge chamber geometry. 
provements in field and chamber geometry have reduced the power-to-thrust 
ra t io  to 174 kW/lb a t  an effective specific impulse of 5700 s e c  (qmasa = 81%) 
1 during recent months.' The s ta te-of-ar t  trade-off between mass utilization and 
source  energy per  ion in  the discharge is shown in  F ig .  ~ i . 6 - 1 2 ;  further  im- 
prove men ts a re anticipated. 
Im- 
A 20-crn diameter  thrustor  incorporating a water  -cooled l iquid-mercury 
cathode is presently undergoing life test.  More than 400 hours  of beam extraction 
(600 mA beam cur ren t )  have been accumulated a t  the t ime O f  this writing, and 
the cathode itself has been operated for more  than 700 hours ,  without any indi- 
cation of performance deterioration. 
s t ruc ture  af ter  this operating period has  shown no t race  of erosion, making a l ife 
prediction of > 10,000 hours  f o r  this  cathode appear  very safe. 
tes t  is given in Table B.6-111. 
Also, visual inspection of the pool-keeping 
The test  point maintained during the first 150 hours  of the thrus tor  life 
. 
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Fig. B .  6- 12. Mass utilization versus  source energy p e r  ion for 
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TABLE B.6-I11 
20-cm Thrustor  Performance with Liquid-Hg Cathode (150-hour average)  
a 1  
Beam Current  595 m A  
Beam Voltage 6.2 kV 
Accelera tor  Current  2.9 mA 
A c c e 1 e ra to r V ol tag e 2.0 kV 
Discharge Current  13.7 A 
Discharge Voltage 31.0 V 
Magnetic F ie ld  (a t  Screen)  25 G 
Cathode Heating Power n. a.  
Source Energy pe r  Ion 714 eV/ion Discharge Power Beam Current  
Mass  Utilization .- 81% 
.*. 
Power Efficiency-' 90 70 
Total Thrus tor  Efficiency 7370 
Effective Specific Impulse 6370 sec  
Thrus t  
4. 
Power /Thrust". 
96 m N  
21.4 mlb 
43 kW / N  f 192 kW/lb 
* Excludes magnet power since electromagnets were  used only as a n  experimental 
convenience e 
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C, SPACECRAFT SYSTEM DESIGN 
All s p a c e c r a f t  conceptual  des igns  considered dur ing t h i s  s tudy 
period are  based on t h e  des ign miss ion p r o f i l e  which assumes launch dur ing 
t h e  1971 oppor tun i ty .  The s o l a r - e l e c t r i c  p ropu l s ion  s p a c e c r a f t  i s  boosted 
t o  escape v e l o c i t y  by a Sa tu rn  lB/Centaur launch v e h i c l e  i n  a d i r e c t  a s c e n t ,  
a f t e r  which the  s o l a r  a r r a y  i s  deployed, the  e l e c t r i c  propuls ion system 
a c t i v a t e d ,  and the  h e l i o c e n t r i c  t r a n s f e r  accomplished i n  a zero- 'coast 
rendezvous mode, J u s t  p r i o r  t o  Mars approach, t h e  e l e c t r i c  propuls ion 
system i s  j e t t i s o n e d  inc lud ing  the  s o l a r  a r r a y  (with the excep t ion  o f  the  
inboard panel  i n  each quadrant)  and the  l ander  capsu le  e j e c t e d  be fore  
f i r i n g  the  r e t r o  r o c k e t s  t o  achieve a b r s  o r b i t  wi th  a p e r i - a p s i s  a l t i t u d e  
of 4,000 KM and an  apo- apsis  a l t i t u d e  o f  50,000 JW 
C.1 General  Arrangement 
Three s p a c e c r a f t  arrangements have been developed, a l l  o f  which 
include the  Boeing "Folding Modular Type" s o l a r  a r r a y  (al though the  Boeing 
"Roll-Out" s o l a r  a r r a y  concept w i l l  be considered a t  a l a t e r  d a t e ) .  Each 
arrangement evolved from a series o f  i t e r a t i o n s  concerned with sub-system 
i n t e g r a t i o n  involving s t r u c t u r a l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s ,  c e n t e r  o f  g r a v i t y  
c o n s t r a i n t s ,  stowed and deployed s o l a r  c e l l  a r r a y  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ,  v a r i a b l e  
t h r u s t  v e c t o r  o r i e n t a t i o n ,  and shroud envelope c o n s i d e r a t i o n s ,  
Major components considered i n  t h e  arrangements presented inc lude  
the  following: 
(a )  Lander capsu le  (1,000 Ib a "Discoverer" type) 
(b)  I o n  propuls ion system employing H, e l e c t r o n  bombardment 
t h r u s t o r  u n i t s .  
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G .  G. s t a t i o n  of t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  and a d u a l  r e t r o- r o c k e t  system i s  loca ted  
a t  the forward end o f  the  s p a c e c r a f t  j u s t  a f t  of  t h e  lander  capsu le .  
Prime disadvantage of t h i s  arrangement i s  t h a t  the  i o n  engine  exhaust  
beam divergence h a l f  ang le  i s  l imi ted  t o  5 i f  the  s p a c e c r a f t  base s t r u c t u r e  
i s  not t o  be v i o l a t e d .  Even wi th  t h i s  r e s t r i c t i o n ,  the  main s o l a r  panel  
0 
hinge l eng th  must be  reduced i n  two places. 
Of prime importance i n  a l l  of  t h e  genera l  arrangements under a o n s i d e r a t j  
i s  the  amount of  ion  team divergence.  
ind ica ted  the  s o l a r  panel  a r e a s  a f f e c t e d  ky beam divergence h a l f  ang les  o f  
15 I f  (as i s  p r e s e n t l y  
ind ica ted)  99 percent  of  the  exhaust  ions  a r e  conta ined w i t h i n  a 30 h a l f  
ang le  only  about 1% of t h e  s o l a r  panel  a r e a  i s  a f f e c t e d .  For t h e  “body- 
f ixed” engines  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  (Figure C.1-5), however, any divergence h a l f  
angle  g r e a t e r  than 5 wipes ou t  p a r t  of t h e  base  s t r u c t u r e ,  inc lud ing  
s o l a r  panel  base  hinge l i n e s ,  Consequently, i t  appears  t h a t  s p a c e c r a f t  
I n  Figures  C.l-1 an3 C.l-3 a r e  
0 
and 30’ f o r  the deployable  engine c o n f i g u r a t i o n s .  
0 
0 
designs  involving non-deployable engine a r r a y s  w i l l  restr ict  t h e  t h r u s t  
v e c t o r  o r i e n t a t i o n  v a r i a t i o n  which i n  t u r n  may r e q u i r e  a modi f i ca t ion  t o  
t h e  des ign miss ion p r o f i l e .  These f a c t o r s  a r e  p r e s e n t l y  under d e t a i l e d  
i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  
A prel iminary  weight breakdown a p p l i c a b l e  t o  a l l  t h e  previous  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  i s  presented i n  Table C . l - I .  
3 
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PLANE OF SOLAR CELL ARRAY (DEPLOYED) / 
( c )  b e i n g  "Folding Modular Type" s o l a r  a r r a y  system. 
I 
(d) The HAC multi-module power c o n d i t i o n e r ,  
( e )  A l i q u i d- p r o p e l l a n t  r e t r o- r o c k e t  system. 
( . f)  
I 
A cold  gas  (n i t rogen)  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  system, 
(g)  A maximum diameter p lanar  a r r a y  o r  pa rabo l ic  communication 
antenna 
(h) Independently o r i e n t e d  Mars scanner p la t fo rm,  
One of the  most predominant f a c t o r s  i n f l u e n c i n g  t h e  g e n e r a l  ar range-  
ment considered h e r e i n  i s  the  p rov i s ion  f o r  a t h r u s t  vec to r  o r i e n t a t i o n  
v a r i a t i o n  of 60 degrees  (as r equ i red  f o r  the des ign  miss ion p r o f i l e )  
dur ing the  h e l i o c e n t r i c  t r a n s f e r ,  All t h r e e  o f  the  conceptual  des igns  
presented inc lude  a gimbaled and t r a n s l a t a b l e  t h r u s t o r  a r r a y  t o  accommodate 
spacecra f t  c e n t e r - o f - g r a v i t y  s h i f t s  dur ing  t r a n s i t ;  whi le  two of them 
(Figure 6 1-1 and C"1-3) requ i re  the  t h r u s t o r  3rray to be deployed p r i o r  t o  
t h r u s t i n g  
I n  F igures  C.l-1 and C 1-2 is presented a conceptual  des ign of a 
so l a  r- e l e  c t r i c  propu 1 6 ion  spa cec r a  f t which u t i 1 i z  e s t h e  r e c  tangu l a  r pa ne 1 
"Folding Modular Type" s o l a r  a r r a y  concept and res t r ic ts  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  
envelope t o  a io0 inch diameter c i r c u l a r  cy l inder  i n  the  stowed p o s i t i o n ,  
Figure C , , l - l  d e p i c t s  both stowed and deployed p o s i t i o n s  of a11 components, 
whi le  Figure 6-1-2 i l l u s t r a t e s  an  a r t i s t ' s  r e n d i t i o n  of  a pe r spec t ive  view 
of t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  wi th  a l l  major components deployed.  
The primary s p a c e c r a f t  s t r u c t u r e  is  assumed LO be of s h e l l - t y p e  
c o n s t r u c t i o n  with an opening i n  t h e  s ide  t o  permit  deployment of the  
e l e c t r i c  t h r u s t o r  a r r a y .  (Figure C . 7- 2  r e p r e s e n t s  a n  a l t e r n a t e  s c r u c t u r a l  
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arrangement under c o n s i d e r a t i o n ,  u t i l i z i n g  a t r u s s  type frame i n  l i e u  o f  
the  s h e l l  type c o n s t r u c t i o n ) .  
The main s o l a r  a r r a y  hinge l i n e s  a r e  loca ted  a t  the  base  o f  t h e  
s p a c e c r a f t  which l o c a t e s  t h e  e n t i r e  s p a c e c r a f t  on t h e  shade s i d e  of  the  
s o l a r  a r r a y .  
The n i t r o g e n  tank f o r  the  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  system i s  mounted a t  
the  deployed cen te r- of- grav i ty  s t a t i o n  o f  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  t o  minimize the  
e ,  6 ,  s h i f t  wi th  gas  expendi ture .  
'The seven f o o t  diameter p l a n a r  a r r a y  communication antenna and 
the  p l a n e t  scanner  p la t form a r e  deployed through the  s p a c e c r a f t  base 
A d u a l  l i q u i d  r e t r o- r o c k e t  system i s  loca ted  a t  the  forward end o f  
the  s p a c e c r a f t  j u s t  a f t  of the  l ander  capsu le ,  
'The power c o n d i t i o n e r  i s  loca ted  a t  t h e  base  o f  the  s p a c e c r a f t  
a d j a c e n t  t o  both  the  s o l a r  a r r a y  and t h e  i o n  engine system. 
I n  F igures  C"1-3 and (3.1-4 i s  presented a conceptual  des ign of a 
s o l a r - e l e c t r i c  propuls ion s p a c e c r a f t  which u t i l i z e s  the t r a p e z o i d a l  panel  
"Folding Modular Type" s o l a r  a r r a y  concept and res t r ic ts  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  
envelope t o  a 120 inch  diameter  r i g h t  c i r c u l a r  c y l i n d e r  from t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  
base  ( s t a t i o n  0) t o  s t a t i o n  50, t a p e r i n g  forward t o  a 58 inch diameter  a t  
s p a c e c r a f t  s t a t i o n  265 
The s p a c e c r a f t  s t r u c t u r e ,  a s  i n  t h e  previous  arrangement, i s  
assumed to  b e  o f  s h e l l - t y p e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  wi th  one opening i n  t h e  s i d e  t o  
permit  deployment of  t h e  e lec t r ic  t h r u s t o r  a r r a y ,  and ano ther  f o r  deploy- 
ment o f  the  Mars scanner  p la t form.  
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An e i g h t  foo t  diameter  pa rabo l i c  communication antenna i s  
deployed rhrough t h e  base  o f  t he  s p a c e c r a f t ,  
A s  i n  t h 5  previous arrangement, t h e  main s o l a r  a r r a y  hinge l i n e s  
a r e  l oca t ed  a t  t he  base o f  the  spacec ra f t  which l o c a t e s  t he  e n t i r e  space- 
c r a f t  on t h e  shade s i d e  o f  t h e  s o l a r  a r r a y .  
Dual tanks  f o r  t he  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  gas a r e  mounted a t  t he  forward 
end of t he  s p a c e c r a f t  j u s t  a f t  of  t h e  l ande r  capsu le ,  
A s i n g l e ,  c e n t r a l l y  mounted, l i q u i d  r e t r o  rocke t  system (with four  
tanks)  i s  loca t ed  c l o s e  t o  the base  o f  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t ,  
?he power c o n d i t i o n e r ,  a s  wi th  t h e  previous  conf igu ra t ion ,  i s  loca ted  
a t  the  base  of t he  s p a c e c r a f t  ad j acen t  t o  both t he  s o l a r  a r r a y  and the  
ion  engine system, 
I t  should be  noted t h a t  t h e  t r a p e z o i d a l  shaped s o l a r  a r r a y  pane l s  
u t i l i z e  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  stowed c o n f i g m a t i o n  envelope more e f f i c i e n t l y  than 
the  r e c t a n g u l a r  shaped s o l a r  a r r a y  pane l s ,  and thereby r e s u l t  i n  an  ar range-  
ment r equ i r ing  12 less panels  and h inges .  A l s o ,  t h e  120 inch diameter  
permi ts  u t i l i z a t i o n  of a l a r g e r  diameter  communication antenna.  
I n  Figure 6.1-5 i s  presented  a conceptua l  des ign  o f  a s o l a r - e l e c t r i c  
propuls ion  s p a c e c r a f t  u t i l i z i n g  the  r ec t angu la r  panel  s o l a r  a r r a y  concept 
and r e s t r i c t i n g  the  s p a c e c r a f t  t o  t h e  100 inch d iameter  envelope, bu t  having 
a body-mounted" i o n  engine system (deployment no t  r equ i r ed )  Again, a s h e l l  
type c o n s t r u c t i o n  i s  assumed wi th  a n  opening i n  t h e  s l d e  t o  permit unobstructed 
passage of  t he  ion  bean. The seven foo t  diameter  p l ana r  a r r a y  communication 
antenna and the  Mars scanner p la t form a r e  deployed through the  s p a c e c r a f t  
bt ise,  A s i n g l e  tank  f o r  the  a t t i c u d e  c o n t r o l  gas i s  mounted a t  t he  deployed 
I I  
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(2.2 S c i e n t i f i c  Payload 
Although i t  i s  no t  t h e  purpose of  t h e  p resen t  s tudy t o  s e l e c t  t h e  
s c i e n t i f i c  payload f o r  t h e  miss ion ,  it i s  mandatory t h a t  any p o s s i b l e  
payload cand ida tes  be considered i n s o f a r  a s  they do have a s i g n i f i c a n t  
in f luence  on  t h e  power requirements  and s p a c e c r a f t  g e n e r a l  arrangements .  
The p o s s i b l e  s c i e n t i f i c  payload c a n d i d a t e s  t h a t  c u r r e n t l y  a r e  being cons idered  
f o r  s p a c e c r a f t  des igns  a r e  i d e n t i c a l  to  those  s p e c i f i e d  i n  t h e  f i r s t " B i -  
Honthly'  Progress  Report". 
t h i s  s tudy per iod  has been d i r e c t e d  towards the  de te rmina t ion  o f  t h e  
l o c a t i o n  o f  magnetometers 
Emphasis i n  t h e  s c i e n t i f i c  payload a r e a  dur ing  
I n  the  previous bf-monthly r e p o r t  t h e  s t r a y  magnetic f i e l d  e s t i m a t i o n  
was based p r imar i ly  on t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  s o l a r  panels .  Since t h a t  
t ime t h e  s o l a r  panel  c o n t r i b u t i o n  has  been rev i sed  and the  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  
o f  the  remaining p a r t s  of t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  have been e s t i m a t e d ,  
I n  r e a l i t y ,  t h e  magnetic moment must be exper imenta l ly  measured 
because t h e r e  a r e  many i n f l u e n c e s  t h a t  cannot be accounted f o r  i n  e s t i m a t i n g  
a magnetic moment: 
and j i g s ,  2) incomplete deperming of completed s p a c e c r a f t ,  and 3)  a c t u a l  
s h i e l d i n g  -- t o  
name a few. 
1) t h e  i n f l u e n c e  of  s l i g h t  magnetism in assembly t o o l s  
c a p a b i l i t y  of  some of t h e  more s t rong  magnetic sources  
To determine t h e  proper l o c a t i o n  o f  the  magnetometers and o t h e r  
magne t i ca l ly  s e n s i t i v e  components i n  a low f i e l d ,  a n  e s t i m a t i o n  of  t h e  
s t r a y  f i e l d  must be made based upon t h e  ffelds: of a11 af  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  
subsystems. The t o t a l  magnetic moment es t imated  has  been sca led  from 
C- 15 
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measured magnetic moments of a number of U. S. s p a c e c r a f t  and some of t h e  
subsystems. The es t imated  v a l u e s  a r e  l i s t e d  i n  Table C.2-I. 
TABLE C.2-I 
ESTIMATED SPACECRAFT MAGNETIC MlMJINT 
Subsys t e m  
So la r  pane l s  
S t r u c t u r e  
Telecommunication (50 w a t t s )  
A t t i t u d e  Control  Assembly 
Servo Motors ( 2 )  
Electr ic  Engines PM (8) 
(assuming 80% reduc t ion  due 
t o  c l u s t e r i n g )  
Lander Capsule 
TOTAL 
Magnetic Moment (pole-cm) 
60 
200 
300 
10 
30 
lo4 
50 
4 -1.06 x 10 
This  e s t i m a t e  assumes t h a t  permanent magnets a r e  used i n  the  
e lec t r ic  engine  system. With magnetic s h i e l d i n g  around t h e  permanent 
magnets i n  t h e  e lec t r ic  engines  o r  i f  e lec t romagnets  a r e  used i n  t h e  
engines  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  of  the  e lec t r ic  engines  can be reduced t o  10 o r  
even 10 pole-cm, For t h i s  e s t i m a t e  10 w i l l  be used.  This g i v e s  a t o t a l  
2 
2 
o f  750 pole-cm as  a probable  minimum v a l u e .  The probable  maximum i s  l i s t e d  
i n  Table 6,2-1., 
6 -  16 
It w i l l  be assumed t h a t  t h e  sum o f  a l l  t h e  incrementa l  magnetic 
f i e l d s  w i l l  produce a d i p o l e  moment on t h e  complete s p a c e c r a f t  such t h a t  
t h e  p o l e s  a r e  a l igned  wi th  the  r o l l  a x i s  o f  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t .  There are 
two p o s s i b l e  d i r e c t i o n s  t h a t  a magnetometer can be l o c a t e d  i n  the  d i p o l e  
f i e l d - - o f f  t h e  end o f  t h e  d i p o l e  (Gaussian A p o s i t i o n )  o r  o f f  t o  the  s i d e  
o f  the  d i p o l e  (Gaussian B p o s i t i o n )  a 
The express ion  f o r  t h e  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  i s  g i v e n  f o r  each of  t h e  p o s i t i o n s  
a s  
2% a -  
BA d3 
and 
where 
% BB = - 
d3 
B is t h e  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  i n  gauss  
% i s  magnetic moment i n  pole-cm 
d i s  d i s t a n c e  i n  cm. 
To keep the  f i e l d  t o  a minimum it is d e s i r a b l e  t o  p l a c e  t h e  magneto- 
meters i n  t h e  Gaussian B p o s i t i o n ,  Solving f o r  t h e  d i s t a n c e  d and sub- 
s i t u t i n g  in the fol lowing numbers 
= Gauss 
4 
p 1.06 x 10 pole-cm (max) 
= 750 pole-cm (min) 
% 
51 
51. 
dl 
g i v e s  the: fo l lowin8 p o s s i b l e  d i s t a n c e  requ i red  fo r  p l a c i n g  t h e  qagnegametera. 
= 10.2 meters 
= 4.2 meters d2 
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" a  
These numbers a r e  f o r  a n  ambient f i e l d  of 1 gamma gauss) .  The 
v a r i a t i o n  f o r  t h e  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  wi th  d i s t a n c e  from the  s p a c e c r a f t  i s  shown 
a s  Figure  C.2-1 f o r  t h e  es t ima ted  maximum and probable  minimum magnetic 
moments e 
The l i k e l y  va lue  o f  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  i n  which t h e  magnetometers must 
be placed i s  between lom6 and lom5 gauss  f o r  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  magnetic f i e l d  
measurements. 
from 4.2 meters t o  10.2 meters f o r  a f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  of 10 
Under the  cond i t ions  presented t h e  d i s t a n c e s  requ i red  va ry  
gauss  and 9 .1  -5 
-6 meters t o  22 meters f o r  a f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  o f  10 gauss .  To reduce t h e  
d i s t a n c e  requ i red  i t  will be necessary  t o  cons ide r  t h e  amount o f  magnetic 
s h i e l d i n g  requ i red  t o  dec rease  t h e  t o t a l  s p a c e c r a f t  magnetic moment. 
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(2.3 Retro-Propulsion 
Although both s o l i d  and l i q u i d  b i- p rope l l an t  systems a re  s t i l l  
under cons ide ra t i on ,  a l l  con f igu ra t i ons  discussed h e r e i n  u t i l i z e  l i q u i d  
r e t ro- rocke t  subsystems t o  a t t a i n  a Mars o r b i t .  
b i p r o p e l l a n t  combination d e l i v e r i n g  315 seconds o f  s p e c i f i c  impulse was 
used f o r  s i z i n g  the l i q u i d  systems. A l l  g ene ra l  arrangements presented 
include a re t ro- sys tem s i zed  t o  p e r m i t  a t ta inment  o f  t h e  des ign  mission 
Mars o r b i t  - 4,000 KM p e r i - a p s i s  by 50,000 KM apo- aps is ;  however, 
s u f f i c i e n t  weight and volume c a p a b i l i t y  a r e  a v a i l a b l e ,  f o r  a l l  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ,  
t o  a t t a i n  any of  t h e  o r b i t s  p r e sen t ly  under cons ide ra t i on .  
subsystem weight  and tank  diameters  f o r  both two and four  tank  systems 
for  t he se  va r ious  o r b i t s  a r e  a s  fol lows:  
An N204/MMH l i q u i d  
Estimated 
i 
MARS ORBIT 
- P e r i - A p s i s ,  KM Apo-Apsis, KM 
4,000 50 , 000 
4 , 000 20,000 
4 , 000 10,000 
5,000 c i r c u l a r  
Retro Tank Diameter, Inches 
Subsys t e m  
W t  ,Lbs m EL 
286 15.7 14.8  
486 20.0 25,2 
7 14 23,4 29.5 
102 1 26.7 3 3 . 6  
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C . 4  Thermal Cont ro l  
For a l l  of  the  conceptual  s p a c e c r a f t  des igns  cons idered  du r ing  t h i s  
r e p o r t i n g  pe r iod ,  72  square f e e t  of thermal r a d i a t o r  a r ea  i s  provided for 
the  d i s s i p a t i o n  of  h e a t  genera ted  by t h e  power cond i t ion ing  equipment 
(5  KW). This  a r e a  i s  predica ted  on t h e  assumption t h a t  t h e  maximum 
temperature of  t h e  thermal r a d i a t o r  w i l l  be 158'F (7OoC)  which i s  the 
upper temperature l i m i t  o f  t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  power cond i t ion ing  equipment 
Current  s t u d i e s  i n  t h i s  a r e a  a r e  concent ra ted  on de terminat ion  of 
t h r u s t o r  moJule spacing as i t  a f f e c t s  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  thermal c o n t r o l  
i n t e r f a c e ,  and the  de terminat ion  o f  thermal  da t a  a s  a func t ion  of  modular 
swi tching  o f  t h e  power cond i t ion ing  equipment f o r  r e l i i b i l i t y  and switching 
ana l y s i s  
i 
c-2i 
G,5 Spacecra f t  A t t i t u d e  Control  
A s tudy has  been performed t o  determine the  f e a s i b i l i t y  o f  reducing the  
t h r u s t  misalignment d i s tu rbance  torque of the  s o l a r  e lec t r ic  propuls ion 
v e h i c l e .  This  func t ion  would be  implemented by r o t a t i n g  o r  t r a n s l a t i n g  
the  i o n  engine bank u n t i l  the  t h r u s t  v e c t o r  i s  c l o s e l y  a l igned  t o  t h e  
v e h i c l e  c e n t e r  o f  g r a v i t y  and n e t  d i s tu rbance  torques  reduced t o  t o l e r a b l e  
l e v e l s ,  The v e h i c l e  l i m i t  cyc l ing  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a r e  measured t o  
determine t h e  necessary  c o r r e c t i o n s ,  and c o n t r o l  torque 'on '  and ' o f f '  
t imes a r e  chosen a s  t h e  b e s t  means of measuring and computing d i s tu rbance  
torque magnitude and d i r e c t i o n .  Two success ive  c o r r e c t i o n s  a r e  requ i red  
i f  a maximum d i s tu rbance  l e v e l  e x i s t s  i n i t i a l l y  and a P , 5 %  parameter 
measurement t o l e r a n c e  i s  o b t a i n a b l e .  The d i s tu rbance  reduc t ion  cyc le  
is shown t o  be necessary  t o  mainta in  the  requ i red  c o n t r o l  torque f u e l  
w i t h i n  accep tab le  weight l i m i t s .  
A prel iminary  s i z i n g  s tudy f o r  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  of t h e  s o l a r  e l e c t r i c  
propuls ion v e h i c l e  wasFiven i n  r e f e r e n c e  (1) 
was s i zed  based on  a d i s tu rbance  torque r e s u l t i n g  from v a r i o u s  s o l a r  
phenomena, 
of  over 100 times g r e a t e r  than t h e  maximum s o l a r  d i s tu rbance  torque used 
f o r  des ign i n  re fe rence  (1). 
t h a t  a p r o p o r t i o n a t e l y  g r e a t e r  c o n t r o l  impulse be a v a i l a b l e ;  hence an  
unreasonable c o n t r o l  system weight (250 pounds x 100 would be requ i red) .  
A cold  gas  mechanization 
I o n  engine  t h r u s t  misalignment can y i e l d  a maximum torque 
Over a one year  per iod t h i s  would require1 
To e l i m i n a t e  t h i s  i n t o l e r a b l e  weight  requirement ,  t h e  bank o f  i o n  engines  
w i l l  be commanded t o  r o t a t e  t o  p o i n t  i t s  t h r u s t  v e c t o r  a t  o r  nea r  the  
v e h i c l e  c e n t e r  o f  g r a v i t y .  The purpose of t h i s  s tudy i s  t o  determine 
the  commands based upon'measurements of l i m i t  c y c l e  frequency,  pe r iod ,  
c - 2 2  
1 
e t c  I ,  and t o  determine tl-e s e n s i t i v i t y  of  the  commands t o  parameter 
measurement e r ro rs  
mu rba nc e T o r q u e  
Reference ( 1 )  summarizes the  v a r i o u s  d i s t u r b a n c e  torques  a c t i n g  on 
the  v e h i c l e .  Neglecting i o n  engine t h r u s t  misalignment,  the  main 
d i s tu rbance  source  i s  s o l a r  p r e s s u r e ,  a worst case  approach y i e l d i n g  
1 x E t - l b s ,  o f  torque f o r  s i z i n g  purposes Addi t iona l  d i s tu rbance  
torque above t h i s  l eve l  due t o  t h r u s t  misalignment would r e q u i r e  more 
c o n t r o l  f u e l  than i s  being c a r r i e d  i n  the  c u r r e n t  veh ic le  des ign  
Thrust  misalignment r e s u l t s  because the  i o n  engine  t h r u s t  v e c t o r  
does not  pass  through the  v e h i c l e  c g.. To i l l u s t r a t e  the  n a t u r e  of  t h e  
d i s tu rbance  torque caused by t h i s  misalignment,  cons ider  Figures  C.5-1,-2 
and - 3 .  Figure  C 5-1 d e f i n e s  a set of v e h i c l e  c o o r d l n a t e s .  The xy plane  
i s  meant t o  nominally co inc ide  wi th  t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  plane "€be i o n  
engine bank i s  r o t a t e d  an  ang le  tp i n  t h e  xy p lane  f o r  t r a j e c t o r y  
c o n t r o l ,  
However, r e a l i s t i c a l l y  a misalignment e x i s k s  which can be a t t r i b u t e d  to:  
Nominally t h e  t h r u s t  v e c t o r  F passes  through the  des ign  c.g.  d 
1. u n c e r t a i n t i e s  i n  the  c . g ,  p o s i t i o n  
2 ,  u n c e r t d i n t i e s  i n  the  t h r u s t  d i r e c t i o n  
3 .  s o l a r  hea t ing  causing a r r a y  d i s t o r t i o n  and consequent c.g. motion. 
The misal igned t h r u s t o r  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  one plane i n  Figure  C.5-2 
and a s i m i l a r  misalignment e x i s t s  o u t  o f  the  plane o f  the  i l l u s t r a t i o n  
(veh ic le  xy p lane) .  
d i s t a n c e  from t h e  v e h i c l e  c , g ,  t o  t he  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  t h e  n e t  t h r u s t  
The d i s t a n c e  ldz i s  de f ined  a s  the  pe rpend icu la r  
v e c t o r  i n  a p lane p a r a l l e l  to  the  xy p lane  c o n t a i n i n g  the  c . g .  ( i l l u s t r a t e i d  
i n  Figure  C ,5 -2) .  The d i s t a n c e  1 i s  de f ined  a s  the  pe rpend icu la r  
dY 
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1 
J 
Y 
x (SUN LINE) T = ION ENGINE THRUST VECTOR 
DEFINITION OF COORDINATE AXES 
FIGURE C . 5 - 1  
J 
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VEHICLE c.g, 
ACTUAL 7 
PLANE OF 
N ENGINE BANK 
Y 
d d  = THRUST MISALIGNMENT 
X 
NOMINAL 
REFERENCE 
AXIS (SUN LINE) 
TLLUSTRATION O F  THRUST MISALIGNMENT I N  ObrE PLAPTE 
FIGURE C.5- 2  
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d i s t a n c e  from the  c . g .  t o  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  of the  n e t  t h r u s t  v e c t o r  
i n  t h e  p lane  normal t o  xy which c o n t a i n s  t h e  c .  g .  and the  c e n t e r  of 
fo rce  ( i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure C.5-3). 
The r e s u l t i n g  to rques  can be nu l l ed  by two degree-of-freedom 
motion ( r o t a t i o n  o r  t r a n s l a t i o n )  o f  the  engine  bank; however, depending 
upon the  ang le  43, t h e  torques  may appear  i n  a l l  t h r e e  v e h i c l e  re fe rence  
axes (xyz). Therefore ,  the  d i s tu rbance  torques  a s  seen i n  body re fe rence  
axes  w i l l  be g iven  by: 
T e F  1 s i n #  
X d dY 
T 
Y 
F 1 cos 8 
d dY 
T 2 Fd ldz 
z 
where the  assumption has  been made t h a t  angu la r  t h r u s t  misalignment i s  
small compared to  the  ang le  6. 
If Tx, T T can be measured, and the  ang le  8 i s  a known parameter,  
Y ’  
equat ions  (11, (2) and (3)  can be u t i l i z e d  t o  determine the  commanded 
t r a n s l a t i o n  o r  r o t a t i o n  of t h e  engine bank i n  the  two degrees o f  freedom, 
For Si # 0 ,  /2 equa t ions  (1) and (2) can be averaged i n  a s u i t a b l e  
manner such a s  t o  improve t h e  e s t i m a t e  o f  1 based upon measurements 
o f T , T .  
I7 
dY 
X Y  
Therefore ,  the  r e l a t i o n s h i p  between measured d i s t u r b a n c e  torques  
and t h e  r o t a t i o n  o r  t r a n s l a t i o n  commands t o  t h e  e n g : i P l e l - ~ ~ n f 0 7 r ~ a n ~ s m  
are :  
T T 
dy Fd s i n  # Fd cos # 
I S X  S Y  
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FIGURE C.5-3 
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The techniques f o r  determinat ion o f  T , T T based upon measured 
x y '  z 
system parameters a re  discussed i n  the  following paragraphs.  
Since angu la r  r a t e s  and displacements  a r e  smal l  i n  s t eady  s t a t e  
opera t ion ,  each of t h e  body axes  can be considered independently 
(uncoupled). 
The expected range .of misalignment magnitudes perpendicular  t o  the  
t h r u s t  v e c t o r  a r e  l i s t e d  i n  Table  C.5-I. 
TABLE (2.5-1 Misalignment Magnitudes 
Cont r ibu t ing  Fac to r  Amount 
e .  g .  l o c a t i o n  u n c e r t a i n t y  - + 3" 
t h r u s t  d i r e c t i o n  u n c e r t a i n t y  - + 1" 
s o l a r  bending d i s t o r t i o n  
WORST CASE TOTAL 
The worst  c a s e  t o t a l  e 5") i s  assumed t o  o i c u r  i n  any d i r e c t i o n  and 
would r e s u l t  i n  l a r g e s t  p i t c h  and yaw torques  f o r  cp = 0; o r  l a r g e s t  
r o l l  torque f o r  cp = 90'. 
t h r u s t  and combining wi th  t h e  moment arm y i e l d s  t h e  maximum expected 
Taking .35 pounds t o  be a nominal i o n  engine 
torque i n  any one channel: 
(.35 l b . )  f t . )  = .146 f t - l b s .  
The subsequent d e s c r i p t i o n - o f  a d i s tu rbance  to rque  reducing procedure 
i s  w r i t t e n  assuming t h e  t h r u s t  remains f i x e d  i n  magnitude and d i r e c t i o n .  
C-28 
If t h i s  i s  no t  t h e  c a s e  the  torque reduc t ion  Procedure i s  much more 
d i f f i c u l t  t o  implement and may no t  be p r a c t i c a l .  One important  f a c t o r  
a f f e c t e d  would be cold  gas  consumption i f  t h r u s t  d i r e c t i o n  changes 
r e q u i r e  frequency c o r r e c t i o n s  
Techniques o f  Measuring and Computing Dis turbance Torque 
A s i n g l e  c o n t r o l  channel  mechanization from Reference (1) i s  
repeated i n  Figure C.5- 4 .  Under a s i g n i f i c a n t l y  l a r g e  d i s tu rbance  
torque,  a s o f t  duty  c y c l e  occurs  a s  d i scussed  i n  Reference (1) and 
i l l u s t r a t e d  by t h e  phase plane  o f  Figure  C . 5 - 5 .  The l i m i t  cyc le  behavior 
i s  determined by t h e  c o n t r o l  loop c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and the  d i s tu rbance  
porque magnitude 
The equa t ion  f o r  a c o n s t a n t  torque t r a j e c t o r y  i n  the  phase plane o f  
Figure  C.5-5 i s  given by: 
where e = Q1 ed' 
The magnitude and s i g n  o f  T determines  the  parabola shape.  From 0 t o  1, 
T = Tc + Td; from 1 t o  2 t o  0 ,  T = Td. The time a long the  phase 
t r a j e c t o r y  i s  r e l a t e d  t o  9 and 8 by: 
0 
6 - 6  
t =  
T/J 
(./.\ 2 1  t 2 + e o t = t l + s  0
S o l u t i o n  o f  equa t ions  (5), ( 6 ) ,  and (7)  i n  terms o f  measurable para-  
meters l e a d s  t o  equa t ions  ( 8 ) ,  (91, and (10). 
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Sing le  Channel Mechanization 
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SOFT DUTY CYCLE 
FIGURE C.5-5 
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Td = t O 1  T'c 
5 2 0  
C t O 1 '  5 2 0  T 
T t  
Td = Y 3 
120 
J 
- t i m e  from p o i n t  ' 0 '  t o  p o i n t  e tc .  t O 1  
J Q 2  Td = - 0 
co 0 + 0  0 
0 - crossover  ang le  (See Figure  C.5-4) co  
2J (@d + Oco) - 
Td - ,2 
(9) 
12 
Each o f  t h e s e  equa t ions  r e l a t e s  t h e  d i s tu rbance  to rque  t o  known 
(J, Tc, Bd) and measurable (t 
consequently can be used t o  compute T Table C.5-I1 summarizes the  t h r e e  
a l t e r n a t i v e s .  
8 0 ) parameters and oiy t1207 co 0 
d '  
I TABLE C.5-I1 I 
Sumary  of Measuring Techniques f o r  
Dis turbance Torque Determination Computation 
C-32 
Method (1) r e q u i r e s  a measurement t o  provide 6 informat ion,  
0 
n e c e s s i t a t i n g  a n  a d d i t i o n a l  sensor  on board.  Futhermore, r a t e s  a r e  so 
low f o r  smal l  d i s tu rbance  l e v e l s  (10 degrees / sec )  t h a t  t h e  f e a s i b i l i t y  -3 
01' 
1 can  be  measured by us ing  t h e  e l ec t r i ca l  ou tpu t  of t h e  
o f  such a measurement i s  q u e s t i o n a b l e ,  The 'on'and ' o f f '  times (t 
t12, and t 
switching network (see Figure C.5-4). 
120 
This s i g n a l  would be i n  t h e  form 
of  a t r a i n  o f  p u l s e s  of  f i n i t e  width ,  
a t r a n s p o r t  l a g  a s  w e l l  as a time cons tan t  when responding t o  a pu l se  
i n p u t ;  hence t h e  measurement would be approximate. The t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  
The a c t u a l  c o n t r o l  torque c o n t a i n s  
d e l a y s  a r e  r e l a t i v e l y  small compared t o  t h e  pu l se  width f o r  cold  g a s ,  
however, t h e  t h r u s t - t i m e  c h a r a c t e r f s i t i c s  must be known to  a c c u r a t e l y  
c a l i b r a t e  the  d i s tu rbance  torque o f  t h r u s t  build-up and de lay  times 
a r e  s i g n i f i c a n t  compared to t h e  t o t a l  t h r u s t  time. 
Method (2)  r e q u i r e s  a time measurement and a means of determing Q eo 
from the  angu la r  displacement feedback s i g n a l  o r  d i r e c t l y  from the  s e n s o r s .  
This  appears  t o  be somewhat more complicated than measuring e lapsed times 
on ly ,  a s  i n  method (3 ) .  Futhermore, times a r e  measured r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  
occurrence  o f  d i s c r e t e  p u l s e  ( ' O N '  and 'OFF' commands) which should l ead  
t o  a s impler  mechanization.  Hence method (3) i s  chosen f o r  d i s t u r b a n c e  
torque e s t i m a t i o n ,  
Dis turbance Torque Reduction Procedure 
Once the  d i s t u r b a n c e  torque has been computed t h e  d i s tu rbance  
moment arm can be  found u s i n g  equa t ion  (11). 
'F 
5 ' 3  
Fd 
'd 
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The accuracy o f  t h i s  computation depends on a c c u r a t e  knowledge o f  F 
The q u a n t i t y  Fd v a r i e s  wi th  the  d i s t a n c e  from t h e  sun, number o f  i o n  engines  
a t  maximum o u t p u t ,  s t a t i s t i c a l  u n c e r t a i n t i e s  i n  t h e  t h r u s t  l e v e l ,  and t h e  
ang le  cp a s  g iven  by equa t ion  ( 4 ) .  
equa t ions  which can be w r i t t e n  f o r  t h e  two unknown q u a n t i t i e s  1 
' 
From equa t ion  ( 4 )  t h e r e  a r e  t h r e e  
and 1 : 
dz dY 
'p 
= -  
Fd l d  z 
Tdx * = Tdy 
+ F cos cp 1 =  d + F s i n  cp dY d 
Hence, a redundant measurement o f  1 can  be made t o  achieve g r e a t e r  
accuracy.  
and the  computation would be neg lec ted .  
dx 
I f  cp becomes smal l ,  the  Tdx measurement would a l s o  be smal l  
The n e t  d i s tu rbance  torque must be reduced t o  .001 foo t  pound o r  
lower t o  s t a y  w i t h i n  t h e  same s i z i n g  requirements a s  used i n  Reference (1). 
The a l t e r n a t i v e  i s  a d d i t i o n a l  c o n t r o l  f u e l  f o r  a l a r g e r  s teady s t a t e  
d i s tu rbance  f o r  t h e  p resen t  -001 f t - l b s  i s  assumed t o  be  a s u i t a b l e  
number. The problem then i s  t o  r o t a t e  t h e  ion  engine  such t h a t  a maximum 
d i s tu rbance  of .146 f t - l b s ,  i s  reduced t o  .001 f t - l b .  by reducing t h e  
d i s tu rbance  moment arm a 
I f  the  f i r s t  adjus tment  made were performed wi th  .69% accuracy,  t h e  
func t ion  could  be accomplished i n  one s t e p .  Th i s  type  o f  accuracy i s  very  
l i k e l y  unobta inable ,  however, so more than  one i t e r a t i o n  i s  necessary .  I f  
each i t e r a t i o n  h a s  an  i d e n t i c a l  expected accuracy the  number o f  i t e r a t i o n s  
requ i red  can be found from equa t ion  (13). 
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. where 
n Td (J 5 Td 
0 f 
n = number o f  i t e r a t i o n s  
Td = i n i t i a l  d i s t u r b a n c e  torque 
0 
= f i n a l  d i s t u r b a n c e  torque 
= u n c e r t a i n t y  i n  moment arm de te rmina t ion  0 
The phys ica l  s i t u a t i o n  r e q u i r e s  t h a t  n be a n  i n t e g e r .  For t h e  s p e c i f i e d  
v a l u e s  o f  'do and T d f ,  t h e  number o f  i t e r a t i o n s  v e r s u s  measurement accuracy 
i s  shown i n  Figure  C.5-6. 
It i s  expected t h a t  t h e  d i s tu rbance  f o r c e  w i l l  no t  be known a c c u r a t e l y  
and hence w i l l  c o n t r i b u t e  a l a r g e  e r r o r  t o  t h e  moment arm estimate.  How- 
ever  by assuming the  f o r c e  (and the  c e n t e r - o f- f o r c e )  remains c o n s t a n t  
dur ing the  al ignment procedure,  i t  can be more a c c u r a t e l y  computed a f t e r  
the  second measurement, To i l l u s t r a t e  t h i s  improvement technique i n  one 
1 
channel  assume the  f i r s t  measurement y i e l d s  a v a l u e  g iven  by equa t ion  (14) 
F ( r e f )  i s  an  estimate o f  t h e  a c t u a l  f o r c e  from equa t ion  (12) and A 1  i s  
consequently a c c u r a t e  only  t o  t h e  e x t e n t  t h a t  F 
measurements a r e  a c c u r a t e  
d d 
( r e f )  and t h e  t i m e  d 
A command i s  given t o  move the  t h r u s t  v e c t o r  a n  amount A 1  i n  the  d 
yz plane.  This c o r r e c t i o n  may be  implemented by e i t h e r  a r o t a t i o n  or  
t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  t h e  i o n  engine  bank, The command must be computed wi th  the 
ang le  cp accounted f o r .  
c - 3 5  
A f t e r  c o r r e c t i o n ,  a new d i s tu rbance  torque,  
= t ' O l  
120 T 'd  t '  
g iven  by equa t ion  (15) can be combined wi th  equat ions  (14), (16), and 
(17)  t o  y i e l d  equa t ion  (18). 
I ' d  = ld - A l d  
where 
where 
= a c t u a l  i n i t i a l  moment arm 
= moment arm on second measurement 
= f i r s t  e s t i m a t e  
ld  
I ' d  
*Id 
T 'd  = - Td 
Fd I ' d  l d  
= -  
(assuming F i s  c o n s t a n t )  d 
Fd = Fd ( r e f )  c x -  
C ' 120 
T ' / T  = + I  - c c  
t '  a r e  measured be fore  and a f t e r  t h e  
( r e f )  i s  t h e  q u a n t i t y  being updated o r  r e f i n e d .  
01' 5 2 0 '  t t O l ,  120 The q u a n t i t i e s  t 
f i r s t  c o r r e c t i o n  whi le  F 
The express ion  T' /T 
n o t  be o f  t h e  same p o l a r i t y  be fore  and a f t e r  the  i t e r a t i o n .  
by equat ion (18) i s  used t o  compute t h e  moment arm f o r  t h e  second 
d 
i s  p r e s e n t  because t h e  c o n t r o l  torque may o r  may c c  
The F given d 
i t e r a t i o n .  
A t y p i c a l  numerical c a s e  can be considered t o  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  procedure.  
Figure  C.5-7(a) shows a maximum misalignment torque i n i t i a l l y .  From 
3 
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5 -  
4 '  
35 
i 
o - MOMENT ARM DETERMINATION ACCURACY 
ERROR 
MAGNITUDE 
2 
' .  
0 
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THRUST = 0.298 
THRUST = 0.298 lb 
Lk ION ENGINES 
(a) INITIAL CONDITION (b) AFTER FIRST CORRECTION 
(c) AFTER SECOND CORRECTION 
NOTE: WITHIN ACCEPTABLE STEADY-STATE DISTURBANCE REGION 
TYPICAL DISTURBANCE TORQUE REDUCTION PROCEDURE 
FIGURE c.5-7 
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equa t ion  (14 ) ,  A 1  i s  computed. The t o t a l  measurement e r r o r  i s  assumed 
t o  be 16.5% o f  which only  1,5% i s  a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  random e r r o r s .  The 
d 
e )  
o t h e r  p a r t  i s  a sys temat ic ,  r epea tab le  e r r o r  such a s  i n c o r r e c t  e s t i m a t i o n  
of  the  d i s tu rbance  f o r c e  and c o n t r o l  to rque .  
Random e r r o r s  can occur  due t o  s e v e r a l  causes  and a r e  dependent on 
t h e  method of  implementation o f  t h e  measurements. Long sampling i n t e r v a l s  
i f  d i r e c t  t e l emet ry  i s  used can y i e l d  such errors, Random v a r i a t i o n s  i n  
i o n  engine  t h r u s t  and c o g ,  l o c a t i o n  could a l s o  a f f e c t  the  accuracy,  
Measurement and computational  e r r o r s  would occur i f  on-board c o n t r o l  were 
implemented 
I f  a r e f e r e n c e  f o r c e  of .35 pounds is  used then the sys temat ic  (15%) 
e r r o r  i s  assumed t o  occur  because the  a c t u a l  fo rce  i s  on ly  .298 pounds, 
t T 
The system would measure a duty  c y c l e  ( O l / t 1 2 0 )  o f  d/Tc a s  g iven by 
I 
equa t ion  (19).  The f a c t o r -9 8 5  r e s u l t s  from the  random e r r o r .  
5 - 
.298) 12 ( -985)  = .2445 tO1 
5 2 0  
- = - =  
Using t h e  r e f e r e n c e  fo rce  f . 3 5  pounds) i n  equa t ion  (13) y i e l d s  a moment 
arm e s t i m a t e  A l d  o f  4.19 inches .  
moment arm is reduced t o  .81" a s  shown i n  Figure C.5-7 (b ) .  A t  t h i s  p o i n t  
Hence t h e  a n g l e  6 i s  changed u n t i l  the  
t h e  d i s t u r b a n c e  has been reduced t o  .0201 f t - l b s .  and the  system undergoes 
a t r a n s i e n t  response  u n t i l  t h e  s t eady  s t a t e  duty  c y c l e  i s  approached. A 
second du ty  c y c l e  measurement i s  made wi th  a 1.5% e r r o r ,  y i e l d i n g  a 
tol/t120 o f  ,0408. T h i s  t i m e  the  1.5% e r r o r  i s  taken i n  t h e  oppos i t e  
d i r e c t i o n  t o  y i e l d  a wors t  case. 
c - 3 9  
“ i  
Equation (17) can  be used t o  update  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  fo rce .  This  
y i e l d s :  
Fd = C.35) 1 - (1)(.0408)/(.2445) = .292 l b s  (20) 
The new A l d  a g a i n  i s  computed us ing  equa t ions  (14) and (20) f o r  t h e  new 
re fe rence  f o r c e  t o  y i e l d :  A 1  = .839 inches .  The nex t  r o t a t i o n  6 t o  
y i e l d  a A l d  o f  .839 inches  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  e r r o r  shown by Figure C.5-7(c). 
The d i s tu rbance  torque i s  now reduced t o  approximately 1 x 10 f t - l b s .  
S l i g h t  accuracy improvement would y i e l d  a margin of s a f e t y  s i n c e  1 x 10 
d 
- 3  
- 3  
f t - l b s .  i s  t h e  maximum d e s i r e d  l e v e l  f o r  f u e l  s i z i n g .  However, i f  t h e  
above assumed a c c u r a c i e s  (15% sys temat ic  and 1.5% random) a r e  no t  r e a l i z a b l e  
an  a d d i t i o n a l  i t e r a t i o n  may be requ i red .  
Add i t  iona 1 &e 1 Weight 
Reference (2) d e s c r i b e s  the  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  t r a n s i e n t  behavior f o r  
1 
a s p e c i f i c  set  o f  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  based on t h e  parameters g iven by 
Reference (1). 
response f o r  a rap id  change i n  d i s tu rbance  torque.  Based on Reference (2), 
however, t h e  t i m e  taken to  r e t u r n  t o  s teady s t a t e  can be  es t imated a t  
5000 seconds. For a c c u r a t e  t i m e  measurements and ion  engine r o t a t i o n  an  
a d d i t i o n a l  3000 seconds are al lowed. Hence 7000 seconds ( ~ 2  h r )  i s  
considered t o  be a r e a l i s t i c  e s t i m a t e  o f  t h e  t i m e  pe r  i t e r a t i o n .  Of t h i s  
t i m e ,  approximately 1400 seconds r e p r e s e n t s  t h r u s t  ‘ON’ t i m e  f o r  the f i r s t  
i t e r a t i o n ,  and 200 seconds f o r  t h e  second i t e r a t i o n .  For the  n i t r o g e n  
gas  system, t h i s  r e p r e s e n t s  0 , 8  pounds/adjustment of c o n t r o l  f u e l  usage.  
Informat ion has n o t  been genera ted t o  i n d i c a t e  the  t r a n s i e n t  
3 
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" )  The to rque  a d j u s t i n g  procedure,  i f  he ld  t o  2 o r  3 adjus tments  over a 
miss ion y i e l d s  a small i n c r e a s e  i n  f u e l  weight ,  For example: 
.8 lbs. x 3 adjus tments  x 3 axes  = 7 . 2  l b s  o f  fue l /miss ion  
a jus tment  a x i s  spacec ra f t 
Fur the r  Comments 
The u s e  o f  the  equa t ions  f o r  the  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  Figure  C.5-7 
i m p l i c i t y  assumed t h a t  t h e  d i s t a n c e  from the  p o i n t  o f  f o r c e  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  
t h e  c .g .  i s  l a r g e  compared t o  t h e  c . g .  o f f s e t .  Implementation of t h e  to rque  
xeducing scheme p l a c e s  d e f i n i t e  l i m i t a t i o n s  on t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  i o n  
engine.  I f  t h e  ion  engine  i s  too  c l o s e  t o  t h e  v e h i c l e  c o g .  a l a r g e  
a n g u l a r  r o t a t i o n  i s  requ i red  f o r  a g iven c , g .  misalignment.  Hence t h e  
t h r u s t  d i r e c t i o n  i s  a p p r e c i a b l y  changed and o r b i t a l  c o n t r o l  e r r o r s  may 
be incur red .  On t h e  o t h e r  hand i f  t h e  i o n  engines  a re  too f a r  removed 
from t h e  v e h i c l e  c .g .  a very  small  ang le  i s  requ i red  f o r  a g iven  moment 
arm. T i g h t e r  angu la r  r e s o l u t i o n  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  must then  be imposed on 
t h e  i o n  engine  c o r r e c t i o n s  equipment. 
Angular r e s o l u t i o n  i s  a c t u a l l y  t h e  l i m i t a t i o n  on how low the  d i s t u r b a n c e  
torque c a n  be reduced by t h i s  technique.  
usage i t  i s  d e s i r a b l e  t o  reduce t h e  d i s t u r b a n c e  as  much a s  p o s s i b l e .  
From t h e  s t andpo in t  o f  f u e l  
I f  
t h e  s t eady  state to rque  can  b e  reduced t o  a lower l e v e l  than  .001 f t - l b s .  
t h e  t o t a l  c o n t r o l  f u e l  weight  may be reduced.  However, more f u e l  p e r  
torque r e d u c t i o n  c y c l e  would be requ i red  and a t r a d e o f f  i s  i n d i c a t e d .  
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* i  C.6 Telecommunications 
A t  p r e s e n t ,  e i t h e r  a n  8 - f t .  d iameter  p a r a b o l i c  antenna o r  a 7 - f t .  
. diameter p l a n a r  a r r a y  appears  t o  o f f e r  t h e  most f avorab le  t r ade- of f  
between d e s i r e d  g a i n  and expected o f f - a x i s  l o s s e s .  
appears  more a t t r a c t i v e  due t o  having the  same g a i n  i n  s p i t e  of  a smal le r  
a p e r a t u r e ,  because o f  t h e  h igher  i l l u m i n a t i o n  e f f i c i e n c y .  F u r t h e r ,  i n  
The p lanar  a r r a y  
t h i s  
This 
range,  t h e  weight  appears  t o  be about  the  same f o r  e i t h e r  system. 
t r ade- of f  study i s  con t inu ing  
Emphasis i n  t h i s  s tudy a r e a  dur ing the  next  r e p o r t i n g  per iod w i l l  
be d i r e c t e d  t o  the  e x p l o r a t i o n  of telecommunication i n t e r f a c e  a s p e c t s  
of  e l e c t r i c  p ropu l s ion  ( r e f l e c t i o n ,  absorp t ion ,  n o i s e  emiss ion)  f o r  
t h e  t r a n s i t  phase o f  the  miss ion.  
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C . 7  S t r u c t u r a l  and Dynamics Analys is  
A semi-monocoque s t r u c t u r e  was suggested f o r  the  s p a c e c r a f t  and a 
t h i n  s h e l l e d  c y l i n d e r  was assumed a s  t h e  primary s t r u c t u r e  t o  o b t a i n  a 30 degree 
o f  freedom dynamic model o f  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  i n  the  stowed conf igura t ion .  For 
l a t e r a l  v i b r a t i o n  o f  the  f i e l d  j o i n t  and f o r  a n  assumed 5% of  c r i t i c a l  damp- 
ing  i n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e ,  a n a l y s i s  o f  the  model by d i g i t a l  computer program 
ind ica ted  t h a t  the  ampli tude o f  v i b r a t i o n  o f  t h e  lander /bus  i n t e r f a c e  
r e l a t i v e  t o  the  f i e l d  j o i n t  would be about 5.5.  This  was f o r  a n a t u r a l  
frequency (about 33 cps )  o f  t h e  stowed s p a c e c r a f t  where the  l ander  experienced 
r e l a t i v e l y  l a r g e  motion. 
Using t h i s  f a c t o r  of 5 .5 ,  t h e  displacement o f  t h e  lander /bus  i n t e r -  
face  may be es t imated a s  a f u n c t i o n  of t h e  n a t u r a l  frequency o f  the  s p a c e c r a f t  
I f o r  frequencies '  o t h e r  than  33 cps .  This  informat ion i s  h e l p f u l  both  f o r  
s i z i n g  the  s t r u c t u r e  and f o r  uncovering any p o s s i b l e  i n t e f e r e n c e  problems 
between t h e  s o l a r  pane l s  and shroud. Under the  a c t i o n  o f  t h e  l a t e r a l  s i n e  
environment ( s p e c i f i e d  by Figure  D-3.242)the' displacement of  t h e  l a n d e r /  
bus i n t e r f a c e  a s  a f u n c t i o n  of  frequency i s  shown i n  Figure C.7-1. 
R e s u l t s  from a n a l y s i s  o f  t h i s  p re l iminary  l a t e r a l  dynamic model 
i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  i f  a c y l i n d r i c a l  type s t r u c t u r e  i s  t o  be  used,  t h e  l a t e r a l  
fundamencal s p a c e c r a f t  n a t u r a l  frequency would probably be i n  a range from 
15 t o  25 c p s  f o r  most e f f i c i e n t  des ign.  The stowed s o l a r  pane l s ,  when simply 
supported a t  both  ends,  may have a fundamental frequency i n  t h e  same range. 
Care w i l l  be taken i n  subsequent des ign  t o  d e t e c t ,  and then avo id ,  any p o s s i b l e  
coupling problems between the  s p a c e c r a f t  and s o l a r  pane l s .  
Because o f  the  l a r g e  cutouf i n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  requ i red  f o r  t h e  i o n  
I 
engine exhaust ,  a space frame may be requ i red  i n  p re fe rence  to  a s e m i -  
monocoque. Figure  C.7-2 show6 a proposed frame which w i l l  be i n v e s t i g a t e d .  
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Mechanical environment t o  which t h e  v e h i c l e  i s  subjected has  been 
d e f i n e d ,  The mechanical environments s p e c i f i e d  h e r e  s a t i s f y  the  b a s i c  JPL 
requirements ,  and they apply  to  both t h e  Sa tu rn  IBICentaur and At las lCentaur  
launch c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  
The s p a c e c r a f t  coord ina tes  r e f e r r e d  t o  a r e  de f ined  i n  Figure C.7-2. 
Transpor ta t ion  Loads induced i n  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  and ground handling 
should no t  exceed t h e  des ign  loads  s i n c e  adequate  shock and v i b r a t i o n  
p r o t e c t i o n  w i l l  be provided. 
Prelaunch Care should be taken so t h a t  e r e c t i o n  and at tachment loads  
should no t  exceed t h e  des ign loads ,  Peak v a l u e s  o f  winds dur ing 
e r e c t i o n  w i l l  be less than 50 knots  99 percent  of the  t i m e ;  
I 
encapsu la t ion  may be requ i red  durfng e r e c t i o n .  
Boost and F l i p h t  The mechanical environment dur ing boost  and sub- 
sequent o p e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  c o n s i s t s  o f  a combination o f  
q u a s i - s t a t i c  a c c e l e r a t i o n ,  s i n u s o i d a l  and random v i b r a t i o n ,  shock, 
p ressure  t r a n s i e n t s ,  and a c o u s t i c  no i se .  The mechanical environment 
dur ing these  phases i s  de f ined  i n  Table (2.7-1. 
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SPACECRAFT RETRO MOTORS AND PROPELLANT 
TANKS MOUNTED ON FRAME MEMBERS 
Fig.  C.  7 - 2  Solar -Electr ic  Propulsion Spacecraft prel iminary Structural Arrangement 
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C . 8  System Analys is  
From a n  o v e r a l l  systems viewpoint  s e v e r a l  problems have been 
resolved i n  terms of des ign s p e c i f i c a t i o n s .  
For example, the  dynamic i n t e r f a c e  between t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  and the  
s o l a r  pane l s  h a s  been s p e c i f i e d  t o  the  s a t i s f a c t i o n  of both Boeing and 
Hughes. Fre l iminary  a n a l y s i s  of  v e h i c l e  dynamics shows t h a t  a c o n t r o l  
system can be r e a d i l y  designed which w i l l  not  c r e a t e  s i g n i f i c a n t  s t r e s s  
i n  the  s o l a r  panels  f o r  any panel  des ign  except  the  r o l l - o u t  v e r s i o n .  
I f  the  r o l l - o u t  v e r s i o n  i s  adopted,  i t s  fundamental frequency i s  l a r g e  
enough t o  r e q u i r e  t h a t  s p e c i a l  a t t e n t i o n  be given t o  the  automat ic  c o n t r o l  
system des ign .  
s o l a r  pane l s  i n  the  stowed c o n d i t i o n  cause no s e r i o u s  des ign problems. 
Dynamic i n t e r f a c e  requirements between s p a c e c r a f t  and 
I n  the  a r e a  of t r a j e c t o r i e s  t h r e e  dimensional  da ta  are not y e t  
a v a i l a b l e .  These da ta  w i l l  permit  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  t o  be e s t a b l i s h e d  f o r  the  
s t a r  r e f e r e n c e ,  may modify launch r e s t r i c t i o n s  and a f f e c t  f u e l  consumption. 
Also t r a j e c t o r y  d a t a  f o r  the  case  o f  cons tan t  t h r u s t  ang le  with r e s p e c t  
t o  v e h i c l e - s u n  l i n e  must be ob ta ined ,  This informat ion w i l l  a f f e c t  
s p a c e c r a f t  des ign  and may a f f e c t  c o n t r o l  system design.  
d a t a  w i l l  be a v a i l a b l e  w i t h i n  a month. 
Much o f  t h e s e  
A s tudy t h a t  should be made i n  t h i s  connect ion i s  the  op t imiza t ion  
of a f ixed  t h r u s t  d i r e c t i o n .  
The degree  o f  subsystem redundancy requ i red  f o r  miss ion success  i s  
now under i n v e s t i g a t i o n ,  and i s  expected t o  have a dominating e f f e c t  sh 
the  choice  of type o f  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  system and, perhaps,on ion  t h r u s t o r  
arrangements.  
C-51 
The comparison s tudy of types  of c o n t r o l  systems included i n  t h e  
f i r s t  progress  r e p o r t  i s  being redone w i t h  new d a t a  on t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  and 
system. I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e s e  compariebns the  method o f  d i r e c t  c o n t r o l  o f  
t h e  main t h r u s t o r  a r r a y  p o s i t i o n  i s  being d e t a i l e d  a s  an  a l t e r n a t e  t o  t h e  
cold  g a s  method f o r  a t t i t u d e  control . .  
i s  deployed o r  n o t ,  the  engine  would be r o t a  bed o r  ,tr&tnsda ted .  
A t  p r e s e n t  a s e p a r a t e  ion  engine  c o n t r o l  system does n o t  appear 
Dep’ending on whether the  t h r u s t o r  
a t t r a c t i v e  on a r e l a t i v e  b a s i s  because both  cold  g a s  c o n t r o l  and engine  
motions a re  needed anyhow. The i o n  engine  would be a t h i r d  c o n t r o l  system. 
An ins t rument  f o r  a t t i t u c l e  re fe rence  i n  a p lane  perpendicular  t o  
the  e c l i p t i c  has  been o f  some concern. The problem:. was t o  f ind  a 
r e l a t i v e l y  simple ins t rument  such a s  a canopus t r a c k e r  having a s u f f i c i e n t l y  
w i d e  f i e l d  o f  view t o  accommodate v e h i c l e  motions about  i t s  own a x i s ,  
v e h i c l e  motion about t h e  s u n ,  and t o  f i n d  a mounting p o s i t i o n  on the  v e h i c l e  
where a s i n g l e  s t a r  would be i n  view a t  a l l  t i m e s .  
canopus t r a c k e r  can meet the  requirements .  A remaining i t e m  capable of 
precluding u s e  o f  a canopus t r a c k e r  on t h i s  v e h i c l e  i s  the  amount of  
r e f l e c t e d  l i g h t .  This  h a s  not  y e t  been aetermined.  
It  now appears  t h a t  a 
During the  nex t  per iod t h e  u n s e t t l e d  problems mentioned above 
should be solved.  However, new system problems have a r i s e n  a s  a r e s u l t  
of non-deployment o f  t h e  t h r u s t o r  a r r a y .  The r e s u l t i n g  major changes i n  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  and mass d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i l l  n e c e s s i t a t e  among o t h e r  th ings  
(a) a review of  dynamics o f  the  s p a c e c r a f t  both dur ing boost  and wi th  
s o l a r  pane l s  deployed, (b)  r e v i s i o n  of des ign  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  and (c)  re- 
examination of the  c o n t r o l  system and i t s  i n t e r a c t i o n s  with t h e  s p a c e c r a f t .  
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A p re l iminary  s ta tement  o f  s p a c e c r a f t  des ign c r i t e r i a  has  been 
formulated and i s  presented i n  the  following paragraphs.. Inasmuch a s  
D- 1 . 2  
i 
s p a c e c r a f t  des ign  ana lyses  t o  d a t e  have i n d i c a t e d  the  a d v i s a b i l i t y  of  t h e  u s e  
o f  deployable engine  a r r a y s ,  whereas emphasis i n  t h e  next  r e p o r t i n g  per iod 
w i l l  be d i r e c t e d  towards c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  wi th  "body-mounted" (non-deployable) 
engine a r r a y s ,  f u t u r e  modi f i ca t ions  o f  these  c r i t e r i a  a r e  i n d i c a t e d .  
P- 1 DESIGN MISSIONS 
D - 1 . 1  Launch Vehicle 
Both the At las /Centaur  and the  Saturn  IBfCentaur launch v e h i c l e s  
D-1,3 
D - 1  3 2 
s h a l l  be considered f o r  the  des ign  miss ion.  
Spacecraf t  
TKO pre l iminary  solar-powered e l e c t r i c  p ropu l s ion  s p a c e c r a f t  
des igns  a r e  r e q u i r e d .  One t o  accomplish a 1971 Mars o r b i t e r  
miss ion u t i l i z i n g  
o t h e r  u t i l i z i n g  t h e  Sa tu rn  JBfCentaur launch v e h i c l e ,  
Boost Phase 
Figure D-1.3-1 d e f i n e s  t h e  e a r t h  escape t r a j e c t o r y  phase o f  
the  miss ion.  
Figure D-1,3-2 i n d i c a t e s  the  s p a c e c r a f t  d i s t a n c e  from t h e  sun,  
wi th  r e s p e c t  t o  t i m e  f o r  the f i r s t  10 days o f  t h e  miss ion.  
H e l i o c e n t r i c  Trans fe r  
t h e  At las /Centaur  launch v e h i c l e ,  and t h e  
The omni- d i rec t iona l  antennas  w i l l  be deployed i n  a sequence 
such t h a t  communication wi th  e a r t h  i s  cont inuously  a v a i l a b l e  
a f t e r  Centaur s e p a r a t i o n .  
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The s o l a r  panels  s h a l l  be i n  o p e r a t i n g  c o n d i t i o n  no t  l a t e r  
than 3 hours a f t e r  Centaur s e p a r a t i o n .  
The main t h r u s t o r  assembly, h igh  g a i n  antenna and Mars scanner  
p la t form w i l l  be deployed i n  sequence a f t e r  conf i rmat ion of s o l a r  
panel  opera t ion .  
The sequence o f  opera t ions  i n  the  v i c i n i t y  o f  Mars b h a l l  be: 
a .  J e t t i s o n  s o l a r  pane l s ,  power c o n d i t i o n e r  and engine 
b .  Re- or ien ta t ion  of s p a c e c r a f t  t o  a launch a t t i t u d e  f o r  the  
l ander .  
c .  Launch t h e  Mars lander  
d .  Terminal c o r r e c t i o n  i f  necessary  
e .  Retro  i n t o  o r b i t  about Mars. 
1 D-1.3.3 Mars O r b i t  
F rov i s ion  w i l l  be made f o r  e n t r y  i n t o  any one o f  four  Mars 
o r b i t s ,  c i r c u l a r  a t  5,000 KM a l t i t u d e ,  
e l l i p t i c a l  wi th  p e r i a p s i s  4,000 KM - apoapsis  50,000 KM 
4,000 KM - apoaps i s  20,000 KM 
4,000 KM - apoapsis  10,000 KM 
v o f  s p a c e c r a f t  wi th  r e s p e c t  t o  Mars s h a l l  be less than 
2,000 fps .  
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Envelope Requirements 
Figures D - 2 . 1 - 1  and D- 2.1- 2 de f ine  the  g r o s s  envelope r e q u i r e -  
ments f o r  the  s o l a r  a r r a y  and the  s p a c e c r a f t  f o r  the Atlas/  
Centaur and Saturn  IBICentaur launch v e h i c l e s  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
Dynamic and s t a t i c  envelopes a s  w e l l  a s  pe rmiss ib le  c e n t e r  
of  g r a v i t y  l o c a t i o n s  are i n d i c a t e d .  
S t r u c t u r a l  Design C r i t e r i a  
Launch Conf igurat ion 
The s p a c e c r a f t  inc luding the  s o l a r  a r r a y  i n  the  stowed c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
s h a l l  be capable o f  wi ths tanding wi thout  s t r u c t u r a l  o r  mechanical 
degradat ion the  fo l lowing s t r u c t u r a l  load environment app l i ed  a t  
the  f i e l d  j o i n t  (SIC s t a .  0 ) .  
S inuso ida l  Sweep a t  1.0 Min/Octave 
The v a r i a b l e  frequency s i n u s o i d a l  i n p u t  s h a l l  be a s  shown 
i n  Figures  D-3.2-1 and D-3-2-2 r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
Random Gaussian Vibra t ion  
The random Gaussian v i b r a t i o n  s h a l l  c o n s i s t  of  50 minutes 
v i b r a t i o n  a t  0 . 4  g /cps band l i m i t e d  between 100 and 1500 c p s .  2 
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Pressure  t r a n s i e n t s  a r i s i n g  from atmospheric out- gass ing y 
shroud e j e c t i o n ,  aerodynamic q, and a l l  o t h e r  p ressure  induced 
f o r c e s  except ing a c o u s t i c  loads  s h a l l  be less than .015 ps ia  on 
any p o r t i o n  of t h e  fo lded a r r a y .  
Acoust ic  Environment i s  s p e c i f i e d  i n  F igure  D-3.2-3 
S t a t i c  Environment 
The s t a t i c  loads  s h a l l  c o n s i s t  of a s t e a d y- s t a t e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  
of 6 ,5  "g" d i r e c t e d  a long  t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  l o n g i t u d i n a l  a x i s  and 
0 ,5  "g" s t e a d y- s t a t e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  d i r e c t e d  normal t o  the  space- 
c r a f t  l o n g i t u d i n a l  a x i s .  
D-2.2.2 Deployed Conf igura t ion  
The s p a c e c r a f t  i n  the  deployed s o l a r  a r r a y  conf igura t ion  s h a l l  
be  so designed t h a t  no s t r u c t u r a l  degrada t ion  w i l l  occur due t o  
o r  dur ing  the  following c o n d i t i o n s .  
The thermal g r a d i e n t s  t h a t  w i l l  develop between t h e  Sun and shade 
s i d e s  o f  the  s p a c e c r a f t  due t o  s o l a r  i l l u m i n a t i o n  a t  140 mw/cm 
i n t e n s i t y  
Trans ien t  thermal s t r e s s e s  due to repea ted  e n t r y  i n t o ,  dwell  
t i m e  w i t h i n ,  and emergence from p lane ta ry  shadow with  s o l a r  
i n t e n s i t y  o f  50 mw/cm 
Mars, 
2 
2 when i n  a 5000 km c i r c u l a r  o r b i t  about 
-5 0 
A s t e a d y- s t a t e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  o f  3 x 10 
t h e  plane o f  t h e  a r r a y .  This  loading s imula tes  t h a t  imposed 
by t h e  c r u f s e  engines .  
"g" d i r e c t e d  a t  45 t o  
J 
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1500 
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FIGURE D-3.2-1 
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FIGURE D-3.2-2 
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A s t e a d y- s t a t e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  o f  four  "g's' '  d i r e c t e d  normal t o  
t h e  plane and % "g" d i r e c t e d  i n  the  plane and normal t o  t h e  span 
d i r e c t i o n  dur ing  r e t r o  i n t o  Mars o r b i t .  
e lec t r ic  propuls ion  system and lander  a l r eady  j e t t i s o n e d  .) 
(Orbi te r  conf igura t ion-  
Control  Reference Acquis i t ion  Phase 
During a c q u i s i t i o n  t h e  s o l a r  a r r a y  s h a l l  withstand a cons tan t  
angular  a c c e l e r a t i o n  of 2 x 10 rad/sec  zero  angular  a c c e l e r a t i o n s  -5 2 
a s  per Figure D-2.2.2-1. 
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c  v e h i c l e  motions during a n  a c q u i s i t i o n  phase a re  
shown i n  Figure D-2.2.2-2 and D-2.2.2-3. 
Cru ise  Phase 
The s o l a r  a r r a y  s h a l l  withstand a v e h i c l e  l i m i t  cyc l e  o s c i l l a t i o n  
o f  approximately the  form shown i n  Figure D-2.2.2-4 f o r  a period 
of one y e a r .  
U 
13 sec. 
FIGURE D-2.2.2-4 
D-2 3 Subsystem Design Cri ter ia  
0-2 e 3.1 Payload (not w i th in  the present  scope of  t h i s  program a s  pe r  
JPL i n s t r u c t i o n s ) .  
D-2,3.2 So la r  Array 
Except f o r  t he  r e l e v a n t  items noted i n  D-2.2.1, D-2.2.2 and 
D-3 1, t h e  b e i n g  document e n t i t l e d  "Preliminary C r i t e r i a  and 
Requirements Statement" da ted  A p r i l  25, 1965 a p p l i e s .  
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D-2.3.3 Telecommunications " 1  
Telecommunications between Earth and spacec ra f t  i s  t o  be 
compatible with DSIF c a p a b i l i t y  a s  programmed. 
RF power source i s  t o  be l i m i t e d  t o  50 w a t t s  (assumed 1967 
s t a t e - o f - t h e  a r t ) .  
Fixed pa rabo l i c  o r  p l ana r  a r r a y  antennas only a r e  t o  be 
considered 
Maximum communication d i s t a n c e  t o  be considered i s  350 x10 km. 
Maximum communication time i s  530 days (350 days t r a n s i t  and 
180 days i n  Mars o r b i t ) .  
6 
D-2.3.4 Guidance and Control  
On-board guidance and any a s soc i a t ed  a d d i t i o n a l  ins t rumenta t ion  
thereby requi red  w i l l  be provided, i f  n e c e s s i t a t e d  by p r e c i s i o n  
launching o f  the  landing v e h i c l e  a 
On-board te rmina l  guidance, i f  any, w i l l  u t i l i z e  i n s t rumen ta t ion  
a l r eady  on the  spacec ra f t  f o r  o t h e r  purposes i n s o f a r  a s  poss ib l e .  
Three a x i s  c o n t r o l  o f  t he  spacec ra f t  s h a l l  be a v a i l a b l e  a t  a l l  
t i m e s  a f t e r  panel  deployment. 
Appl ica t ion  of c o n t r o l  f o r c e s  s h a l l  not  cause a torque l e v e l  
on the  s p a c e c r a f t  exceeding 1 l b .  f t .  
I f  c o n t r o l  i s  by means o f  gas  jets ,  they s h a l l  be loca ted  a t  the 
o u t e r  end o f  the  in-board s o l a r  pane ls .  The t h r u s t  l e v e l  from 
these  g a s  je ts  s h a l l  not  exceed 0.05 l b s .  
D-15 
J 
Acquis i t ion  s h a l l  be automatic .  
l imi ted  by ground command, and must be accomplished from a 
random spacec ra f t  o r i e n t a t i o n  a f t e r  s o l a r  a r r a y  deployment. 
Control  s h a l l  hold t h e  plane o f  t he  s o l a r  panels  perpendicular  
t o  spacec ra f t  - sun l i n e  t o  w i t h i n  +S 
I n i t i a l  a c q u i s i t i o n  s h a l l  be 
0 Control  about  t he  space- 
c r a f t  sun l i n e  (rol l)  s h a l l  be wi th in  & 5' o f  a p re se l ec t ed  
re f erence .,
Spacecraf t  c e n t e r  o f  g r a v i t y  motion s h a l l  be sensed by the  
c o n t r o l  system and the  t h r u s t  v e c t o r  ad jus t ed  by r e- pos i t i on ing  
the  t h r u s t o r s  t o  compensate f o r  the  C. G. t r a v e l .  
The sun s h a l l  serve a s  re ference  f o r  two axes .  A s t a r  f e f e rence  
out o f  the  e c l i p t i c  plane 
The s t a r  t r a c k e r  must be so loca ted  t h a t  i t s  performance i s  n o t  
r e s t r i c t e d  by any p a r t  o f  t he  spacec ra f t  dur ing  i t s  ope ra t ion ,  
S t r ay  l i g h t  such a s  r e f l e c t i o n s  from t h e  s o l a r  a r r a y  must no t  
s h a l l  be used f o r  t he  r o l l  a x i s .  
e n t e r  the  f i e l d  o f  view of  t he  s t a r  t r a c k e r .  
Typical  a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  t h r u s t  times f o r  one a x i s  are shown i n  
Figure D-2.2.2-4. 
D-2.3.5 Thermal Control  System 
D-2 3 S 1 Scope 
The veh ic l e  thermal c o n t r o l  system w i l l  provide thermal p r o t e c t i o n  
t o  t h e  electr ic  propulsion engines,  t he  e l e c t r i c a l  power condi t ion-  
ing  equipment , v e h i c l e  payload and o t h e r  s p a c e c r a f t  subsystem 
equipment, 
load during the  t r a n s i t  phase i s  assumed t o  be small compared 
The i n t e r n a l  power d i s s i p a t i o n  of t he  v e h i c l e  pay- 
3 
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with  t h a t  a r i s i n g  from the  power cond i t i one r .  The thermal 
c o n t r o l  system f o r  t h e  v e h i c l e  w i l l  be designed t o  minimize the  
thermal i n t e r a c t i o n  between the  s o l a r  pane ls  and the veh ic l e .  
D-2 3 5.2 Prelaunch 
The v e h i c l e  s h a l l  s u f f e r  no degrada t ion  of  performance when 
exposed t o  prelaunch temperatures  of 40 F t o  120 F. 0 0 
D-2.3.5.3 Boost Phase 
The v e h i c l e  s h a l l  s u f f e r  no degradqt ion when exposed t o  the  
following boost environments. 
a .  Aerodynamic Heating - A maximum temperature on the  i n s i d e  
o f  t he  nose f a i r i n g  of the  launch v e h i c l e  of  4OQoF f o r  t he  
seve res t  launch t r a j e c t o r y .  (Temperatuye-Time h i s t o r y  
forthcoming) 
b. I n t e r n a l  thermal r a d i a t i o n  t o  the  veh,icLe from the  heated, 
nose f a i r i n g .  
c. Heat t r a n s f e r  between t h e  v e h i c l e  equipmentand i t s  s t r u c t u r e .  
d. Thermal r a d i a t i o n  t o  f r e e  space and i r r a d i a t i o n  from the  sun 
a f t e r  nose f a i r i n g  sepa ra t ion .  
D-2.3.5,4 Hel iocen t r i c  Phase 
The v e h i c l e  s h a l l  s u f f e r  no degrada t ion  of  performance when 
exposed t o  t he  fol lowing thermal environments dur ing  f r e e - f l i g h t  : 
a .  Heat t r a n s f e r  between v e h i c l e  equipment by conduction through 
the  s t r u c t u r e  and by thermal r a d i a t i o n .  
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b o  Solar  i r r a d i a t i o n  on s u n l i t  s u r f a c e s  of  442 BTLJ/ft / h r ,  
c ,  Thermal r a d i a t i o n  t o  f r e e  space.  
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The thermal c o n t r o l  system s h a l l  be capable of  d i s s i p a t i n g  
i n t e r n a l l y  generated h e a t  a t  a r a t e  of  5 k i lowa t t s  a t  1 A.U.  
from the  sun without  overhea t ing .  
The thermal c o n t r o l  system s h a l l  keep the  temperatures o f  a l l  
components w i t h i n  t h e i r  r e spec t ive  to l e rance  a t  a l l  t imes,  
D-2.3.5.5 The v e h i c l e  s h a l l  s u f f e r  no degrada t ion  o f  performance when 
subjected t o  a l t e r n a t e  sun and shade during the  Mars o r b i t i n g  pha: 
D-2.3.6 Retro  'Motor Subsystem 
The r e t r o  motor s h a l l  be  capable o f  impart ing a v e l o c i t y  
increment of  3300 fps  t o  a 7400 l b ,  spacec ra f t .  This corresponds 
t o  2,3.3.2, 
Maximum spacec ra f t  d e c e l e r a t i o n  during r e t r o  i n t o  Mars o r b i t  
L 
\ s h a l l  be 32 f t / s e c  
1 
D-2.3.7 E l e c t r i c  Propulsion System 
(not y e t  a v a i l a b l e )  
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D-3 INTERFACES 
D-3.1 Array deployment mechanism and hinge at tachments  t o  spacec ra f t  
s h a l l  be so designed t h a t  binding does not  i n t e r f e r e  wi th  deploy- 
ment, and s o  t h a t  overloading does not  r e s u l t  from shock when 
the  a r r a y  s e c t i o n s  a r r i v e  a t  the  l i m i t  s t ops .  
D-3.2 Once deployed, the  s o l a r  a r r a y  must lock  permanently i n  p o s i t i o n .  
D-3 3 The o u t e r  s e c t i o n s  of  t h e  a r r a y  must be jett i ,koned without  damage 
t o  t he  remainder of the  a r r a y ,  before  o rbJ t ing  Mars. 
The base h inges  of t h e  s o l a r  a r r a y  s h a l l  be considered p a r t  of D-3 4 
t h e  spacec ra f t  s t r u c t u r e .  
D-3.5 The spacec ra f t  s h a l l  provide s u f f i c i e n t  c learance  from exhausts  
of  e l e c t r i c  t h r u s t o r s ,  c o n t r o l  j e t s  and the  r e t r o  motor t o  avoid 
s i g n i f i c a n t  damage t o  the s o l a r  pane ls .  
D-3 6 The spacec ra f t  shall ,  provide s a t i s f a c t o r y  view ang le s  f o r  
communication with e a r t h  and/or  wi th  a lander  v e h i c l e .  
D-3 a 7 The s o l a r  a r r a y  s h a l l  be designed so t h a t  displacements  o f  t he  
v e h i c l e  mass cen te r  due t o  thermal g r a d i e n t s  and i n i t i a l  deployed 
p o s i t i o n  a r e  minimized, 
&, conf igu ra t ion  of the  deployed s o l a r  a r r a y  s h a l l  provide 
adequate  c learance  ad jacent  t o  the . , spacecraf t  t o  permit deploy- 
ment o f  . spacecraf t  subsystems. 
Operat ion of the  spacecra f t-Centaur  adap te r  s epa ra t ion  
mechanism s h a l l  no t  cause any damage t o  the stowed s o l a r  a r r a y .  
D-3.8 
i 
D-3; 9 
D-3.10 For c learance  cons ide ra t ions ,  deployment of t h e  s o l a r  a r r a y  s h a l l  
preceed deployment of any major spacec ra f t  subsystem. 
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D-3 11. Magnetometers or  magnetic sens i t ive  detectors must be placed 
a t  a s u f f i c i e n t  distance from the spacecraft to minimize the 
stray magnetic fields into the noise l e v e l  of a quiet  so lar  
magnetic f i e  Id. 
GROUND HANDLING AND SUPPORT E Q U l ’ M N T  
(Not yet  available) 
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